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Poet is every man, who in
Classroom, courtroom or church*
In wealth or lowliness,
Can see the ideal behing his task.
- Ludvig Schroder
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years

tone educators, John Dewey, Willard S. Sirens,

Robert Maynard Hutchins, Fred J. Kelly, John E. Stout, and others, hare
roiced their dissatisfaction with secondary education and higher learn
ing in America.

Some hare maintained, and with good reasons, that

higher education (education abore the sixth grade) has failed to giro
what the masses really needed.

Others hare held that education has

failed by trying to follow the rapid strides of mechanical progress.
Many sincere educators, alarmed by the great number of unemployed
and the enormous amount of released human energy being wasted, hare looked
for something

that would orercomo the deficienciea in our mass education.

It is generally conceded that higher education has been too professional
in character and that a more liberal and cultural type of education should
be made available.
Apparently there is a need of reconstruction in the educational
organisations.
Junior college.

This concerns especially the Junior high school and the
The curriculum needs also a reconstruction which would

provide non-technical, integrated, surrey and orientation courses that
would hare one main aim - the cultural development of the individual
rather than the professional.
In this volume the attempts at solution of some of the problems
in American education will be based upon the People's College, which
originated in Denmark in 1844.

The place of origin might be a hindrance

to some, sinoe this system of cultural education did not originate in
America.

Mr. Hart seems to be conscious of this when he writes in his

book, Light from the North;

There is a certain type of provincial Asterican who spends
ouch energy in decrying "foreign” ideas and movements and in
Insisting that "American ideas” are good enough for Anerica. Bat
the fact is that it is often difficult to trace the origins of an
idea, for instance* were Booker T. Washington's ideas* as developed
at Tuskegee Institute* American? Was the "Literary Society" of
the country school districts of Indiana a half century ago an
American idea? Is the Chautauqua Movement of today an American
idea? Are "finishing schools" for young ladles American? Is the
Y. M. 0. A.
summer school an American idea? Are Harvard and
Yale American products?" 1
The Croat Teacher of old said:
truth applies well to education.
other.

"Ho man llveth unto himself."

This

Hations have much to learn from each

Joseph K. Hart, Paul Monroe* Bean Chris. L. Christensen, and

others Believe that we in America have much to learn in adult education
from the Banish Polk Schools and that we should not hesitate to apply the
Polk School principles of democratic Denmark to the problems in America.
Rural America Is in need of educational opportunities.

In the

agricultural state of Horth Dakota there are eight professional institu
tions of higher learning as compared with three agricultural schools
preparing country youth for their tasks*

It is the author's contention

that secondary schools should he provided for the youth of the farm
communities.

Some successful attempts have Been made in America, as for

example at the College of Agriculture, University of Wisconsin, Park River
and Maddock Agricultural Schools, Horth Dakota;

John 0. Campbell Polk

School, Brasstown, Horth Carolina; and BaneBod Polk High School, Tyler,
Minnesota.
Much difficulty was encountered in collecting historical material
for the Banish Polk Schools in America and other countries as some of the
sohools for various reasons no longer exist.
1

The writer is grateful to

Joseph K. Hart, Light from the Horth. pp. IX. X

the m a y who answered questionnaires and personal loiters and who freely
(Bare of their tine for interviews.

The writer is indebted to Sr. Martin

Holland* Sean Chris. 7,. Christenson* Mrs. Olive D. Campbell, Miss Myrtle

B* Pedersen*

and Rev. P.

c.

Jensen, editor of Luthersk Oteeblad. for

their enoom w Mseaent to oolleot the lnfornation for this theels.
The writer expirestee his appreoiaticn to educators in nangr oountrles
for their hospitality and assistance* and to the many friend# for their
help end encouragement.

Above all the writer is indebted to the

Committee of the Graduate Division of the University of North Dakota*
whose suggestions and consents ware so valuable.

The writer is particular

ly indebted to Doan J. V. Broitwieser* Director of the Graduate Division)
Sr. Uriah Seiko* O h a i r m n of the Goanitteei

Dr. Richard Beck, Dr. 0. L.

XJsrstad* Dr. A. ?. Overn* and Dr. Clarence Perkins.

CHAPTER I
TTO PROBLEMS XX AMERICAS EIXJCATIOH

I.

Introduction to the Problems.-— ~-Slnca the writer raora than a decade ago

first cane in personal contact with education in America, ha hag observed
that educational institutions, teachers, and students in America have to
faoe many serious problems.

That America has problems in education, a

glance at the headlines of the Sunday edition of a metropolitan newspaper
will soon verify.

The headlines read!

“Dewey States Aim of ‘Progressives*•"
"Johns Hopkins Puts Lindt on Students*"

"Educators Debate Propaganda Peril*"
"College Seniors ‘Forgotten Men*'"
"Conference to Study Amusement

Trend.
Social and other conditions in America have changed during the last
deeade.

The abundance of technically trained men and women has created

a serious problem.

The demand for professional service has not increased

proportionally with the number of graduates.

Hence, an acute situation

has arisen.
Attendance at higher institutions of learning has increased enormously,
as the following quotation shows:
Japan heads the list with an increase of 686 per cent between
1913 end 1934, closely followed by Roumania with an increase of
670 per cent. The Increase in British India has been 390 per cent.
Similar though less substantial gains have been made in France (113
per cent), Holland (146 per cent). Great Britain (82 per cent),
and in the United States (200 per cent). Student enrollments in
German institutions of higher learning Increased from 76,800 in
1913 to 132,000 in 1930. Since that year they have fallen again
to 77,000, largely owing to Bmtlonal-Sooialist propaganda and
the drastic measures taken bjr the Hitler government to block the
access to colleges and universities.*

1 USE York Times. March 6, 1938.
2 W. M. Kotachaig. The Educational Record. July, 1937, p. 354

American life is in a changing process and every social institution attempts
to neet the demands of the tine.

While secondary education and higher

learning have tried to Beet the demands, they have contributed toward the
creation of new problems.

The result has been a loss in the high standard

and respect formerly enjoyed by American institutions of learning.

From

the time of Washington to the last decade our institutions of learning have
grown in an environment which demanded more and more graduates.

The task

was to supply teachers for new schools* engineers for railroads and bridges*
architects for new constructions* and trained men and woman for every type
of occupation.

This demand has largely come to an end.

Secondary education and higher learning in America appear to be in a
s rious dilemma.

Educators from various types of educational institutions

bear witness to this situation.

Educational books and mag&sines, lectures

in the class rooms and at teachers* conventions* discussions in the halls
of our colleges and universities* parents* and teachers* meetings— all
seen to Indicate a restless spirit.

The universities are accused of being

radical* teaching evolution and other doctrines and isms contrary to our
democratic Ideals of liberty and equality.

Moral standards and moral ideals

seem to be a matter of individual responsibility instead of institutional.
The unique and lofty ideals of our forefathers have partly been lost in
our present day mass education.

This, in short, appears to be the pre

vailing situation in America today.
That America has very serious educational problems is expressed in a
survey made in 1933 by a certain high school which discussed plans for the
oolebratlon of the Tercentenary of Secondary Education.

During the

discussion a member of the school suggested that rather than have a program*
they deal with problems which the high school system has failed to solve

during its 300 /ears of existence.

Two problems were oliosen for study j

Fir s t , the problem of the young people of high sciiool ago who
are not enrolled in high school. Arising under this heading were
such question* as the following!
1. What proportion of young people of high school age are
not enrolled in Central high school?
2. How many of the young people not enrolled are unemployed?
3. How many of the young people not enrolled are following
no systematic plan for study and self-improvement?
4. What could the school do to extend its services to these
young people?
Second i the problem of the graduates of the high school who
have not found employment. Under this we might ask*
1. How many of the graduates of the last five years are not
attending college and are not employed?
2. What new employment opportunities could the community
provide?
3. What is Central high school doing to serve the post*
graduate?!
The survey subsequently mad* by this high school showed that about
half of the boys and girls eligible for high school were not enrolled.
Of those graduated the last five years« only half had employment.

The

other half was distributed in the Citizens* Civilian Corps, wag listed in
the column, "fork Wanted," or belonged to that mobile population called
"hobos."

A few were found behind prison bare.

This Is the lamentable

situation prevailing among the youth of America today.
In January, 1935, Joy Elmer Morgan, editor of The Journal of the
Al»Qc&.at.i<?q.*

wrote*

The Tercentenary of Secondary Education finds millions of
young people out of school and out of work. Youth stands waiting
at the gates ready, willing, eagerJ Shall it be denied its
opportunity? Dare it be denied its opportunity? Just as the
•corn lodged in a rock crevasse rende the mountains in twain
with the force of its growth, so the "growth" power of oncoming
millions of young men and women cannot well be resisted. Youth
will have its day. From millions of young people a bitter
question irises* "Ho schools! Ho Jobs! What shall we do?"

1

Craven, Eleanor, ?hg_JO?gual of the jlatlpnal Education Association.
January, 1935, p. 19.

America must find an answer to this challenging question. During
the Tercentenary year each high school ought to embrace the opportunity
to devoto a major share of its attention to a study of the unemployed
youth of its community and to the discovery of ways by which the high
school may extend its services to them.1
The problem, Instead of being solved, has increased to the point
where a

large proportion of our youth are becoming desperate for some-

creative to occupy their minds and bodies.

A recent report published by

the Welfare Council in Mew York City shows a most alarming situations
dearly half of the young men and women in this city are
sv-ffering from lack of economic opportunity* the Greater New York
Fund reported yesterday on the basis of a study just completed by
the Welfare Council. A sampling of one per cent of the population
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-four indicated that about
.jgOiQgg

z s a a f c t e X s a r a a ssz.%

i £ CkaL jo£i«

•This situation challenges the resources of every agency
in the community,* said Winthrop Rockefeller, executive vice
chairman of the fund, which will seek $10,000,(XX) next month in
behalf of private social groups.
'Experienced social workers agree that it may be only a short
step from youthful discouragement to youthful delinquency. Yet
many welfare and health agencies, which comprise with us the Greater
Mew York Fund and are devoted to guiding the city's youth, find
their resources badly strained.*
The sampling made by the Welfare Council was believed to be
* a fair cross-section of all social, economic, racial and cultural
groups in the city and hence to represent conditions in all classes
of the population. * The percentage of youth unemployment for the
city as a whole was put at 47.8 *
Youth is the period of developing character and of unfolding
personality.

Youth wants to give expression to its creative Imagination

and ideas in employment that are useful and wholesome.
an outlet for its abundant energy.

Youth must haws

This must be found in work that will

bring the necessities of life, and in cultural entertainment that will
satisfy the physical and mental life of the individual.
1.
2.

With this problem

Morgan, Joy Elmer, The Journal of the National Education Association.
January, 1935, p. 19.
New York Times, April 3, 1938.

5

in view, the ta*k of the educator, and. In fact of every parent in America,
becomes a serious one.
But mere negative criticism, too much of which has been given since
the depression of 1929, is destructive.
of the true meaning of education;

others, to please the voters, care

merely for the saving of a few dollars;
ambitions in view.

Some of the critics know little

still others have simply personal

Such forces have little good to contribute.

What is

needed is real constructive criticism, which does more than merely consider
the inconsistencies and evils in the whole present educational scheme, but
a criticism which views these inconsistencies and evils in the light of
possible positive solutions.

It approaches each problem with an open mind,

ready to grant the existence of all possible faults.

It does so with

understanding and sympathy, realising the Importance of the faults, but
at the same time, desiring constructive improvement that will benefit the
present and the coming generations.

With this attitude firmly established,

let us consider two of the problems in secondary education and higher learn
ing in America today.
II

?be_j&pj>j£mof Ajms.
To the writer, the most serious critic!an of American education—

and of education anywhere at any time— is the lack of specific aims. In
places, students and Institutions appear to comprise one great heterogeneous
group with almost as many aims as there are students and institutions.
How and then, however, a student does begin his high school work with a
particular goal in view.
sity;

This goal he retains through college and univer

it continues in actual life.

Some institutions give a reason for

their existence, because they wish to make a definite contribution that
improves the individual life and in turn improves America.

Many institutions,

however, teem to leave their student* to Bake the heat of life, relying on
chance and good luck.
the leisure hours.

This hold® true especially in regard to morality and

Our alo©3t sole concern has been, in one way or another,

to give the majority of the students sufficient knowledge about a pro
fession so u.s to enable them to make a living eight hours of the day during
six days of the week.

This has been accomplished at the expense of the

leisure hours.
It is generally conceded that if education is to succeed it must have
specific aim®.

This is the opinion of a group of college presidents, deans,

and office personnel representing the American Council on "Education.

Their

ideas found expression in the following statement*
One of the basic purposes of higher education is the preservation,
transmission, and enrichment of the important elements of culture - the
product of scholarship, research, creative imagination, and human
experience. It is the task of colleges and universities so to vitalise
this and other educational purposes as to assist the student in
developing to the limit of his potentialities and in making his con
tribution to the betterment of society. This philosonhy imposes
upon educational institutions the obligation to consider the student
as a whole - his Intellectual capacity and achievement, his physical
condition, his social relationships, his vocational aptitudes and
skills, his moral and religious values, his economic resources, his
aesthetic appreciation.!
The most commendable aim of American education today is that the
masses are given an opportunity to snare equally in higher learning.

Buskin,

in speaking of education, feels that all men and women should have a thorough
and wholesome education.

He says:

I do not say, nor do I believe, that the lower classes ought
not to be better educated, in millions of ways, than they are. £
£gUflfr3_.TOT
in a Christian Kingdom ought to be etmally well
educated. But I would have it education to purpose:
s t e m , practical,
irresistibly, in moral habits, in bodily strength and beauty in all
faculties of mind capable of being developed tinder the circumstances
of the individual, and especially in the technical knowledge of his
own business; but yet, infinitely various in its effort, directed
to make one youth humble, and another confident: to tranquilise this1
1

yke Educational Record, July. 1937. p. 431.

oind. to put some spark of ambition into that; and in the icing of all
this* considering knowledge as one only out of Myriads of means in its
hands, or myriads of gifts at its disposal.*No other country offers such opportunities to the young as America.
America has more students in high schools and colleges than the rest of
the world together.

?ach day millions of tomorrow's leaders are availing

themselves of the opportunity to get a liberal and scientific education,
and the number is steadily increasing; in fact, increasing so rapidly that
many are becoming alarmed.

What will the future brinv?

Many fear that

an idle group of high school and university graduates, who, due to their
lack of a responsible position or lack of the position for which they wars
prepared, will become restless, bitter, and radical.

Such an educated group

of individuals is dangerous, morally and politically,

ft was thio sort

of group that aided Hitler in getting control of Germany.
If there is any place where guidance is needed, it is in the education of
the masses.

A few educated radicals are dangerous;

but masses without

sane and wholesome objectives are a danger to the entire nation.

If the

individuals within the masses lack personal honor and self-control, they
are a danger to civilisation, and a danger to society.
often lost in the mass.

The individual is

The single vote which is the individuals expression

of power. Is in many instances dictated.

This is partly the result of mass

education where personal educational guidance is lacking.

The very factor,

then, that has made America the outstanding country in the world, the very
factor that was hoped would bring new and constant advances for better
things, is rapidly becoming a dangerous force which threatens intellectual,
moral, religious, political, and economic freedom.

That such a situation

should be the outcome of mass education few, if any, ever suspected.
1.

Baskin, Stones of Venice . pp.

1197 120.

The

cause, however, lie* to a large extent In the lack of definite wholesome ala*.
/

What has been the aln of mass education in our high schools up until

the last decade?
and university?

Ha* it been to prepare student* for entrance into college
Or ha* it been to give then a taste of subjects they would

not be expected to use?

The situation today is not clear.

As yet we have

not made up our Binds whether a high school education is a preparation for
higher learning, or an end in itself.
the latter, and vice versa.

Soae will admit the former and deny

In other words, we have no specific aims.

make* the whole probloa somewhat confusing.

This

Confusion does appear to

characterise many of our American high schools.
Dr.

Hutchins believes the same confusion characterises our higher

learning, when he says:
The college of liberal arts is partly high school, partly univer
sity , partly general, partly special. Frequently it looks like a
teacher-training institution; frequently looks like nothing at all.
The degree it offers seems to certify that the student has passed an
uneventful period without violating, any local, state or federal law,
and that be nas a fair, if temporary recollection of what his teachers
have said to him. As I shall show later, little pretense is made
that many of the things said to him are of moon importance.l
Who are at fault for this sad situation?

The parents?

It must be admitted

that many parents will encourage their sons and daughters to attend college
or university, although they realise that they are not capable of acquiring
advanced education.

Nevertheless, parents will make sacrifices in order

to improve the social standing of their children and increase their
opportunity for a larger income.
A n indirect proof of the validity
in the general tendency to replace the
by easier, more “usefulH courses which
*also-students.* Thus, on the college
1.

of this situation can be found
more difficult academic subjects
are within the grasp of the
level, enrollments in such1

Hutchins, The Higher .learning in America, p. 2

/

courses as pniloaopiy > mathematics, and anciant and even modern languages
are nearly every where on the decline. In other words, those courses
which are eminently fitted to give the students the essential elements
of human knowledge and an understanding of first principles are for
saken. Tneir place is taken by purely utilitarian and vocational
subjects, from bookkeeping to hotel anagesoent. At the university
level botn research and truly professional training, whicu can never
be purely utilitarian, are hampered by the presence of multitudes
whose general education is sketchy and who are unable to relate their
specific fields to first principles.1
Or are the educational institutions to blame!

Guided by the principles

of equality, the doors to higher learning have been swung wide open,
permitting practically every applicant to enter.

Some institutions actually

are seeking students without specifying any other qualification than that
of a high school diploma.

In order to maintain their "reputation,"

institutions need the students and their fees.

these

But this questionable

procedure appears to bs destroying the confidence which the people should
have in institutions of higher learning.
have lost confldsnce in politics]

A large percentage of the people

if they also loss confidence in education,

where shall they turn for anything unifying or fundamental in the etatef
This situation would mean a disintegration of fundamental American institu
tions.

Since there is complete separation between church and state, the

church could not act as a unifying agent,

furthermore, within the church

there are denominations which could not unite on even the most fundamental
questions in religion.

Sven if they could, it would not remedy the

situation, since more than half the nation does not belong to any church
at all.

Thus, having no unifying agent, conditions in America would be

favorable for a dictator of the Hitler type.

Writing on tnis problem of

higher education, Kotschnig sayst
1.

Kotschnig, Walter ¥.'j U n i t i n g Student Knrollments,
Record. July, 1937, p. 355.

The ttAugational

We are obviously confronted here with only one of the causes
leading to the rise of Hitler and otner revolutionary leaders, yet
it ia significant, that unamployed university graduates were, as
leaders of the S.S. and S.A. , in the vanguard of the Hitler revolu
tion. Similarly the fascist Iron Guard in Houtaanla, which is respon
sible for the assassination of one Houwanian Prim® Minister, draw*
it3 most ardent supporters from amongst unemployed, discontented graduatea
The same is trus of extremist movements in Holland, Belgium, Prance,
Austria, Poland, and other countries, frustrated and miserable* these
young people and the social groups from which they come are abandoning
all rational planning, which characterises the educated person, and
seek their salvation in an appeal to force. Hot only are professional
services diminishing in price, but the Intellect itself, and education
conceived as intsllectu&l training are losing the popular esteem, are
being devaluated. Intellect yields to emotional Impulses stimulated
by agitators and demagogues, the school as an educational agency
yields to storm troops and all kinds of regimented organisations for
political combat.
There Is but one conclusion to be drawn from all these phenomena:
in so far as the planless expansion of higher education is leading to
a lowering of standards in colleges and universities, to more unemploy
ment of the highly educated, and for that reason not only to social
unroot but to a surrender of intellectual values and a denial of the
intellect, ways and means have to be found to save education from
itself, to give purpose and direction to the evolution of higher
learning.1
This does not mean that there should be no professional training
given.

As was pointed out at the beginning of the chapter, a certain

percentage of professionally trained men and women are always needed.

But,

as Kotschaig says, an over-supply cheapens the professions and is dangerous
to a nations future.

What is needed is more educational opportunity in

various types of Institutions, especially in agriculture.

To quote

Xotschnig again:
Students with a strong intellectual bent, the hand-minded, and
those who without being morons are not particularly able in any
direction continue to be put through more or less the same mill.
Moat of thorn receive a diluted type of college preparatory education
which retards those who are really fit for higher studies, and prompts
many of those who are not to complete their education in an institu
tion of higher learning. This situation is likely bo persist as
long as the American system of secondary education does not offer
1

Ibid, pp. 35S-359

11

enough different types of schools or courses. eaoh to be chamcteiv
lzed by clearly defined educational objectives.^The need of specialized training is not to be minimised,

This is true

especially in America, according to Joan Stuart Mill who saysi
The great desideratum in America— and though not quite in an
equal degree, I say say in England too— is trie Improve;* nt of the
higher education. America surpasses all countries in the amount
of mental cultivation whiei she has been able to melee urtlVMrgal;
hut a high average level is not everything. There are wanted, I do
not aay a class* but a great number of persons of the Jiigheat
degree of cultivation which the accumulated acquisitions of the human
race aaha it possible to give thorn. From such x*»raons in a com
munity that know no distinction of ranks, civilisation would rain
down its iaa'luoiioes on the remainder of society, and the higher
faculties, having been highly cultivated in the more advanced part
of the public, would give forth products and create an atmosphere
that would produce a high average of the same faculties in a people
so ..ell prepared in point of general intelligence as the people
of the United States.2
Everyone should be given an opportunity to work at the task for
which he is fitted.

This is the opinion of Dewey and others who writes

In a democracy such as ours it is desirable to permit each
individual to capitalize to the fullest extent on whatever interests»
abilities, and potentialities he possesses. Guidance service will
assist the individual in discovering his interests, abilities and
potentialities; training service will assist him In preparing to
enter advantageously or progress in that vocation in which he can
utilise best those traits that he possesses.3

h i

sm raoBLHM gi SUTPOHT

Besides the problem of educational alms, there is the problem of
support of educational institutions.

Support of secondary schools and

Institutions of higher learning is derived from four sources i

(1) the

state, (2) donations, (3) student fees, and (4) the f«&eral government.
It was not -until recently, however, that the federal government, under one
of the Kew Be&l enterprises, found it convenient to assist needy students.
1.
2.
3.

Ibid.
Mill, Letters. ?ol. II, p. 327.
tophlxatlaas at 3Qfllai-SCflBP33LS. Sae&S £°£ Education, p. 69.

But this baa made the support of educational institutions yet more complex.
Each source baa ita own temporary, fixed idea concerning the goals of
education, trying, through means that are often unworthy of the ideals of
education, to control courses and their interpretation, to establish
departments that would train students for work which no longer exists, to
stress football and many other “whims.*

All of this is often done to

satisfy the intellectually interested* who support the school.

Many are

the institutions that have suffered and are suffering under such regimentation.
How can democratic ideas and Ideals thrive and unfold themselves in such
atmosphere?
The state is* in most instances the largest supporter.

It is responsible

for the maintenance of its own higher institutions, a responsibility which
is primarily intrusted to the governor and a board of administration.
Generally, the legislature has oontrol of funds for the state as a unit.
Outside of this power the legislature exercises little authority over
individual institutions.

The furtherance of education is then left to a

few temporary politicians whose Interests are often selfish and out of
harmony with the Ideals of education.

Their interests may bring about

reduction of support, unfortunate changes of administrative policies, and
dismissing of conservative or progressive Instructors as the case may be.
Then again the Interests of others may result in the erection of new
buildings and schoolst

the buying of better equipment;

the hiring of more

and better instructors, and the establishing of new types of schools such
as, science and vocational schools.
Whatever the Interests may be, the question is:

Is It truly democratic

to intrust the education of our youth • which is for life - to a few

temporary politicians* whose good will is essential for the future of
tomorrow*s citissnsT

Is it any wonder that there is confusion in purpose

when education has to be ruled by the whins of the tines, the educational
"Zeitgeist?"

In this oonneotion Buthven says:

For naay years it has been the ain of those desirous of im*
pro-ring the educational opportunities of our oitisens to protect
these schools fron their nost imminent danger * partisan political
influence. But while it has been the dream of educators to see
state*supported colleges and universities safe from party and
faction, and faculties and administrators of state schools continue
to give lip service to this ideal, according to a recent report
(Authority of State Executive Agencies Over Higher Education, U.S.
Office of Education Bulletin, Ho. 16, p. 6) in only six of these
schools do the governing boards now occupy a position of independence
in regard to the powers of state executive officials and agencies.1
Another problem which has caused much confusion is endowments
donations.

or

These are generally given by wealthy men who wish to leave

a manorial for themselves.

They have little special Interest in education.

Perhaps they were graduated fron that particular institution and feel
mors or less obligated to express their appreciation by giving a donation.
Seldom does it pay for an institution to accept a new building for the
up*keep of which no funds have been left.
get endowments.

1st administrators are anxious to

They know that an institution is largely valued educationally

according to its wealth}

thus, principles are often sacrificed for money,

to the detriment of educational progress.

Between

1903 and 1934 gifts to

higher institutions from wealthy individuals and foundations amounted to
680 million dollars.3
A s already intimated, the institutions of learning are not without
a share in creating the problems of donations.
1.
2.

Their love for money in

A. S. Ruthven, "Leadership or Regimentation in Higher Education,"
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Tork Times. March 6, 1937.

many Instances caused an increase in student fees to the extent of making
educational opportunities available only for the youth of wealth.

In an

eastern university, after an investigation* it was found that about threefourths of the students were from wealthy homes.

These students were not

primarily interested in education* but rather in social life and sports.
So far. students who have been sent to college with primary interest in
social activities have isolated themselves in small exclusive groups.
Educationally, this is deplorable.
the life of these groups.
un-American in spirit.

Only a select few can participate in

This causes class distinction which is quite

Many worthy students, due to high student fees,

have been excluded from educational institutions.
not form a society within society}

These students would

scholarship and research would not be

strangers.
To attract students, the college most have a fairly large enrollment,
a substantial income, favorable location* well equipped buildings, a
beautiful campus* well known professors* and courses in every thinkable
field of thought and vocation.

This has resulted in what Hutchins calls a

"service-station conception of a university."1
In 1937 a measure* which would provide millions of dollars for dis
tribution to the schools for educational purposes, was introduced in Congress.
This bill is still with a committee.
many educational organisations.

It has. however, been endorsed by

The provision is made that the allotted

funds are to be without political authority and given directly to the
states for distribution.

Certain states as New York and California, due to

their favorable locations, have larger Incomes in proportion to population
1.
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than other states.

The profit of these two states comes largely from

otter states in the onion.

It is only fair* therefore, that through the

federal government all the schools should share in this profit.
The following excerpt published by the Education Hews* Washington
Bureau, showe the extent to which the federal government has already
entered the field of education through the Works Progress Administration:
More than 190,000 individuals were enrolled in 17,195 literacy
classes last October (the latest date for which figures are available)!
159,430 were taking classes in vocational work* avocations! and
leisure time classes drew 136,225 enrollee8; parent and homeaaking
courses attracted 136,379 individuals! college level and correspondent
courses had 29,609 students; public affairs pupils number 27,249;
workers' education classes accounted for 26,726 of the total; general
adult education enrollees numbered 271,308; nursery school pupils
totaled more than 40,000; the remaining 120,038 Students in W k
olasses in various parts of the country were generally classified
in "ether" courses.1
This excerpt stews the attitude of the Federal government toward the
educational requirements for eitisenship.
great variety of subjects.
life.

This attitude is apparent in a

Students are of all ages and from all walks of

The subjects as a whole, with few exceptions, are of a practical

and cultural nature.
Such aid from the federal government sight call for certain standards
in buildings and instructors, for certain courses, and even for the
establishment of new departments.

If such provisions are to be attached

to the bill now in Congress, the problem of support of education will be
exceedingly complex.

Only a policy which permits autonomy of control of

education by the states and their divisions can rightly serve the nation.
The educational problem of this chapter might well be summed up in
the following words by Buthven:
1.
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The adjustment to the conditions of a naw stru®£le for existence
which most now perforce he made by the schools requires of educators
a decision which cannot be avoided. They may attempt to provide
leadership through study of the problems of change and by the exercise
of judgment, tact, and wisdom in the solution of these problems, or
they may adopt an attitude of indifference, hopelessness, or selfish
ness and permit their Institutions to fall into the hands of politicians
and bureaucrats to be regimented by formulas and the demands for
special interests. A survey of present trends of thought and action
seems to discover teachers and administrators as academically inclined
to one course while adopting in practice the other. School men still
appear confident of their ability to guide the destinies of their
institutions and continue to preach the virtues of institutional
independence and academic freedom. At the same time, they are both
wittingly and unwittingly very rapidly trading away their leadership,
and by failure to deal effectively with their problems they are
building up a strong case for a system of forced cooperation and
remote control.1
Thus we see that the problem of support offers a serious challenge to
American educators.

Our aims in education will largely depend upon the

sources of and the requirements attached to support.

But America has men

with vision, men who will tackle these problems for the good of youth, men
who will deal wisely with future America.
In this general discussion of aims and exp o r t , the writer has thus
far in the treatise intentionally omitted the specific problem- the problem
of educating farm youth.

The reason for this omission is that tbs same

type of education, with few exceptions, has been offered to city and farm
youth alike.

But in the following chapters we shall consider a cultural

school for farm youth - the Banish People’s Cellege, its contributions and
application to the American farm community.

1*
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CHAPTER II

ma yoasDEns

or the people' s

college

O day full of grace, which we behold,
Mow gently to view ascending?
Thou oyer the earth thy reign unfold,
Good cheer to all aortals lending.
That children of light in ewery clime
May prove that the night is ending.
- Orundtrig •

X*
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Almost every national crisis in human history has produced a great
lender whose personality towers above events as a city built on a hill
overlooks the valley below.
Light of the North.

In the nineteenth century Grundtvig was the

His name is Indelibly written on the pages of Scandinavian

history throughout that troublesome century.

The depressed in spirit and

body could with confidence look to him as their benefactor.

Without am

understanding of his life we shall miss the value and meaning of the Danish
People's college movement.
Childhood---- S & g P M yr.ederj.ck
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naae worthy

of ninety years, was born in Udby parsonage. September 8, 178S, on the island
of Sealaad, Denmark.

This friend of the common people, this noble educator,

bishop, historian, poet, and statesman descended from a long line of noble
characters in Danish history.

His forefathers had for three centuries held

positions as city mayors and clergymen.
of the renowned family

The proud but thoughtful mother

at Bang said of her new-born sons
"Skal min sidste Troje springe,
Blir han dog til Bogen holdt."

With the persistent help of his mother and a tutor, Grundtvig did
become a student.

At the age of sight he read such long, factual historical

18

sources as "The family History of Ujs Danish Kings."The scents and persons
in these histories so caught his fancy that he never forgot then.

Already

at this early stage of life his interest in history and in all that was
Danish had awakened only to beeoae a silent force which spurred hia onward
to further historical investigation.

With auch profit he read Ludvig

Heiberg1s "Church History" and "Comedies."In the former he saw the importance
of Christianity to Western civilisation.

The latter taught hia a keen

sense of humor which he retained until his dying hour.
Suha's book, "The North."

With awe he read

These works, combined with visits by distinguished

men who came regular!ly to the parsonage, greatly influenced young Grundtvlg.
It was in this atmosphere of scholarship and admiration for learning that
the ambitious youth developed a lasting Interest in reading.
Another experience destined to influence Orundtvig came when he, at
the age of nine, was sent to a parsonage located in the beautiful country
of Yejle to receive instruction from a clergyman.

In these natural scenic

surroundings he lived six years with "peasants and bees."

The latter

inspired him to meditate and write on the wisdoa of Cod as manifested in
creation.

Prom the simple, hard-working peasants he learned that their

strength wae fundamentally grounded in the home and in the mother tongue.
The two years at the "dead Latin school" at Aarhus, Grundtvig con
sidered wasted.

He accomplished little of lasting value, and it was during

these years of adolssoenoe that he lost the childlike and living relation
ship to Christianity and history.

Ho longer did he have admiration and love

for them.
A n Indifferent Youth.— —

Thus, with a mind fillod with impressions of

compulsory church and school attendance, he entered the University of

Copenhagen at the age of seventeen.

According to the wishes of hie parents

he Matriculated in the school of theology,

personally, he had lost the

faith of his childhood, and, as he tells us, "it never even occurred to
hiit to attend a church service.H

Surrounded by a group of happy Copenhagen

friends, he lived a self-conceited and carefree life.

The University left

little impression on him except for the lectures of Henrik Steffens, his
cousin, who introduced him to the German philosophy of Goethe, Schiller,
Fichte, and Schelling.

Steffens had just returned from Germany and showed

ouch enthusiasm in the new spirited philosophy.

This influence on Grundtvig

was later shown in his poetry and in his interpretation of history.

He

was graduated with high honors hut without spirit and without faith.

His

versatility in history, literature, and other fields was unquestionaed,
hut his inspiration and enthusiasm had not been awakened.
Tna Awakening.— —

In 1303, an event, which was destined to change his

view of the future, occurred in the life of Grundtvig.
a tutor at Kgelykke, a castle in Langsland.

He was called to he

This self-contained young man,

so sure of himself, was greatly humbled by falling in lore with the mistress
of the house.

Of this unfortunate attachment, he writes:

Merely to realize that X was in love was enough to make me
thoroughly unhappy. My tramole circumstances presented on in
surmountable barrier, now X struggled against that growing passion!
With all my might I forced my mind to the most difficult labors in
order to quiet the etorm which wae raging within! But ay efforts were
in vain. It was like trying to dam a rushing mountain torrent with
one*s hands. For years, the struggle continued. Exhausted, X fell
into the deepest melancholy.1
Describing His feelings further, he writes:

*X saw a woman, and I,

who had been the most cold and bitter scoffer at love, experienced now
the deepest and most glowing love possible to a mortal}
1.
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‘hut • the civil

1aw stood between us as an un surmount able wall, and nature had made a
bottomless abyss between us."^
That he did not despair was due to the realisation that what he needed
was an awakened life.

He lowed her because she had succeeded in bringing

him to the knowledge of that higher life.

To him life became an arena

where the contestants fight with the forces of good and evil.

The outcome

of the combat depended upon an Intelligent choice.
This experience, instead of crushing him, served to awaken in him a
new interest in poetry.

He became a prolific writer of poems on the subjects

of religion and old Norse mythology.

In a few years he was recognised as

the greatest Scandinavian hymn writer, being the author of more than five
hundred hymns.
The Spirit qf the Reformer..-— -Before leaving Langeland, druadtvig had a
religious experience which made him a student of the Bible.

Anew he saw

the Christian currents in world history unfold themselves before him.
Realizing the meaning of Christianity in his own life, he felt inspired to
be ordained to tbs ministry in order to serve the people of Denmark more
profitably.

A burning seal for helping hie depressed fellow men had

awakened, and this was combined with a deep sense of responsibility.
fighting spirit of the reformer was coming to light.

The

The key note was

given when he, in 1811, shortly before his ordination, delivered a trial
sermon on the text, "Why Is the Lord’s Word Departed from His House?"
In the midst of protests and criticisms from the clergy, Orundtvig
began his pastoral career, which was destined to change the life of Denmark.
The Christian faith and confidence which he had regained became a dynamic
motive-power in all his activities.
1.
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The power wa» shown in the reformer when* in 1825, a teacher at the
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department of theology at the University of Copenhagen published ft religious
treatise which was dominated by materialism.

To this treatise

Orondtvig

answered at once with hie “Kirkens Cenmaele,* wherein he rebuke* the
g7 7
author for having lest the soul of the Danish people. As a result Orundtvig
■/ / ;
i ‘.-'f'.
was forced to appear in court to be reprimanded for hie answer. But the
common people, seeing a friend in Grundtvig, prased the courage he had
manifested.
Between the years of 1813-1830 the ideas of a Folkehejskele (People’s
College) had gradually formulated Into specific conceptions.

After 1830

he began to give definite expression regarding the establishment of a new
school where youth could hare its chance.

In youth he saw the only hops

for awakening Denmark out of defeatism.
First there appeared a religion# movement as a result of Grand trig* s
opposition to nationalism and dead o r t h o d o x .
ment wore largely laymen.

The leaders of this move

Orundtvig, a churchman, hesitated at first to

approve of private religious gatherings; but he soon realised the power
fund possibilities of such activities.

Although it cost him Ids ministerial

office, he joined the movement.
Three Visits to England— — From his three visits to England (1829, 1830,
1831) fais idea of general enlightenment matured.
England which he later brought to Denmark.

He wae impressed with the

simple, free life of the average English family;
taught him the blessing and necessity of work;
spirit of the Iforth;

He saw much good in

the busy life of London
he experienced the heroic

he admired the freedom of the English people.

HI a opportunity.— — When Orundtvig returned to Denmark in 1830 be found
conditions favorable for his contribution.

The people wanted political

freedom and the power to rote,

fo attain this freedom the common people

should be enlightened and the means to this end was a folk high school
where adults could be taught the history of Denmark from its beginning.
They should also be taught the laws of their own and other countries.

They

should know well their own language so as to enable them to express them
selves freely.
Zn 1638 Grundtvig expounded his ideas in a series of lectures in
Copenhagen and later throughout the country.

Students from the Universityf

men and women of every occupation, came to hear him.

He stood before them

as the hero of the day. as the Liberator of Denmark.

As the mature

man

of fifty-five he pleaded with his audiences to support his cause.
"Hands Minds" — — In SI lectures he expressed himself on many historical
events in Denmark as well as in other countries.
the time of vigor and of development.
new period in Denmark's history.

He calls on them to inaugurate a

And this they are to do with tongs

flowing from a heart that loves God and Denmark.
strength and hope.

To Grundtvig youth is

In such love thers is

Grundtvig pointed to a glorious past filled with

heroic deeds and in the same breath he points to a way in which this heroic
past can be revived} namely, through the Folk High School.
Soon others took up the fight for liberty and equality.

People's

meetings for discussion of problems were held throughout the country.
His i&eae and pereonal philosophy gained followers everywhere and the
movement for enlightenment had started before the first Folks hojskole at
Rodding (1844) had even been established.

At every meeting new leaders

were won for the schools that wsre to transform the Danish people.
The 2nd of a Busy Life.----Grundtvig spent the rest of his life working
for the folk sohool. writing national and religious songs, writing historical

accounts, lecturing, preaching, and singing.
Elgsdag (Congress).

Ho was a saesber of the Danish

Grundtvig was married three times, his first two

wives proceeding him la death.

He had several children of which one of

them cane to America to work for the folk high schools.
Grundtvig was a great student and a versatile scholar.
about 30 volumes.

He wrote

It is said that for 20 /ears he never slept a whole

night in bed but had the habit of dividing his sleep into three periods
during the 24 hours.
2, 1872.

He enjoyed unusual health until his death on September

He was active in the Ministry until he laid down life*a task at

the age of almost 90 years.

The hour ha died he was working on a sermon

for the following Sunday.
The prophet of the North had done a great work for hia country, for
into the Danish people Graadtvig aad put a national spirit which brought
life, courage, vigor, aad satisfaction to young and old.

His work

as a

poet, historian, statesman, bishop, and patriot will long be remembered;
but hie work as an educator and friend of youth is little known except in
Northern Europe.

Gradually his views on education are finding their way

to other nations facing the s.roo problems as Denmark did in the eighteenth
century.

To such nations the national tnd educational principles of

Grundtvig have * message of great importance.

Jrj>
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a Practical Ito.----Walla Cruncltvig supplied the

philosophy and psychology for the People's College, the task of putting
then into praotioe was left to a nan who cane fron the comaon people.
Christen Kold, horn in Thisted, Western Jutland, March 29, 1816, was the
son of an industrious shoemaker.
The oossson school made little impression on the young Kold, hut the
stories hie mother told of ancient people and heroes were newer forgotten.
Tsars after he related how his mother would gather the children of the
neighborhood and, through stories, awaken interest in the past.

Already

then he experienced the power of the "living word" which could "speak to
the heart, and make nan kind, happy, and free."*At the age of eleven the question arose regarding his future work.
His father wanted him to he a shoemaker hut soon found that the young Kold
was not fit for that kind of work.
and the value of little things.

But

from

his father Kold learned order

This because his motto for lifei

"Where

nothing is, nothing consesj where there is a little, thers is room for Cod's
hisssing."
According to his mother's wish the young Kold entered a teacher's
training school.

At that time in the history of P e n m r k the teaching pro

fession was not esteemed very highly.

These who were not physically fit

for regular work were often chosen to he school teachers.
His ytrgt School.— — When Kold came to he introduced to his first school
and saw the sise of some of the hoys he trembled.
superior in physical strength.
1.
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Most of them were his

But when he was called upon to address the

children in the presence of the parents he told then that he had not
to fight with then.

He closed with these words:

that I know more than you do;—

come

"You shall soon experience

if you are wise* you will seek knowledge

from me."*
When the parents heard this* they thought there was good sense in it.
This first experience in speaking also showed the common sense which Kold
possessed.
At the end of the sohool year Kold went to a large estate to he tutor
for a period of three years.
and reoite

In his spare moments he would tell stories

comedies to the hired servants.

Every one listened to him

with interest.
In 1834 at the age of 18 he enrolled at Snedsted Teachers College.
Here Kold net P. K. Algreen, a shoemaker’s son who was teaching at the
college.

Algreen proved

a

good friend for life and came to assist Kold

many tines.
In the classroom Kold asked many questions and the teachers thought he
was an ignoramus.

But Kold informed the teachers that he was not satisfied

with understanding half of what was said;

he wanted to understand all of it.

A n Important Question*— - It was at this time that Kold faced the questiont
"Are you a Christian!"

After much thought and prayer he experienced that

a person is a Christian when he possesses and shows the love of Cod.

Kold

rejoiced in having this question satisfactorily solved.
In October of 1836. Kold was graduated and at once became tutor at a
parsonage on Hors.

Here Kold found many Christian friends who gathered

occasionally for religious meetings.

But considerable opposition arose in

the press* and Kold sought another position* this time as teacher in a
1.
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regular school.

Again he began to hold meetings for young men anfl wnuen

hut the school authorities asked him to leave at the end of the school year.
I n Foreign Countries. ----Thus Kold was faced by many trials until at last
he decided to enter a mission in America.

Since this did not materialise,

Kold was asked to leave for Syria and Turkey with L. B. ijass who had
decided to do Christian work among the Greek Christians.

lev. Hass wanted

Kold to put his folk school ideas into practice among the Greeks.
first he was a servant for Eev. Hass and family.

But

Kold was not anxious to go,

yet he did consent to make the trip as he wanted to get away from Denmark.
After a year in Turkey, Kold left the home of Rev. Hass to do bookbine ing.

This was not very profitable and he experienced poverty and

great hardship.

After five years at different kinds of work, he returned

to Denmark by way of Italy and walked across Europe.
As Kold many years later looked back upon his experiences, he felt that
they were part of his training for the work he was to do In Denmark.
Kold in the Army. — — Shortly after Kold's return the War of 1848 broke out
and he joined the army, "tfntll then (referring to the spirit of the army)
I had known only how my own enthusiasm could be roused by some great
utterance and how I in turn could pass it on to other individualsj
this time I witnessed the inspiring of an entire people.

but at

For the first

time I realised what national spirit is."1

k Iejr asBPJ&agnt.
In 1849, Kold came to Byslinge, Funen, to be tutor for the children
of Rev. Y. Birkedal, an outstanding Christian and preacher.
that M s
1.

ideas of a folk high school found expression.

Jt was here

Kold experimented

Begtrup, Bet Daaake Folks Historie .""v'o'i.'"i l l . p. 263.

with

s o m

children between the ages of 14 and 16.

The first winter he

taught Bible history and Banish history* and the second year* World history.
Classes were conducted in the parsonage.
history appealed to all}

His spiritual presentation of

but Eold soon realised that his thoughts were

nore for young men of the age of 20.

Eold felt that in the transition period*

where the boy becomes a young nan* he needs guidance.

On the other hand

Eold discovered that the boy of 15 did not sufficiently understand nor
appreciate acral and spiritual values.

This

aade Eold* ths ardent realist

and practical philosopher* turn his attention to a group of 20 young aen
who worked on the nearby faras.

These he gathered every Saturday evening

for discussions of historical subjects.
lack of the poetical spirit."1

In them Eold discovered a "total

He alec found that they enjoyed smoking

their pipes* flirting with the girls* and as a whole less easily moved by
spiritual things.
The Bevsloument of a Folk School. —

A group of Interested farmers in

Balby and a new organization called Oolysningsselskab (a Society for
Enlightenment), started in Copenhagen for the specific purpose of building a
folk high school* found in Christen Eold the man to make the new movement
a success.
Algreen who was now in Copenhagen and an aetive member of the newly
formed Society invited Eold to the Capital.
and together they called on Orundtvlg.

Eold accepted the invitation

During the conversation the

question of the age of students was discussed.

Orundtvlg said the

students should be at least 18 and have practical experience with ordinary
problems In life.

Eold. after raising some objections* said that through

experiments he was inclined now to agree with him.
1.
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But how should Kold get money with which to build a new school!
had only 500 Bigsdaler ($250.00).

He

But Orundtrig advised him to take a

subscription list and ask his friends in Funen to give financial aid.
Grundtvig was the first to sign the list with a contribution of 50 Bigsdaler
($25.00).

With Grundtvig* s name on the list* it was easy for Kold to raise

funds for a new building.

Neighbors did most of the work free of charge.

In the fall of 1851. the new folk school* located northwest of Byslinge,
was dedicated.
students.

It was without debt and could accommodate about 20 boarding

That same fall Kold sent out an official announcement.

KOLD'S FIRST AHHOtJNCEMSHT OF THE OPENING OF THE
PEOPLE'S COLLEGE AT K7SLIHGE IN 1851 1

1.

The school session will run from November first to April first.

2.

Twenty pupils between the ages of fifteen to twenty will be accepted.
Of these ten can be lodged in the school} the rest will be accomodated
in the village and surrounding country* The tuition fee has been fixed
at 20 kroner and the cost of food and lodging at 40 kroner.

3.

Two teachers will be appointed if the Minister of Education will con
tribute to their salaries from the funds of the Soros Academy.

4.

The course has been arranged to occupy two winter sessions. Oral In
struction will be given the first winter. The second will be devoted
to written work. The ptq>ils are to be divided into two classes of ten
each.

5.

The studies will comprise! (a) lecture on universal history outline
broadly in which the historical atlas "Fidea's Stroam" will be used;
(b) the Bible story will be told, in connection with which the student
may read either Mueller's* Sorensen's* or Grundtvig's history of the
Bible; (o) extracts from church history* especially our own sects and
creeds; (d) the history of Denmark and Norse mythology will be told
the pupils as a narrative and will then be studied in Oeklenschlaeger •s
"The Burse Gods*" with Mueller's "History of Denmark*" Saxo and Snorre
as supplementary reading; (s) geography in board outline and the use
of the globe* with some description of the different countries and
peoples* to bs followed by Danish geography with some statistical
references; (f) on the evenings devoted to entertainaente* selected
writings from Danish authors will be read, three successive weeks for

X.
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each author; (g) singing with special reference to the old lays of
the heroes. Finally, instruction in the usual school studies will he
continued in a way to teach the student their practical use, where in
most other schools these studies are simply memorized mechanically.
The cost of tuition and maintenance for five months will amount to
60 kroner.
Shile this charge is as low as it is possible to make it,
it is higher than many people who would like to give their children &
thorough education can afford. We hare therefore arranged to distri
bute the payment over a number of years. For instance, a man who
wishes to send his son at once need pay only 20 kroner the first and
second winter and the remainder of the cost, if necessary, nay be ex
tended over the following five, ten, fifteen or twenty years. On the
other hand, some other man whose son has not yet reaehed the required age
may begin his yearly payments at once which will be placed to his credit,
to be drawn upon later.
The school will open November first of the current year and payment
will be required annually January first.
Tery respectfully,
K. Kold
Byslings, June 1* 1851

When November arrived only one student had registered.

Dismayed

and disheartened Kold went into the near-by woods where he prayed fervently
for students.

Then he returned he found 10 students and before the year

was over the number had increased to 16.

This brought satisfaction to

Kold and his assistant, Foulsen Dal.
The Danish Cabinet, after considering an application for assistance,
decided to give 100 Bigsdaler ($50,00).
400 Rigsdaler ($200,00).

This sum was later increased to

Despite opposition from various individuals and

orginaz&tions to this aid, the cabinet continued to give its consent.

This

was a source of great encouragement to Kold and he was grateful for it.
Since practically all of the students were from Dalby, Kold moved his
school to that place for the 1852-53 winter term.
in the common school (70

At Dalby, Kold taught

pupils) and in the folk school (20 students).

This was almost too much for him, but he carried on his work for the sake of

youth.

And when a special delegation in 1856 case to inspect the school

and found the work satisfactory* Kold had his reward.
Although his school at Dalby continued to grow, Kold desired to open
a school closer to the new railway which had keen built across Funen.

A

favorable site was bought at Dalua near Odense, the hone of B. C. Andersen.
Here he labored faithfully until his death. In 1870.
increase in enrollment to about a hundred.

Be eaw his new school

This school Is now the largest

agricultural college in Denmark.
Many tributes have been given Bold in and outside of Denmark.

The folk

school leader, Ludvig Schroder, from Askov, writes this about Eold:

"Eold

influenced the folk school movement so that the emphasis came to be on the
awakening and enlightenment of personality more than it had done before his
time.

That so many young men and women come from the rank of the common

people is largely due to Eold.

Ve thank M m for t M s . * ^

Thornton, the Bnglish educator, has given Eold this significant
estimate:

"Eold was a sort of rustic blend of Socrates and Festalozzl;

he had a ready store of idiomatic Danish, had thought such about life and
its problems, had a keen insight into human character, possessed an u n 
limited store of illustrations and experiences, and was consumed by a
passion for communicating to others what has brought light and help to
himself.«*
The following remarks might serve as a fitting conclusion to this brief
story of the life and character of Christen Kold:
Eold was a great Christian with an unusual amount of common sense.

1. Scroder, |>en Mordiske Folkehoiakole. v i MB.
2.

quoted by* Heglaud* £he Danish People’s flush School. p. 92.

He was a practical educator; willing to change after the results
of experiawnte taught hi® new methods more desirable.
He possessed considerable persistency which was combined with a strong
faith in what he was doing.
His simple way of 11wing and speaking has made the folk school a
democratic institution.

II

Grundtvig's Psychology of Education

Groadtvig left no book on the pqycholo&r of education.

It ie found

in the context especially in HHands Minde* and *Den Christelige Bornelaerdom
The following paragraphs are therefore an interpretation, which, according
to the writer's knowledge, is the first ewer made in Banish or English of
the principles of psychology which proved so successful in their application
His Psychology Developed.-—

It is Interesting to observe how Grundtvig

arrived at his psychology of education.

His method is unique in history

and is closely related to his philosophy of life.
Grundtvig, from his study of the world and its history, arrived at the
conclusion that this world which shows order, unity, and purpose, indicates
also an eternal plan which only an Almighty God could have created.

This

conviction was further confirmed by a thorough study of the revelation of
God in the Bible and In Jesus Christ.

This led him to believe In the unity

and essence of the Triune God-Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Grundtvig then turned to man.

He reasoned that when. God is one and

the creation is one then man being a part of this creation and made in the
image of God1 must consequently consist of one indivisible personality—
1.

T£g> Holy Bible. Geaesie 1:2^'.'

body and soul.

-Tims we see that the unity of God led Grundtvig to the

conviction of the unity of aan.
Since all sen have a common Father in God and men everywhere in any
age are fundamentally alike« the concept aan oust ha a universal concept.
The universality of man biologically, socially, and spiritually, makes it
possible, Grundtvig believed, for universal principles to function in a
variety ef situations in all men.
Since God is one and the Creator of all things, his laws— spiritual,
moral, and natural— are all universal.
nature, he is punished by nature;

When man transgresses the laws of

if, however, he transgresses the

spiritual and moral laws innate in the c o n s c i e n c e w h i c h are universal,
the conscience suffers.

To Grundtvig this was universally true.

To him

the Ten Commandments contained universal truths of living and conduct
showing a universal principle.

While this was true of the Old Testament,

it is so much more true of the Hew Testament which contains a universal
religion that knows no boundaries.

That Grundtvig should arrive at this

conclusion seems natural as Ohristianity comprises his philosophy of life.
When man, then, is universal and possesses a unity in personality, it
must be possible, yea, natural for him to think of principles in terms of
wholes and applicable to a great variety of situations which may not be
very closely related.
of education.

And this is the beginning of Grundtvig*s psychology

A person does not need a specific situation to be taught a

specific principle.

Such teaching Grundtvig did not believe was consistent

with the unity of mam.
To show how Grundtvig differed in bis psychology of learning we need
only refer to one prominent American psychologist, Thorndike, who writes:
Tk* Holy Bible. Homans 2:15.

Training: the mind means the development of thousands of particular
independant capacities, the formation of countless particular habits,
for the working of any mental capacity depends upon the concrete data
with which it works. Improvement of any mental function or activity
will improve others only in so far as they posters elements common to
It also. The amount of identical elements in different mental functions
and the amount of general influence from special training are much
less than common opinion supposes.1
To Qruadtvig the problem of transfer of training was fundamental for
the development of personality,

drundtvig's aim was the development of

personality through the teaching of universal principles.

He felt that

the brief time in which students generally would stay at a cultural in
stitution would be too short for the teaching of specific habits.

But

he believed that numerous illustrations should be made of hew the principle
actually worked in specific situations.

He also believed that practice

of a principle was an important factor to be reckoned with, but he warns
against overestimating the affect upon the individual.
The experiments by Bagley s
of the transfer of training.

tend to confirm Q-rumitvig’s conviction

Bagley found in experimenting with some

children that when they were taught to be neat with papers in arithmetic,
the idea or principle of neatness did not transfer to English papers.
this discovery Bagley changed the experiment.

After

Stories about neatness in

general with numerous successful illustrations were told the

children.

result of this experiment was that the children showed Improvement of
neatness in general.

In other words, the child had learned the principle

or Idea of neatness.

The habit was no longer attached to papers in

arithmetic, although it would be applicable in that subject also.
1.
2.

Thorndike, Principles of Ter.chliv; / ru 248'.
Bagley, ?he Hduofittve Process, pp. 203-217.

Bagley

The

drew the conclusion that transfer of training takes place outside of
specific situations and that principles do finaction in a variety of new
situations.

This experiment confirms Gruadtvig's contention of a century

ago.
it was Gruadtvig's psychology of learning which became the basic
mathou of teaching in the People's Colleges.

The entire system of education

is built on the assumption that transfer of training takes place in
variety of situations after

a principle has been established.

a

For example,

the students at these institutions are not encouraged to do much reading,
but they are encouraged to be intellectually alert to new ideas and things.
The remarkable result has been that the Danish people constitute a nation
of readers.

There is hardly a rural home without a library and at least

one daily newspaper and several farm magazines.
community has its own established library.

Practically every rural

The reason for this situation

can be traced to the people's Colleges.
Gruadtvig's P h e n o l o g y of Learui^; Applied.---- m # n Grundtvig had. thus
developed his psychology of learning, he began to consider ways and means
to establish a new cultural institution where youth could have its chance.
The opportunity soon arrived.

With the fall of Napoleon in 1814, Denmark

was left a disheartened people and a country ruined economically.
situation

challenged the powers of Grand trig.

This

He heard the prophetic

words, "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith the Lord."
feeling of holy duty and a deep love for the common

Thus with

a

people, Gruntvig was

able to render his great and lasting service to his nation.
His Christian principles made him thoroughly democratic.
he sings

Truly could

And ba wo poor and lowly
Yet are we sons of kings
And higher than the eagle
Hope
spread out her wings.

Grundtvig's main interest was in the enlightenment of the common
people* especially the people of the rural communities.

He believed in

the nobility of man and in the fact that man is the crown of all God's
ereation.1 In the spirit of this high conception of nan and in slnple
language* he tried to bring the great thoughts of the ages to the people.
How well the following conception by Carlyle applies to Grundtvig*
The subject of education is nan. And who and what is nanl
He is not, according to Carlyle's interpretation* a worm of dust,
nor is he a butterfly of beautiful existence; rather he is the
child of Cod* a creature born into an infinite universe and
destined for an eternal existence.2
Grundtvig taught the country men to sing even while at work; he
taught than to appreciate the beauty and joy in good literature; be taught
then to appreciate their own country through the study of history.

Be

believed that the ideals and spirit of a nation are expressed in its
history and that a people could be awakened only through a realisation of
then.

This thought has found a place 4n the People*# College where the

subjects are taught from a historical point of view.
The real reason for the work which Grundtvig did for the enlightennent
of the Danish people is found in his deep love for

humanity and for hie

country, ennobled, as he was by a strong Christian faith.
saown in his kindness toward the common people,

Tills feeling is

bike Carlyle* he had

respect for the common sense of the farmer and the rough hands of the
laborer.
1.
2.

The upper classes of society ought never to forget the root

The holy Bible. Genesis l:3B-30}
Tawing, gduoatlon. p. 39.

Psalms 8:5, 6.

from which they sprang, nor their origin from, and dependence upon the
common worker.

Grundtvig»s love for the masses was not the kind that

wished to change the historical development of the workers.

Be saw no

humiliation in being a tiller of the soil, or a common laborer}
see any glory in riches or abstract knowledge.

nor did he

To Grundtvig, disaster was

connected with poverty, ignorance, immorality, and godlessness.

In one

of his numerous songs he points to what he considers the highest personal
values

"To know God and oneself."

In the above sentence lies the very foundation for the People’s College.
To know God and oneself is true, cultural education.

Such an education is

not scientific in the strict sense of that word, for scientific education
is technical, and can hardly become the possession of the masses.

Most

individuals may be able to gather a few fragments of scientific knowledge}
but such knowledge is "childish," utters Grundtvig, and has little, if any,
scientific value, and very little cultural value.
From the Jews, Grundtvig learned that education must be religious}
from the Greeks, political.

Homan ni story taught him to guard against

knowledge and physical power that act apart from conscience and heart.
In a series of polemical discourses, he criticized the old system
of education, which he believed aad coma from the Homans, and the mistaken
idea that knowledge without integration, and intellectual attainment
without development of personality, are able to ennoble the individual
and bring to him a greater satisfaction.
Gruntvig wished to save the common people.

From this false conception,
Furthermore, he did not wish to

let the common people receive scientific knowledge from books before they,
through the "living work,"
knowledge.

hid been orientated in the world of general

Book-learning, without the individual’s ability to judge

intelligently, is dangerous, and may cause idle dreaming and dissatisfaction
with the humble and ordinary calling of manual work.

Education must not he

of such a nature that it causes the individual to underestimate the value
of unskilled labor, hut should, instead, tend to increase the desire and
ability to do ordinary work well.

Therefore* education must not he

scientific nor of the textbook type, hut of the kind which preserves a
balance between understanding the universe and understanding the individual.
Education oust be a preparation for life;

education

life.

It is natural that every form of enlightenment, including that of the
masses, must utilise science and literature in their widest sense, but
these must be only one of several means used to develop the power of
judgment and spiritual independence.

If enlightenment

is to be of real

value, and bring worthy fruit, it must influence the whole personality
from within. Such

an enlightenment awakens the conscience, strengthens

morality, and develops responsibility.

Only when this has been accomplished,

can an individual be said to have a cultural education.

This education may

be acquired by the masses.
Thus Orundtvlg laid the foundation for the People's College.
Pestaloszi had been to children, Orundtvig now became to youth.

What

IT.

MARLY BEGINNINGS OF THE FOLKEBCUSKOLE HOmCi!?

Grundtvig's plan af establishing a large People’s Oollege at Soro,
which would serve as a cultural center for the nation cane to naught when
King Christian Till died in 1848.

Despite this unfortunate event his ideas

found development in another way and in another place.
Borth Schleswig favored a Danish nationalising movement.

This movement

led to the organization of the Schleswig Association which founded a People's
Colie,t s at Sodding.

In the application to the King for opening this school

the purpose is clearly stated in the following excerpt By Sohroder:
The aim we have set Before us is to Be found, in an institution
where peasant and oitlsen may acquire such knowledge and accomplishments
as may minister to his usefulness and enjoyment. with reference not so
much to his particular vocation and work as to his function as his
country's son and citizen of the State. The institution should have,
therefore* a Beneficent influence upon his private and home life* as
well as upon his public and civic activity. T7a call it a high school
Because it it not to Be an ordinary Boys' school, But an educational
institution partly for young men past the ago of confirmation
(fourteen or fifteen years of age) and partly for full-grown Boys
and men. 7e call it a people's high school Because persons of every
station may attend it* even if it is especially arranged for the
rural class and expects its students from that source.*
The Hodding'a People's Collage Began instruction in November, 1844* with
twenty students and two teachers.

John Wegener* a university graduate,

Became it3 first principal.
When the minister of education tried to introduce examinations the new
principal. Professor HogsBro, replied:
The aim of the school is to awaken and nourish appreciation for
the life of the spirit. Especially is it concerned with Increasing
levs of country By giving information about its language and literature*
nature, and history, its conditions in the past and present. In addition,
however, it does not lay less stress on giving students love for and
knowledge of agriculture.2
—

.............. ................. .

1.

Quoted By Schroder,

Danske Polkeho.lskole. p. 46.

2.

Quoted By Hegland, She Danish People's High School, p. 87.

The fulfillment of such an aim would he hindered if the subjects were
to he taught and received with an examination.

Hogsbro continues:

This Institution has no desire to underestimate the importance
of technical knowledge nor the developing of a d e a r and incisive aind.
Its ala, however* Is essentially to educate for practical living. We
deem the development of the will and the emotions more important than
the exercising of the memory and the intellect* The aim is to achieve
In secular natters what the church does in the religious field. It is
of far greater significance to our school to have succeeded in arousing
a feeling for what is high and noble among the students and to have
stimulated the accomplishment of great ends than to have taught them
any facts or to have them understand a new definition in grammar or
the solving of a mathematical problem. Such things are a part of
school work but merely supplementary to the other aim. Instruction
is to be an aid to living rather than to learning. We desire that our
pupils should leavs filled with enthusiasm to devote themselves to
the problems of life and with some understanding of the opportunities
which life offers. What they lack in knowledge may be easily acquired
and their intelligence will develop in the course of their work.l
After the disastrous war of 1864-1866 in which Denmark lost Schleswig
to Germany* a new school was founded under the able and eminent leadership
of the teacher and historian* Ludvig Schroder.

This institution, located

at Atkov in Southern Jutland* was destined to become a great cultural center.
Although the school at Rodding was founded before Eold came to
Ryslinge, it was gold's school which became the model fer future folk schools.
The success of his work appealed to many educators so that from 1860 to 1870
there was a surprising increase in folk schools, as the following table shows:

1844-1880
1851-1860
1861-1870
1871-1880
1881-1890
1891-1900
1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1925
1926-1930
1931-1937
1.

2
11
50
64
67
74
83
66
64
59
59

Quoted by Ho liman* Th& yolk High School, pp. 58-S9

4
5
7
10
13
11
19
71
22
22
21

The reduction in mother of schools was caused by the Vorld far,
financial difficultles, and the desire on the part of some to unite with
larger schools.
9736.

In that same period* student attendance rose from 7869 to

It was realised by some educators that the opportunities would be

greater if there were several teachers* rather than two, as was the case
in some schools.
The following figures show the attendance at People's College since
1844.

The year is counted from April 1 to March 31:
Men

1844-45
1854-65
1864-66
1874-75
1884-85
1894-95
1904-06
1914-15
1934-25
1934-35

46
227
295
2420
3760
3261
4371
3539
5727
5835

7bti

40
31
1131
1472
2469
3302
3291
3992
3531

46
367
326
3551
4232
5730
7673
6830
9719
9366

If Grundtvig and Sold knew of the success their schools have had
they would rejoice}

the young men and women who have benefited and will

benefit are their reward.
The Danish People's Colleges have been visited by people from all
over the world.

They have been studied from many points of view as the

following estimates will verify.
Einar Jensen. Principal Agricultural Economist for the United States
Department of Agriculture* looks at the People's Collsge from an economic
point of view.

He says:

This school movement has been a powerful factor in making Denmark
a most democratic country* and caused democracy to grow with industrial
production in contrast to othor countries where it often wanes with
pioneer life. Without these schools it Is hardly thinkable that the

farmers* although they bad the political power together with the
foctal Democrats* could carry through a social legislation which
Is now considered the model for industrialized countries. It Is
also interesting to note that of the present government which has
been formed by the Labor Party, which in Denmark calls Itself the
Social Democrats* half the ministers have, at one time* attended
a
•ft folk school. 1

fh. Madsen Hjrgal, formerly Prime Minister of Denmark* saysj

“The

indirect influence of the work of the People's Colleges traced most
strongly and clearly in the development of agriculture.

The reason is

that farm youth attend the People's College and thereby benefit by its
instructions.*2
Sir Michael Sadler, Master of University College, Oxford, spoaks these
significant words about the contribution* the People's College:
A little sentimental perhaps to our ears* but sincere and, as
events proved, in the highest degree practical. The People's High
Schools founded by Grundtvig and his disciples (chief among them
Christian Sold 1816-1870) gave the essence of a liberal education
to farmers* sons and daughters. The humanities, which was all that
the schools taught, did not breed ineffectuals. Between 1860 and 1880
they worked a miracle of culture in the Danish country side. The
town folk wore, as a whole, impervious. But the peasantry was
transformed.3 1

1.
2.
3.

Jensen, Danish Agriculture, p. 103.
Den Panske yolkehojskole. p. 137.
Begtrup. The folk High Schools of Denmark, p. 9.

CHAPTER IIX
THE PEOPLE *S COLXEGE

X am just a simple farmer
Downright aad plain.
And yet X lore ngr modest calling,
For around ay little home
Grow blossoms fair
With color and perfume.
Mine is the clear spring.
Mine la the fresh breeze.
I grew up to the song of the birds.
Learned a little of them too.
X sing when the Impulse comes
To fly light and free.
I sing behind the plough
And to the sound of the mowing.
Bills and woods
Give back my song*
And when I am weary with toll
And day is done.
My spirit is fresh, my mind at ease.
I am happy and free.
X would not change places
With any man on earth
Her will X leave this spot in tbs North*
- Mads Hansen -

The Meaning of *l‘olkehojskole.>< — —

The Danish "Folkehojskole,» as

founded by Grundtvig and Kold, has a meaning which a literal translation
«* "folk high school" • does not properly convey.
"high school,11

suggests a school for adolescents.

The English equivalent,
"Folkehojskole" in

Denmark is a school for adults of eighteen years of age or over.
If one is to understand the Danish institutions, it becomes necessary
to forget the American academic nomenclatures and traditions.

American

high school education is thought of in terms of the acquisition of a certain
number of credits.
training.

This holds true to about the same extent in college

The number of credits determines the place of a student

- freshman, sophomore, Junior, or senior.

Thus, according to our academic

tradition*, the Banish pupil would belong to the class designated by the
American school system as the freshman class since he enters these folk
high schools with an eighth grade diploma.
But, may we conjecture, iro credits alone the most intelligent method
of rating the intellectual ability of youth?

A certain number of credits

does not necessarily represent a certain quantity of knowledge, or its
quality either.
of rating.

let, we hare accepted credits as the most favorable method

The result has been a conditioned progress - that is, a progress

conditioned by credits.
The truest test of intelligence, it seems to the writer, is a person's
ability to think independently.

Often the many systematically developed

and logical courses in American education leave little opportunity for
thinking.

In a number of Instances the writer

of the text-book and the

instructor do most of the thinking for the student.

Outside of class, the

student, thus nurtured, has little if any time for actual thinking.

Unlike

the Danish student, who devotes four years to practical work that requires
initiative and planning before entering college, the American student
continues school twelve, and even sixteen years, without interruption.

It

is the writer's contention that such long periods of traditional college
application leave little time for the best thinking and less opportunity
for discovering the student's own powers and possibilities.
The average Danish student has a sense of personal and social
responsibility which is unique.
this valuable lesson.

The four years of manual work teaches him

On coming to the People's College these students do

not study because they have to, nor because they expect a substantial,
material return for their efforts.

Thors are no examinations, for example;

no grade marl's; and no degrees.
incentives for study.

Those students must have othor stimuli &a

What thoso young people want is to onrich and

develop further the everyday life they lived before coning to the People'*
College,

It is undoubtedly such an ©donation that Newman refers to when

he says:
We speak of the communication of knowledge as being Education.
We thereby really imply that that knowledge is a state or condition
of mind} and aince cultivation of mind ia surely worth seeking for
ite own sake, we are thus brought once aore to the conclusion,
which the word "liberal” and the word "philosophy” have already
suggested: That there is a knowledge which i* desirable, though
nothing comes of it, ae being of Itself a treasure, and a sufficient
remuneration of years of labour. 1
Unlike the average American student incentives, tliere are few objectives,
or better objective forces, to spur the Banish student toward intellectual
attainment.

What he wants to find is a solution to the problems which

havH arisen during his four years of contact with reel life ae it 'unfolded
itswlf to him in daily work and during his leisure hours.
such a desire is truly of college rank.

A student with

It s^-ms proper, then, to designate

these Institutions as People *s Colleges.
Location. ----In order to exert the proper influence upon the fain com
munity and create an environment for the students which need little
orientation, the eighty Banish People** Colleges and Agricultural Schools
are all located in rural communities, except the college at Iyngby.

This

is an Jjsport&nt factor when we consider the sources from which the students
come.

Of all students, sixty-five per cent come from the farm and the

remaining thirty-five per cert from the rural labor class.

The most

remarkable fact is that ninety-eight per oent of these students return to
their former occupations.
1.

In other words, out of 9000 students, only 180

Newman., University Q u e s t i o n . u. 114.

change occupation after having attended the People's College.

This shove

then that these schools have not educated youth away from manual work
hut rather educated them to do their work better.
Admin! at rat ion. ‘— — The people's Colleges are owned hy various groups.
Of the fifty-nine institutions which were operating in 19b6, seventeen
were owned "by college associations, thirty hy directors* and twelve Tty
private individuals.

Of the twentyaone agricultural associations* eight

were owned hy directors, while five were owned hy private parties. 1

In

any case the director* whether he owns the institution or is merely sleeted*
has full control in the matter of administration and curriculum.
There are five sources of income for the People's Colleges and the
agricultural schools.

These are the college associations* the college

farm, student fees, the county* end the state.

Daring the year lJ'65-6&»

the counties gave aid to the extent of about $10,000, while the state
contributed $160*000, Besides the aid given to needy students.2

State

and county contributions are given to the institutions without specifying
how or where the funds are to he spent.
Although many of the schools have old buildings, they are well kept
and well equipped with laboratories, library* gymnasium, and steam heated
rooms.

A beautiful garden or park usually surrounds the buildings.

A

college farm gives access to agricultural experiments and observations.
This farm generally has the latest in machinery and pore bred livestock*
and continually carries on experiments in crop raising.
The schools arc boarding schools with

all of the students living in

1.

?C’lkefao.iskoler of Landbrwcs akoler sarnt HushoidningBskolsr. 1937, p. 7.

3.

Ibid.* p. 10.

the dormitory.

Often the director and some of the teachers hare special

apartments in the mala building.

Cnee each day teachers and students

share a simple hut substantial and nourishing meal together,

This has a

wholesome effect upon the students who are inclined to he democratic in
spirit.
In harmony with the philosophy of the institutions* the furnishings in
the lecture rooms and dormitory are wary simple.
from simple homes and return to simple homes.

Most of the etudents come

Tew alterations in standards

of living are therefore necessary* nor do the etudents hare to spend much
time in orientating themselves.

They have few adjustments to make when

coming to the institution and lets to make when returning to their former
occupation.

The People's College believes in "plain living and high

thinking. *
The Teachers.-—

The underlying principle in the activities of the People's

Collegs* as Crundtvlg conceived it* Is that all influence must be personal.
The success of this depends on how the information Is presented* or even
more* on who gives it.

The first condition for teaching In these

sehools

is that the teacher* besides being well informed and having pedagogical
ability* must himself enjoy his calling and possess a power and burning
seal* in his personality and word* that can hold the attention of his
hearers.

If the ayes and ears of youth are to be opened* if the power and

will of youth are to be tested and developed* then, it must, first of all,
be evident in the personality of the teacher.

Only then can the teacher

impress the students.
Tne Danes soon realised that if the teacher is to accomplish such

a grant task he must he satisfied with life.

Therefore each college

provides comfortable homes with gardens or furnished apartments in the
stain building of the institution.
to 4000 Kroner 1

With a salary varying front 2500 Kroner

the teacher and his family cnn live comfortably year

after year in the same place.

Hast of the teachers retain the same position

at least ten years and a considerable number teach a life time in the
same institution.
Although the primary qualification for teaching in the People's College
is one of character and personality, more than one-third of the teachers
have academic training» holding) for the most part* the bachelor of arts
degree or its equivalent.

Many possess the master of arts degree* and not

a few hold a doctor of philosophy degree.

The majority of the teachers

are graduates from teacher-training schools.

They have chosen teaching*

not as a stepping stone to something else, but as a life profession,
giving their entire time and energy for the betterment of youth.

They are

practical idealists.
The important question which these teachers face Is not how many facts
they are able to present to the students but rather*

Has youth through

their teaching become receptive to the knowledge of llfet

If the teacher

during the few months of school succeeds in awakening the mind of youth*
then he will search for himself the knowledge that he needs for hie occupation.
Hie eyes and sars will have been opened to the lessons of other m e n , and
books will be his companions.

If* however, this educational awakening in

the youthful mind falls* then factual and even cultural knowledge is of
little avail because it has not become a part of him and it is doubtful
1.

One Danish Krone Is equivalent to about twenty-two cents.

that he will know how to apply it,
The 3t\vionts. ----Tna students coming to the People's College represent
every sort of hone and size of farm.
in ordei’ to attend school.

Meet of then have worked four years

As » rule they are strong* ah!embodied young

sen and women between the ages of 18 end 25.

Their contact with real life

and hard work has taught then seriousness of purpose and the art of patience.
They spend little tine on thinking what their task “night "nave heen,"

'out

rather what it is and how it can he improved.
Theee practical realists are taught to see the ideal

behind the hard

tasks of ovary-day life* to sing behind the plough under (tod's open sky,
to feel the romance in working with nature* and to experience that it is
good to live.
In view of these facte It is not difficult to understand that some of
the hast talents in Denmark "nave devoted their tine to the future loaders of
the nation.

To he a sincere teacher of youth in Denmark is te he a great

patriot.
These students realising their responsibility are a discipline unto
themselves* in and out of the classroom.

They punish any offender against

the teacners. fellow students, and rules of the institution.
seldom that a student is removed from school for misbehavior.

It happens
The students

who come te these schools are interested in improving themselves and in
getting something out of their precious time.

They realise that the year

at school Is their golden opportunity in life.
During the year 1935-35 no less tnan 8*972 students attended People's
Colleges and agricultural schools.
amounted to about $110*000.

The governmental aid to needy students

The aid given to each of the 3*867 students

saos-; applied,tlona rere accepted amounted to $45 for the year.1

Since the

monthly co.it for room* hoard* and tuition for eaca stuuent is about $18 the
govanramtal assistance for a period of fire souths seems considerable as
$45 would corer espouses for half tne school tern.
Tua Oagrleulum* — — Sines the students in general have few means and the
school tern is short* whicn subjects swould be taught and. how unich tine
should be devoted to e&cht
literature,

Grundtvig recommended. Danish, history and

The curriculum has developed since the first institution was

organised in 1844 as the list of courses below will show*

The Statistical

Department for the Bureau of Education in Denmark has averaged the number of
hours devoted to each course in the People's Colleges of Denmark.
following averages are from the five-months* course for men:
Courses

Danish
Bandwriting
Sending
History

Sociology
Common La*

G $cgmpby
Physics
Chemistry
Zoology and Botany
Hygiene
Mathematics
Drawing
Music (Singing)

1*

The

2

bumber of Hours Devoted
To Each Courre
155
10
43
169
16
24
35

21
8

Gymnastlas

15
19
108
44
35
103

Surveying
Bookkeeping (.Agricultural)
Agricultural subjects
Other subjects

27
95
125

10
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This list of courses snows the amount of time devoted to Danish
language and literature.

Grundtvig considered the ability to express

oneself clearly and fluently essential to an enlightsnet individual.
expected, history receives the moat attention,

As

inis subject includes the

political, social, and philosophical history of henraark and the world. The
social and natural sciences

receive about equal attention.

includes the historical and practical aspects,

Mathematics

Gymnastics, which continues

later in c o m u n ity education, is a weans of using surplus energy.

Many of

the students return to their respective communities to become leaders in
gymnastic unions.
Such subjects as common law# chemistry, craving, surveying, and book
keeping are generally practical courses.
with crop raising and stock brseuing.

The agricultural subjects deal

Under the item of Other Subjects are

found lectures of human interest, free discussions, and English or German.
The students may take any or all of the subjects.
Th* f d i e t i n g schedule from the two-year Enlarged Qo-Sdocatlonal Inner
Mission People♦s College

at haalev* Sealana, daring the winter term of

1937-1938, shows the variety and the apparently advanced subjects dwelt
upon in order to give cultural educations
Danish:

& to 6 hours weekly. Dictation, analysis, recitation,
theme writing on various subjects of human interest

literature*

2 hours weekly.

Study of poets and their literary works

Mathematics: 3 to 4 hours weekly.
aspect of mathematics
Geography:
History:

The historical and fimdamental

1 hour weekly

2 hours weekly. Various periods in world history, with
lectures on the sociological aspect

Church Historys 2 hours weekly. Lectures on the deciding factors
in the history of the church

History o£ Missions:
3 hours weekly,
naans of missions.

The motive* god, and

Christian Theology: 1 to 2 hours weakly,
fund rune n t d s of Christianity
Psychology and Psychiatry:
Bible:

5 hours weekly.

k presentation of the

2 hours weekly

Old and New Testament

Open F o r u m
1 hour weekly. All students.
life considered and. discussed.
Bookkeeping::
English:

1 hour weekly

6 hours weekly.

Gymnastics:

For beginners and advanced, students.

2 to 3 hours weekly.

Hygiene find Health Education:
Debate:

Aspects of everyday

Physical education for all

1 hour weekly

Several hours weekly for those who wish it

The Question Period:

1 hour weekly

Special Courses for Women
Hand Work:

4 to 6 hours weekly

Samaritejv-Couree:
nursing.

2 hours weekly.

Fundamentals of first aid and

Besides lectures by the i*agdar staff members* outside speakers
give instruction in special subjects.3'
Tuo "Hatoric.nl Method of Teaching.—

History, which i 3 StucLlyd for Its

own sake* is the main subject In the People’s Colleges.

How history is

studied is difficult to explain as that largely depends upon Vue individual
teacher.

However, the general purpose found everywhere is to study out

standing historical personalities

or lot the lives of great personalities

throw light upon the lives of youth and the times.
appears to be the sore important.
1.

Of the two, the latter

Lectures are also given on topics dealing

Haslev People’s College, Haslev, Sealand, bulletin of 1837-1938.

with the relationship between men and women, parents and children, employer
and employee, as well as with the religious, political, and social questions
of the day.

Such lectures, followed by a general discussion, lead to a

practical philosophy of life.
This spirited method of presenting historical fasts, Gtorundtvig
possessed to a maximum extent.

Every history teacher of youth ought to

use more of this life-like method of presentation.

Out of historical data

and events the instructor should bring a total, integrated whole, for
only in so doing, oaa he marshall them so that they can be of real value
to a many-sided modern life.
The following excerpt shows how the historical method of teaching is
employed in other subjects than history.

Professor Paul LaCour, one of

the most successful teachers to use Grundtvlg's historical method, tells
how he teaches a lesson in geometry:
First, I prepare the way for geometry by discussing the problems
with which the anoients, notably the Egyptians, were confronted;
attention is then directed to the beginnings of land surveys and
the calculating of areas. Xn the ruins of }4dfu we find evidence that
the Egyptians calculated the superficial area of a quadrilateral
by multiplying the mean length of the opposite sides by the meaa
length of the other two sides. It is easy to show the nuplls that
this method was not exact and that the work was dons mechanically.
We then proceed to the advances made by the Greeks, or speaking
more accurately, we observe how Thales went to Egypt and there became
acquainted with all the great achievements in building. He after
wards returned to Miletus and founded the Xonio school; despite his
wide knowledge of actual building operations, he nevertheless
appreciated the great significance of theory. Legend tells us that on
discovering the theorem, 'The base angles of an isoscles triangle
are equal,* he sacrificed an ox to the gods. Why was there such a
'to-do' about this theorem?
Anybody able to measure with his eyes
can surely see that if two beaae of equal length are inclined on a
horizontal plane against each other, the angles which they form with
the base will be equal. There is certainly nothing important or
interesting about this experiment. But Thales' genius was shown in
his appreciating that it was a truth of general application.
It is well known that pupils, otherwise very talented, often

find It difficult to get started In mathematics. Sometime 9 even
after six mouths or more the student has not really understood
anything, although he gets along hy memorizing and hard work.
He understands each separate theorem partially hut does not take
In the subject as a whole. It Is perceived only dimly. Suddenly,
somehow, the thing dawns upon him. if ter that, it all seems so
incredibly *aaj that it is hard for him as well as the teacher,
to understand why the subject should be hard for anybody. To
have this realisation come partly by chance seems to me pedegogically
wrong. Since Thales* simple theorems can create, as we have seen,
so great an impression when they are presented in their historic
background, and enable ths student to start easily, that is reason
for beginning in this way,
Even if by these means the students have learned something
of theory, in addition greater familiarity is desirable. I
therefore, continue the historical record, telling for instance,
of the difficulties when Anaximander and Anaximenes departed
from Thales* method. Pythagoras followed Thales* way and mads
possible the solving of many problems which had been beyond the
compass of ordinary men.
I then pass to the story of the Sophists* attack on mathe
matics. The well-known sophism of Achilles and the tortoise
illustrates how a proposition obviously absurd may apparently
be supported by mathematical demonstration. I point out the
fallacy and how theeo attacks led mathematicians to greater
care in stating their propositions so as to render them un
assailable.
The realm of exact science is approached. Plato's analytic
thoroughness is studied and enjoyed, and our course d o s e s with
Euclid unsurpassed with systematic presentation. His work really
corresponds to Creek excellence in other realms of fora, vis:
architecture and the plastic arts.
Geometry is obviously that branch of mathematics which from
the start was largely expressed in formulas.
If I haws succeeded
in applying the historic method to geometry, it is of course much
easier to do in other branches of mathematics.
It is quite evident that the historical method so successfully em
ployed by Professor LaOour can be taught only by the use of the spoken
word in lectures.

The students do not have ths vocabulary nor the aca

demic training necessary to understand advanced fields of thought in
books.
1.

But in ths lecture ths teachsr deals with great things in simple,

Quoted by Holman, 2£e Folk High Schools, pp. 128-131.

everyday language.

As a rale the teacher uses no textbooks or even notes

in the lecture hall, nor do the students have textbooks In class or
take any notes on the lecture.

The taking of notes interferes with the

teacher's free method of lecturing, and also tends to interrupt the trend
of thought and the attention of the students.

By having the eyes of the

students centered on the teacher, the Inspiration is mutual and the
teacher can make necessary adjustments to meet the needs of the students.
This method of teaching has beon found favorable for the type of students
attending and for the type of material presented.
gucceg.2 R r e s j f e g on Student ^ o p e r a t i o n . ----The People's College does
not prepare students for higher institutions of learning; consequently,
at the end of the school year there no examinations.

There seems to bs

a general understanding among the educators that such requirements, which
examinations tend to impose upon teachers and students, would destroy
the free and fruitful method of delivering and receiving the lectures.

The

value of attending these schools cannot bs measured statistically or in
dollars and cents.

The purpose of the instruction is to develop the

'inner man,' which all instruction ought to attempt to do.
Thomas Hughes in Tom Brown's Schooldays
do 1 send my boy to schoolt"

asks the question;

To which he answers:

"Why

"If he can only be

a courageous, useful, and trutb»loving Englishman, a gentleman, and a
Christian - that is all I wishl*

The man who answered this question could

well -understand the underlying ideas of the Danish People's College, and
he would rejoice in knowing that such schools now exist in many countries
today.

He would also rejoice in reading the following letter written by

a former student, a young woman whose words ring with

Joy and

gratitude

55

to the teachers who so faithfully and Intelligently helped her to ap
preciate life.

She writes in parti

Youth is a period of unfolding in which longings are horn and
hat ties fought. It ie often difficult to understand clearly the
many new impressions and questions which force themselves upon us;
nor is it easy to see o n e ’s own position in life. It is in such
situations that the People's College is of unestiraable help to many.
We who have had the privilege and experience of spending a few
months of our youth at a people's College will undoubtedly agree
that the tine was indeed well spent.
Xt was a happy realisation of a long felt desire when X came
to Toamerup Hojekole. The kind reception, the friendly hand clasp,
and the hearty ‘VeHcowmen,' made me feel at home the very first
evening X was there. X decided to use the coming days in this
place in the most profitable way. We all felt that a new period
wnioh had, or would have lasting significance, had begun in our
lives.
Xn truth, those were precious days. Light was shed upon
many questions, our horizon of life was widened, and we saw
greater and more opportunities in life than we had formerly
anticipated.
We were given an impulse to strive for everything that is
good and noble, and in reality, worthy of our honest efforts.
We learned to view the minutes as a gift from Cod, our work as
a good companion* and our home as the dearest place on earth.
Through motion pictures, lectures, and not least, the delif-htful
excursions to places of natural beauty and historic importance
we learned to appreciate and love our country*
The teacuer pointed to opportunities that we should utilise.
We were admonished to improve ourselves in our daily task so as
to better fill our place in the world. As we walked through the
woods, the withered branches and leaves noisily breaking under
neath our feet, our eyes were opened by the botanist to appreciate
the beauty and greatness of nature and we felt that life was
joyful and rich, and that it was wonderful to live.
.... Xt was with considerable hesitancy that we parted with
the teachers, the companions, and the places so rich in memory.
We gave thanks to God for His kindness toward us during the many
happy hours that we as teachers and students had had together.
Thus, with enriched and renewed lives, we left for the taskB that
awaited us.* 1
1.

Translated by the author from Tomaarop Ho.1skole
Sandback, 1934.

by JPorstander P.

This letter is a splendid tribute to the institution founded by
Grundtvig and Sold.

Each, year thousands of students leave these schools

after having been awakened to an intelligent appreciation of life*
Through tho instruction and daily life with teachers and oonradest life
values received a new moaning and interpretation and becane an impetus for
new attainments.

CHAPTER XV
COFi'HXBUTIOH OB' THS PMQPLS'S OOLLBWB
Conmrunity ^education

Man was born fop two thing* - thinking and acting. — Olcero.
4 Hew Educational Contribution. — — After several year* of absence the
writer returned to Denmark during the winter of 1936-1937 to make a firsthanti investigation of the People** College* and their contributions to the
life and activity of the people,

This inveetigation brought him in contact

with individual* who had been at the People ** Colleges within the last
fifty years.

These individual* belonged to practically everv occupation,

a large percentage of them being leader* in agriculture, government,
cooperatives, community education, youth movement, and other important
movements of the community.

It brought him in contact with lecturing

societies, gymnastic societies and target-praotio* societies and other
organisation* that have been founded by former People** College student*.
The following page* are, therefore, largely a description of conditions
as the writer found them.
Xn the two previous chapters the discussion centered around the
founders, the foundings, and the functioning of a cultural college, known
to the Danes as Polkehojskole and to the world as the People's

school.

The growth of this school was pointed out as being rather remarkable con
sidering that they, in every instance, were undertaken by private in
dividuals or associations.
is considered.

It is also remarkable when the else of Denmark

This small country of 16,870 square miles, or about one-

fourth of the size of North Dakota, has one cultural school for every 207
square miles.

In other words, if the state of North Dakota was to have

58

institutions According to this scale, it would naan about 855 cultural
schools for adults for the 70,85? square miles.

Since the farm population

of Denmark is about ons million there is one school to every 18,500 persons.
In the case of Horth Dakota where the farm population
would mean one school to every 1,201 persons.

is about 400,000 it

But many factors, such as

variation in density of population and condition of soil, enter into this
comparison which in a way makes it more artiflcaial than real.

The Danish

institutions, which thus reach practically every part of Denmark, have ex
erted a great influence since no less than thirty-five per cent of the
present rural population have attended these schools, another thirty-five
per cent have come in contact with them througn special college functions
and activities, such as banquets, lecturo3, crop and breeding exhibitions,
and the r m a i n i n ^ thirty per cent in indirect contact through former students
and local alumni organizations of which there is one in almost every com
munity.
We, in America, are intereatad in knowing how the People*s College
operates, its administration and curriculum, the teaching facilities and the
methods, and student life.

But what we are ©van more intarasted in knowing

is the direct or indirect influence, if any, which these schools have had
upon the life and activities of the people.

If there have been no distinct

contributions by this system of education, there would be little value in
considering it.

And even if this system of education has made some con

tributions to the people of Danmark, are those contributions of such a nature
that they would warrant the adoption of such a system of education in our
countryt

This question the writer shall attempt to answer with real examples

and from personal experience and observations in Denmark.
In order to awaken his countrymen to self-realisation of their power

and responsibility, Grundtvig travelled from one community to the other
lecturing on history and literature.

Grundtvig was in favor of a complete

national revival in spirit which included political, social, economic, and
agricultural reform.

The aristocracy had been in power for centures.

tiller of the soil had been a servant of landlords.
constitution

The

However, in 1849 a

was given to the people which provided equal representation in

the upper and lower houses of parliament.

This was an important step.

But the rural population was not ready to resume its share of responsibility,
consequently the wealthy land owners and members of the nobility continued
to rule the nation.

It took the disastrous wafc of 1864-66 with Austria and

Germany* in which Denmark lost Sohlesvig-Holstein and part of southern
Jutland* to prove the inability to maintain peace and understanding with
other nations.
As a result of this great loss numerous People's Colleges were founded
to revive the nations

and by 1875 about thirty-five per cent of the members

of Parliament were former students of the new national institutions for
enlightenment.
*enllightened"

The words of the founders designating the new movement as
and "enlivened11 were being fulfilled.

A series of laws

favorable to the farmer and common labor were passed due to the men thus
inspired.

3ven Grundtvig became a member of the lower house (Polketlnget)

and later a member of the upper house (Landstinget)
influence.

Soon this new spirit made itself felt.

in order to wield his
Grundtvig and his asso

ciates in Parliament and his supporters were conservative in their measures
and constructive in their criticisms.

It is said of them that they never

criticised without having* what they believed* a real substitute or remedy.
The people soon rallied to support them with their votes and in the space
of a decade the land owners and members of the nobility lost their prestige

and power.

Today, class distinction in Denmark is not one of blood, bat

rather one of wealth.
After the death of Orundtrig in 1872, in whose funeral procession were
200,000 mourners, the enlightened rural population carried on the fight
more liberal laws that would benefit the small land, owner.

for

It was in this

period that cooperatives, of which we shall speak later, began to flourish.
The one law of interest to every adult was that dealing with common suffrage.
This finally became a reality in 1915.

This was, in the opinion of the

former students of the People’s Colleges, an Important part of the life of a
nation.

A n enlightened people must be a responsible people, and vice versa.

Therefore, the political efforts

of the rural population did not end with

the privilege to vote, for in 1919 a bill was introduced and passed which
called for dissolution of a number of large estates into small holders
property.

Thousands of new homes were erected with funds from government

and cooperative credit associations.

The farms had from eight to twenty

acres, new spacious and comfortable buildings, machinery and good cattle.
To become owners of such farms required a capital of only $250,00.
is no payment on principal for five years.
Stauning

There

In 1924 when the present

Cabinet came into power with the Socialist-Democrat a , further

reductions of large estates took place so that today there are 20,000 more
small property owners than there were in 1915.
Denmark’s prosperity.

This accounts for much of

A family of five can make a comfortable living on

ten acres of well-tilled land.

Large families are becoming rare in Denmark.

This great political influence has gone out from the many small
communities where men and women are taught a sense of justice that benefits
the city man as well as the farmer.

In a country like Denmark where

agriculture is the main occupation, prosperity of the farmer means prosperity

for tlxe city, fills holds true of Horth. Dakota also, and, in fact, of every
agricultural state. Danmark, then, has benefited by the intelligent and
conservative influence of the People’s schools. Half of the present
twelve members of the Danish Cabinet are former students of the People's
College.
Community Education.----hand in hand with political influence, Grundtvig
wanted community educational influence. He had addressed people in rural
schools, at open-air meetings, and in meeting houses. le had advocated a
new type of community center where education could continue. To him
education was a life long process and provisions should therefore be made
available for its continuation. To do this Grundtvig realised that there
was a danger of radicalism and destructive influences. To avoid any un
fortunate beginning, he recommended to the students of the People's College,
which then were very conservative, that they, after having been enlightened
and enlivened, go out to their respective communities and gather the people
to fora an Educational Community Association. Through local subscriptions
funds were collected for the erection of a meeting house (Forsamlingshus)
in which all had a share and an interest. Within a few years no less
than 1,000 organizations had constructed large halls in which to hold their
educational meetings.

Soon they were recognized as community canters.

Haturally, the students who had been intellectually awakened through
the informal and inspirational lectures by the teachers at the People's
Colleges thought first of how they themselves could continue to have the
opportunity to listen to such men and women and also how others who had
not been as privileged as they, might benefit by hearing the cultured men
of Scandinavia, Germany, England, and America.

There students, therefore,

became the leaders in the Lecture Societies of which there were,in 1937,

one thousand one hundred
The program launched by these Lecture Societies eras at first purely
educational.

Men of note and of various occupations lectured on educational,

social, political, historical, scientific, and agricultural topics. Hot
infrequently lectures were given on cooperatives.

Often the meetings would

he followed 1jr a discussion under a capable leader, generally a former
People** College student. At least ten meetings were held during the year.
As would be expected, some of the lectures were, and are, not what should
be desired.

Many of the societies have become more social than educational

in purpose.

Still the people continue to give thsir moral and financial

support to this wortfcy community enterpris*. The attendance often reaches
eight-five per cent of the adult population, which shows that young and
old unite in the life-long process of learning. These societies have also
aided in cooperation and understanding within the community. At the lecture
meetings the people wit together, listen together and discuss together.
Together they are interested in the improvement of themselves, their com
munity , and their country.

In unity they realise their strength.

Closely connected with lecture societies is the library movement. The
students do little reading while at the People’s Collage but C-rundtvig was
right in his contention that if youth were awakened and consequently becomes
interested in knowledge, he would Beek for himself the wisdom needed from
day to day. Through the efforts of former students, libraries found their
way into practically every community. As an example these students had
their own privets library. The Danish people now constitute a nation of
readers.

Someone has figured that the average Dane reads ten book ,

magazines and newspapers to the American's on®. Although the writer doubts
the full validity of this statement, the fact remains that the rural

population read much.

There are sixty farm papers, many of which are dailies.

Often we find farmer# with two and even three dally newspapers with various
political affiliation.

This gives him a broad point of View.

At the community library, which is generally located in a special
room in the forsaalingshn* or at the public school* he can get the books
that art too sxpensive for the average private library.
of any rural district that it has no library service.

It cannot be said
To compare this

favorable condition with that of the United States, it has been found that!
According to figures given by the American Library Association
there are 5,954 public libraries in the 3,065 counties in the
United States. But 1,136 counties have no public libraries with
in their borders* It is estimated that 45,039897 people are
without public library service. Of these 43,153,391, or 93 per
cent are rural (living in the open country or in places having less
than 3,500 population). Eighty-two per cent of the rural population
of the United States do not have public library service, as compared
with six per cent of the urban population who do not have such service.*
These figure? speak of the need of a rural library movement similar
to that inaugurated by the students from the People»s College in the
decade following 1870.

Orundtvig read and wrote much, his followers

heeded his admonition that "reading, thinking, and writing makes a man
wise and perfect."
In the public library in the Banish community, special attention is
given to books on music.

Many libraries contain large collections of

choral compositions. sufficient in number to supply the local choral union.
Since the Viking period, the Danish people have been a nation of singers.
The early Sagas and the outstanding characters in Dorse mythology were
revived by ftrundtvig in many of M s
1.

1000 poems.

Orundtvig taught the

The Uni ted States Department of Agriculture, Farmer*9 Bulletin
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rural people to sing songs in group* and while alone. An early riser
traveling in the country might hear a song like this coming from the man
walking behind the plough:
The son is rising in the east,
It filds the heavens wide,
And scatters light on mountain-crest,
On shore and country-side.
Or in the hours of eventide the farmer with his family on the lawn might
sing:
The country lies in deep repose.
And peace rules hearth and home,
Wuile silver clouds the moon inclose
And through the heavens roam.
Thu* Oruhdtvig and his good friend* Ingeman, gave to the rural popula
tion the inspiring conge that liave lightened the burden of tne daily tasks
and brought new courage and strength* The farmer sings also with a group.
Each

community has its Choir or glee club, which in numerous instances is

directed by a former itudent of or teacher at the People's College*

Sing

ing, which plays an important part in the life of the college, generally
becomes a part of the student the remaining years of his life.

This in

fluence the student brings into the community to be transferred to others
in form of actual music instruction and appreciation.
Closely connected with music are folkdanciiu: and frymastic societies.
Often the same individuals take part in all three. The folkuances
(Folkedanse) are a type of figure and formation dance where several couples
dance together. Practices are held twice a month.

On the evening of the

yearly perfor«isace native costumes are frequently used.
Gymnastics were formerly taught for military urill but about the year
1880 tne People's Colleges adopted the Swedish system developed by Pehr
Henrik Ling. This system ohanged the spirit of gymnastios. The aim became

one of self-improvement and self-control.
oontrolled "bodily notions{

The system stresses orderly and

it develops strength and endurance end in the

words of Trier* director of Vallekilds High School, it teaches youth to
■subordinate his "body to his will."
The Swedish system has in recent years been developed further by
Niels Belch, director of Ollertcp Gymnastic and Swimming College,

"'ith his

team he has visited America, Australia, Japan, and other countries.

Many,

.

fearing a return to the Spartan idea of the body, have criticised this
institution.

It cannot be denied, however, that Niels Btikh has been in

strumental in raising the level of wholesome physical erercies.
The target-practice union
non-military organisation.

(SWJtteforening), like gymnastics, is a

The purpose of this practice is for the sake

of sport and enjoyment, and to develop marksmanship.
takes place between the district organisations.

An annual competition

Special prise? are given

to ths best marksman.
All of the factors mentioned eo far are a pert of community education.
All of them are direct or indirect contributions by the People's College
toward the building of a real community.

They have all had their share In

raising the cultural standard of the people.

But there is one more enter

prise in community education which must not be overlooked., namely that of
the Evening School Union,

In 1936 approximately 23,000 adolescents and

youths attended these evening sessions.

During the two-hour session held

twice a week, courses in Danish language and. literature, foreign languages,
drawing, surveying, arithmetic, and other practical subjects are offered,
The tuition is $3.50 for the year with special government aid to pay instructors and supplies.
school.

As a rule the courses are presented in the public

Although only a small number of students fron People's Oollegos teach
in those evening sessions, they have, nevertheless, given them their moral
support. The persons who attend the evening course? find work at the
People's Colleges wore understandable and profitable.

They serve as a fine

introduction to cultural courses.
In the foregoing paragraphs the making of an educational community
has bean traced to the cultural influence of the People's Colleges. Bver
since the year 1866 this influence has continued by supplying aor nan and
women with firm hopes and convictions in the betterment of the individual
and social and economic conditions. These sen and women have dared tackle
the grave problems of human life as a corporate body, realising that in unity
of purpose there is greet strength. They have applied themreives and their
life energy to rise above ignorance, poverty, and provincialism, and, as
we shall observe in the next chapter, they have been willing to make ad
justments that required sacrifices in order to improve the condition of
a group as a whole. This they have done of their o-am

accord and

witnout

regimentation from the government or private authorities.
Mr. Hart, In speaking of the community and the People's College, says*
And so - we oo»/e back to the folk high-schools with their
seventy-five years of actual history in the village and the
country-side} with their unquestionable achievements in releasing
and developing the understanding of the individual and tne
communityj with their sturdy promise that, even for tt* future,
they will reloa d and discipline the native Intelligence needed
for the control of the emerging new conditions in life and ecoaorqy
and industrial relationships. fhe folk school and the folk
community are Inseparable: they are - in a very real Bense - not
two antities hut a single reality looked at from two different
points of view.*
Mrs. Campbell, Director

©f the

John C. Campbell

1. Bart, bight Prom The Sorth, p. 104

folk School at

Braestom, Borth Carolina, writes:
Theae short-term school? for youn,: adults have succeeded to
a resaeirkable degree ia arousing and enlightening the rural popu
lation, and In dignifying and vitalising the whole content of

country life.

In referring to

the

high intelligence of the Banish rural population

the Sorwsgian poet, Bjornson, uses these superlative
intelligent peasantry in the world."

1.
2.

words:

o

Campbell, Jhe Banish Folk School, p. viii.
Hegland,

The Banish Peopled Higa school, p. 130.
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II. SCIEHVIFIC FARMI :G
k IfflL I'MS. SP.1J&l— — In the previous chapter we saw how the People’s
Colleges hare Influenced community education;

but this is not tne only

Influence attributed to tiiese cultural institutions.

It is generally ad

mitted that these schools begun the scientific farming that has bscoae a
model to the world.

It requires no small amount of intellectual and

economical knowledge to rise from crude to scientific methods of farming in
the course of fifty years.
The men active in the movement for an enlightened farm population
realised alter tne disastrous war of 1864-1866, in which Denmark lost a
large strip of lana," that crop raising and stock breeding had to be im
proved in order to redeem the loss. The Danish Heath Society was formed
in 1866 to reclaim the waste lands of Worthen and Central Jutland, tinder
the able leadership of Enrico hylius Dalgas about 3000 square miles, an
area larger than that lost to Germany, >ias been converted into good, farm
land.
To improve laming conditions in general, agricultural societies
were formed under tho unselfish 1wadersnip of People’s College directors
and students. These societies (Laadboforeninger and Husraandsforeninger)
had one corawon interest - tne educational and scientific improvement of
1.

In 1364-66 Denmark lost Worth Slesvig to Germany, an area of about
3000 square miles. The land reclaimed from heath was mors than
3000 square miles.

agriculture.

In 1937 no less than 91 per cent of the 207,000 Danish

farmers belonged to these Poreninger.

This tremendous progress can only

he accounted for hy the fact that the leaders were trusted men worthy of
full support.

The Banish farmers soon learned the advantage of working

together for a common good.
became this common good.

To then the improvement of agriculture

The individual farmer became willing to make

adjustments for the good of the society as a whole.
Hew Methods.— — The first adjustment to be made in the two decades
following 1870, was the change from grain to dairying. Cheap grain was
bsing imported by Denmark and other countries, from the prairies of
America and the lowlands of Russia.

Realizing that they could not compete

with these great nations, the Danish farmers turned to cattle raising.
Pure-bred stock was imported, for breading purposes, from England and
Belgium.

By 1890 the change was complete and Denmark was exporting huge

quantities of bacon, eggs, butter and cheese to England, Germany, America,
and other countries.
of pure bred stock.

In 1937 eighty-five per cent of the herds consisted
The goal is to have 100 per cent by 1950.

Special

assistance is given by the government to replace tubercular cattle with
pure stock.

In 1936, the livestock consisted of 520,000 horses, 3,000,000

oattle, 3,000,000 swine, and 30,000,000 chickens. *
In oxder to raise the most profitable stock, Kontrol Unions

or cow

testing associations (organised 1895) were formed throughout the country.
These unions employ an agricultural and dairy expert who has been educated
at a People*s College or Agricultural College to have charge of about
1,000 oows.

Once each three weeks or once a month, depending upon the

amount of farms in the union, the expert comes to the farm, weighs and
1.

World Almanac.

1938, p. 618.

4
tests the milk from each cow.

He also weighs the amount of feed given

each cow in order to determine at the end of the year the cost of feeding
and the income.

Often this Control agent advises the fanner to sell a

cow which did not show sufficient profit to warrant its keeping.

The

farmer who is interested in the biggest possible yield at the least
expense generally heeds the advice.

Thus today the visitor at a Danish

barn will find a tablet above the stall of oaoh cow with a record of when
the cow was born* the number of calves b o m , amount of feed consumed,
yield of milk, and quality of butter fat.
The expert also fives advice on the general condition or upkeep of
the farm, such as quality of grain, typos of fertilisers to be used and
the bull to be used for breeding.

That the farmer benefits from such

expert advice there le little doubt.

For all this service on the economic

status of his farm the owner pays not more than fifty cents (two kroner)
per year for each oow.
In the matter of grain raising the Danish farmer has improved both
in tilling the soil, and in the use of manure, and Chile and Norway salt
peter (commercial fertilisers).
rotation of crons.

Sven a small farm with six acres has a

The rotation is generally as follows:

First year,

wheat; second year, barley; third year, root orops; fourth year, oats;
fifths and sixth year, grass; seventh year no crop but plowed several
times to kill weeds and mix soil with fertiliser.
farmer sows wheat again.

The eighth year the

This rotation has proved to bring a greater

yearly yield.
Of the area of Denmark in 1935 , 31 per oent was in wheat, rye, barley.

and oats;

11.86 per cent In sugar "beets and root crops for feed; 17.15 per

cent In forest; and the remaining 19.89 per cent consisted of heath, chalk*
and narsh lands* besides the area occupied by cities.*
The yield of grain and potatoes in bushels for 1936 was as follows:
Wheat
Bye
Barley
Oats
Potatoes

14*672,000
11,177,000
50,478,000
71.787,000
45,282,000

The sugar beet yield in 1935 was 233,162 metric tens.^
Comparing the yield of wheat per acre with that of America it is
found that Denmark raises an average of 44.4 bushels to the acre and
America 13.7.3
soil conditions.

This difference Is undoubtedly due partly to weather and
But the Danish farmer realises that where he tateee so

much out of the ground he oust put something in.

His success is also due to

his great care in preparing the soil and in his method of crop rotation.
Important Paotors. — — A n important factor in the success of the Danish
farmer, who is enjoying general prosperity even after the world economic
depression of 1929, is that of land ownership.

As early as 1850 a credit

association was organised on a cooperative basis, in order to aid renters in
becoming owners.

Land ownership was looked upon as being fundamental to

agricultural progress.

It was found that the owner took much more interest

and pride in his farm than the renter.

Denting was a hindrance to the

introduction of new scientific methods of farming.
1.

2.
3.

Hvern. H v a d , 2var. Politikfcen, 1937, p. 102.'
World Almanac. 1938, p. 618.
Yearbook of Agriculture,
1935, p. 356.

This hindrance,

however, was gradually overooae by purchasing farm* for private ownership.
In 1850 only 45 per cent of the

farmers owned the land they worked as

compared with 90 per cent In 1937.
In Denmark

In other words, of the 307,000 farmers

in 1937, 186,300 owned their land.

Private land ownership In America has keen decreasing especially since
the economic disaster of 1939 when the low price# on farm products failed
to meet the high interest and payment on loans.

The American farmer had

no credit association with collective liability to give him security as
did the Danish farmer.

The result has been a reduction in private

ownership and an increase in tenancy.
The following figures compiled by the United States Oensue of Agriculture,
1935, show the percentage of farms operated by tenants in a few representa
tive statesi

Kansas
Illinois
South Dakota
Nebraska
Iowa
Georgia
Mississippi

1930
42.4
43.1
44.6
47.1
47.3
68.2
72m2

1935
44.0
44.5
48.6
49.3
49.6
65,9
69.8

In 1937 only about fifty per cent of the farmers owned their land as
compared with Denmark's ninety per cent.
Another factor to be reckoned with in the sueoess of the Danish farmer
in developing soientlfio methods is that of living at one place for & long
period of years and the economic security
the mobile farm population in America.

thus obtained, as compared with

The value of the farm land in

America in 1935 amounted to $32,858,844,012, while the total farm mortgage
indebtedness was $7,645,891,000.^
1.

World Almanac, 1938, pp, 346.

The latter figure, however, does not

include loans which corporations hold on their own own farms.

fho federal

government has taken steps to help the tenant farmer to own his land.

In

1937 loans of $10,000,000 were available and in 1939 this sum will he in
creased to $36,000,000 for farm purchases.

This sum will remain at

$50,000,000 annually following 1939.1
Such steps will undoubtedly lessen the mobile farm population and aid
in creating economic security.
read:

In the Tearhook of Agriculture

for 1935 we

“from the standpoint of better land use and aleo of better

welfare, we need to correct the unwholesome features of tenancy.

rural
These are

the migratory habits it fosters, and the disregard of soil fertility and
long-time far* efficiency.

In this country the average occupancy of farm

tenants is about two or three years as compared with average owner o o c u ^ n c y

2
of about fourteen years.

It is quite self-evident from tills situation

that there are great obstacles to the development of scientific farming.
The writer is of the opinion that the problem of tenancy can be overcome in
part by the creation of coamon liability credit associations under which
loans would be given to farmers at a low interest and over a long period of
years.

To show how this can be done will form part of the next chapter.

Regarding the progress which the Danish farmer has made the last 60
years. Hr. Hart says:
Something has happened in the Danish country side that has not
happened elsewhere in the world; the farmer has become the scientist
in his work and the co-operator in his economic life, and through
science and co-operation he has achieved - within the limits and
stabilities of the existent world order - such a control over his
own destiny as to be rightly called 'independent.* These results are,
quite naturally, by the Danes and their visitors, predominantly,
attributed to the work of these independent, free schools, which 1
2
1.
2.

Ibid. , p. 347.
Yearbook of Agriculture. 1935, p.67.

have violated all the accepted practices of the conventional
schools and universitiesi but which have helped thereby to secure
to the private and public life of Dentmrk an Intellectual depth
and breadth almost unknown elsewhere - not primarily by working
for it in a formal fashion, but by making such a result
supremely desirable as a community accomplishment and by

eliminating those obstacles which in most schools stand in
to the goals they most profess to be
seeking.1

the way of progress

Hart, Light From The Horth.pp. 38, 39

CHAPTER 71

CONTRIBUTIGM 0? THE FEOHJE'3 COLLEGE
III COOPERATIVES
At the bag inning of this chapter on cooperation a faw statement*
regarding the origin of cooperatirea seem appropriate*

It vaa Robert

Owen, the impractical idealist, who between I S M and 1840 tried to
organise cooperative aoaletiea in England*
aoeletlea functioned.

By 1840 not one of hie

But in 1845 the weavers of Rochdale* living on

forty-five eenta a week* planned very carefully a consumera * coopera
tive which became a great eueeeee*

This humble beginning expanded to

all parte of England* and ite influence has boon folt in moat part# of
the world*
Chat wore the basic principles of the Rochdale Cooperative which
proved successful?

The following fundamental principles served aa

foundation for tha Banish cooperativesi
Universality
Open membership* Only restrictions those dictated bj selfpreservation and safety*
Mo sex* race* color or erodd lines to bo recognised as far
as msobsrship in tha cooperative is eonesrnod.
Movement to be not only national but also Internationa
scops* with tha final aim of comprising the whole world.
Sdusation in the universality of the movement.
Democracy
Sash member* both man and woman* to have only one vote in
the affaire of the cooperative.
Mo proxy voting to be permitted.
frequent membership and board meeting*.

Regular reports

from executives and administrative eommittees.
Constant educational work to stir up interest among members
in the affairs of their organization; to educate members fbr democratie
control; to bring in new members and patrons; to increase efficiency
of administration.
fair treatment of labor. Encouragement of employees to become
active members of the cooperative employing them.
Provisions in the by-laws of the cooperative safe-guarding demo
cratic oontrol.
Access to membership in the cooperative to be made easy (through
shares of low par value, etc.).

lasiSz.
Capital to be given no special privileges. When employed it
should be given a "fair wage" in the form of a fixed, current
legal interest. If capital can be attracted without any interest
reward, so much the better.
Net earnings to be distributed not to stockholders on the basis
of their capital inveatment but to patrons in proportion to
their patronage. Patronage refunds to non-member patrons to
be applied toward a share until a full share is acquired.
Goods handled to be pure, unadulterated and of good quality.
Tull weight and measure to be given at all timea.
Equal and fair treatment of all patrons.

No favoritism.

No credit to be given, nor asked fbr. Cash trade, as the
fairest method, to be practiced zealously.

Economy
Cash trade to be favored as it is also the most economical
method. Constant educational work to be carried on in favor
of cash trade.
Efficient management. Minimum waste and duplication. Constant
training of cooperative employees to inorease thsir efficiency.
Accurate bookkeeping

Periodical auditing by competent cooperatively-minded auditora,
with the view of improving efficiency and getting better
bualneea results.
Ample depreciatione and reserves.
Ho business competition between the cooperatives to be tolerated.
Publicity
Honeety in all affairs of the cooperative.

No business secrets.

Frequent and comprehensive reports.
Dissemination of information among the members about the af
fairs and the true condition of the cooperative. Encouragement
of constructive criticism to eliminate defects and weaknesses.
Continuous efforts to spread the cooperative message among the
consumers.
Unity
Tolerance among the members of the cooperative toward each
other's views on polities, religion, etc.
Constant endeavor on part of members to be kind and fair toward
each other| to be calm, considerate and level-headed at the
meetings of the cooperative; to avoid stirring up trouble and
questioning the motives of the other fellow.
Keeping controversial issues of a political or religious nature
out of the meetings of the cooperative. Poliey to strict neu
trality toward political parties, churches, by the cooperative
society as an organization.
Doing away, through education, with racial and nationalistic
prejudices. Recognition of the principle of brotherhood of
man, irrespective of race or color.
Encouragement of cooperation between the cooperatives*
Developmsnt of regional, district and national unions and inter
national federations of the cooperatives.
Liberty
Membership to be voluntary.

Withdrawal to be made easy.

Democratic administration and eontrol in plaee of autoeratlo
or bureauoratie eontrol.

Persuasion in place of eoeroion.
bind the members*

No "iron-olad" eontraots to

Intensive education in cooperation to create interest, loyalty
and devotion in place of ignorance and indifference.
Economic liberty and security through intelligent cooperation*
Recognition of the fact that economic security is the best
guarantee of individual liberty.!
Although these principles concern the consumers* cooperatives
specifically they have formed the basis for cooperatives in general.
Furthermore, the Rochdale principles served as the basis for the first
cooperative organization in Denmark.
The Spirit of Cooperation in Denmark.-— — The most outstanding
contribution of the People's College to Denmark and to the world at
large is the highly developed system of cooperation, a system of real
cooperation which in some instances includes ninety per cent of the
people.

Although the cooperative movement waa started in England about

the year 1830 and brought to Denmark twenty years later by a clergyman,
Dean Sonne, who waa interested in the development of credit associations,
it has reached a higher degree of perfection in Denmark than perhaps
anywhere else in the world.

Kagawa the Japanese Christian-social

reformed, says of Denmark that it "is the moat Christian country in
the world because of the excellent balance it has between the consumer
and producer sides of the cooperative movements.

The Danish farmer is

a member of five or six different sorts of cooperativss at the same
time.

Practically all his economic operations are carried on coopera

tively, and his inooms, from being one of the worst, has, in about
^Alanne, Summary of the Rochdale Principles, fundamentals of
Consumer Cooperation, pp. 44-45.

*Fro* a i o f l r t , 193?

whleh it to ooftonftlal to progress in * dwsooratic nation.

la*!* land owners.

But as practically every national crisis In human

history has produced sons individual to «s«t ths situation* so also
Dannajrk had its national boro in ths troublesome eighteenth century*
fortunate for ths Banish people ths task foil to a aan who loved ths
people and she had thair welfare at heart sore than person 1 gain, honor*
and power*

Although Orundtvig did belong to the aristocracy ho renounced

his social position to identify himself with ths eeeoien people* and
thereby gradually raise than to a higher level of intelligence*

fo

accomplish this feat ho at one* realised the need of the cooperation of
ths parties concerned.

About 1840 the people of Ponaart; wanted better

government and more Justice.

But the farmers In Jutland did not agree

with the f m a r t on Txuum and Zealand on how this was to be accomplished.
Ths sans disagreenent existed within other groups to ths detrineat of
all*

Zt m s

this discouraging situation which censed Orundtvig to give

a series of lectures throughout the nation on the history of Denmark,
the need of an intellectual enlightenment of ths carmen people, and
the necessity of cooperating for a common good.
the people to action*

In 1844 the first People's College was founded

at Boddiag* Southern Jutland*
given a constitution.
tion m s organised*
founded!

These lectures stirred

Five years later the Banish people were

Before 1880 ths first Cooperative Credit Associa
By 1875 almost 100 People's Colleges had been

end by 1886 consumer end producer cooperatives had found an

important place in the business life of country and city.

This re

markable story of progress reads almost ae the meoiwnioal progress in
the United states.

Ike riches of Denmark were few, but as Kold often said, "Where there
is a little there ia room for God's- blessing."

Grundtvig wished to pre

serve the "little," to multiply it, and to better it.

To do this the

people laid to realise the value of the "little" and to know bow to in
crease and improve it.

This necessitated general enlightenment of the

fanner and the worker so that they might fill their place in the great
development of human and natural resources.

The Peo le's College be

came the means to this end.
The People*b Colleges have no p&rtieular course on cooperatives
as they are an integral part of all subjects that lend themselves to
such an interpretation and application.

The writers of textbooks, teaohers,

and students are cooperative conscious.

Although human history is pri

marily the record of groat characters and the Danish history teacher en
joys to stress the importance of great men and women, yet the success
of these characters must be attributed to the cooperation of many
common people or their failure due to laek of cooperation.

In both

oases, reasons for or laek of cooperation are carefully studied.

Such

study forms an excellent basis for a discussion of local and national
cooperatives and reasons for their success or failure.

Such discus

sions by enlightened future leaders often result in suggestion of im
provement of cooperatives.

Lectures on agriculture have largely the

same result, only in such courses more direct applications are made to
the cooperatives.

Ike actual operation is considered carefully for the

purpose of pointing out national, loeal, and individual benefits.

Often

speoial leotures are given to draw the attention of the students to the
Implications of cooperatives - for example, their effect upon people's
morale, international trade, property ownership, rural and city life,

agricultural efficiency, financial benefits and other important effects
Besides the above mentioned direct teaching of cooperatives, the
spirit of the institution is of a cooperative character.

Since atten

dance of these schools is voluntary, calling for no examinations at the
beginning, during, or at the end of the school tens, and promising no
diploma, cooperation is expected on the part of teachers and students
alike in and out of the classroom.

Therefore, indirect teaching of

cooperation by example ia an important faotor in the life of these
schools and their success depends upon it.

Often tesdhers and students

will bs in a snowball contest and tsn minutes later

all will gather in

the lecture hall to sing together the songs that unite in one common
goal - the enrichment of life.
meal in the college dining room.

An hour later all may share a simple
That sueh shared activities inculcate

the meaning and value of cooperation in the student is quite natural.
It becomes a part of him and later finds expression in his daily life
and activities on the farm and in the coiammity.

In this connection

H. Hertel, a writer of the history of Danish cooperation, who has no
personal contact with the People's colleges of Denmark, has summed up
the influence of Grundtvig's and Kold's schools in the following words:
These schools awakened in young men and women a yearning for
knowledge and a desire to work; the character of the pupils
was strengthened, and they left the schools with a much en
larged outlook on life. To satisfy its yearning for know
ledge, a current of youth flowed from the folk high schools
to the agrleulture schools, and when it afterwards passed
out into life it did so with a strong feeling of fellowship,
and a desire to work for common progress. Youth thus gained
some of the qualifications necessary to the success of a
cooperative movement.1
% e r t e l , Andelebevaegeleen 1_ Danmark, p. 565.

The term cooperatives is wide in meaning and quit* inclusive a*
will be noticed from its present usage.
interest ia centered on the question:

In this chapter the main
What kind of cooperatives have

these enlivened and enlightened students from the People's Colleges
produced?

In this connection a few example a will be made of how the

cooperatives operate.
The Organization of Cooperatives.-—

The most distinct feature

which characterises all the Danish cooperatives is the common or
collective liability.
cooperatives.

Ibis formed an integral part of the first credit

The members would together share the benefit or the loss

of the association.

Great care was shown in the matter of investment

and the credit association (Kreditforening) experienced few losses.
When the world-wide economic depression came in 1929 the association
was sufficiently powerful to take any possible loss.

This common re

sponsibility has had a wholesome psychological effeot upon the farmers.
They assume responsibilities and maintain them through eritioal periods.
They have learned that in unity and cooperation there is great strength.
A second characteristic of the Danish cooperatives is their demo
cratic spirit.

The smallest unit has its representation on the district

board, and the district has its representation on the national board.
The power of the cooperatives is invested in the loeal unit rather
than in the national organisation.
the interest of the national group.

The interest of ths individual is
How and then individuals and even

districts will mala adjustments for the good of all groups.

What is

for the best of the group as a whole is also best for all in ths course

of time*

This mutual and democratic spirit permeates the Danish

organizations.
A third characteristic is the quality of products produced. The
membera of the oooperatiyca soon realized that if they were to compete
with the established egg companies, for example, they would hare to
produce a better and guaranteed quality.

The members bought the best

hens to be had, gave them good feed, sent the eggs regularly to col
lecting plants, and did sverything to produce first-class eggs. In
order to guarantee the eggs to be fresh, the cooperatives began to mark
the eggs. First the number of the farm (and sometimes the farmer
stamps the number of the hen that laid the egg), then a small letter
of the alphabet to designate the local collector, which is followed
by a large letter of the alphabet to designate the district.

If a

housewife in London should happen to buy a spoiled egg in one of the
cooperative stores, the egg, through its numbering, could be traded
back to the farmer who sold It and even to the hen which laid the egg.
A fourth characteristic is that the Danish cooperatives, although
unincorporated, are built on a sound economic plan in which evexy mem
ber is morally and financially responsible. No cooperative union, except
one, which later failed, has as yet been organized before assurance
had been given of sufficient members and volume of business. Any loans
made for operating expenses are guaranteed by the members in the uklon.
®iis responsibility, however, seldom goes beyond the local community.
Whenever a national loan is desired, a limit of liability Is generally
set by the local cooperative.

In ease of a dispute the difficulty is

settled by a board of arbitration which consists of members of the
involved associations.
A fifth characteristic of the Danish cooperative movement is its
beginning in Individual communities rather than as a national organisa
tion*

There is one exception to this procedure-namely that of the

Danish Cooperative Potato Association. This association established in
1919 began with a eentral office and then organized local collecting
stations* but it failed two years later.

The local cooperative unit is

the basis for the progress of the national cooperative*

The members

pledge themselves to send all products to the local plant*
also true of the consumer's cooperative.

This is

The usual duration of such

voluntary pledges is generally from one to twenty years.

Seldom does

anyone withdraw his pledge with the local cooperative.
The strength of the local units can he traced to the influence
of students from the People's Colleges.

These students are interested

in the welfare of the people who produce and consume the goods.

Their

sense of justice is such that only fairness to all parties ooncerned
will be permitted.

These farmer students are generally the leaders,

because they have the ability to express themselves and the organiz
ing ability that makes far success.

Therefore, what the Danish coop

eratives are in spirit and organization is ultimately due to the work
of the People's Colleges.
The most prominent cooperative associations organized in Denmark
areJ Baoon, Breeding, Cow-testing, Credit, Dairy, Igg, fertilizer,
Grocery, Rural and National Banks, and the Seed Growers' Cooperative
Association

How do these cooperatives in Denmark operato?

This question io

often asked by the foreigner interested in cooperatives.

Individuals

and groups have come from all parts of the world to observe the Danish
cooperatives in action.

Since space does not permit a consideration of

all the cooperatives, we shall, therefore, as example refer to one
producers' cooperative and one consumers' cooperative*
The Dairy Cooperatives (AndelameJerier) of Denmark oan be traced
to a mere incident.
butter to England.

About 1860 the large land owners had begun to export
But no consideration was given to the small farmer.

The quantities he produced were too small for recognition on the Englieh
market*

This realisation led some of them to establish collecting sta

tions whsre sach farmer could bring his butter.

Although this was a

stsp forward, it was soon found that ths quality was not ths same from
*

each farm*

Tbie was a disadvantage as compared with the large farmer

who, from a herd of 200 cows, eould ship the same quality even though
his butter was not superior.

Little recognition was given the small

farmer on the Englieh market until a former People's College student,
a wrall farmer in West Jutland, with a herd of six oows, sent a sample
of butter to the International Agricultural Exhibition in London in
1879.

At this exhibition this small farmer won first prize.

The

recognition served as an excellent impetus to the small farmers of
Denmark.

Three years later the first Cooperative Creamery was organ

ized at HJedding, West Jutland.
The method of organizing the Hjeddlng Cooperative is the one
followed today.

A survey Is made of the township (Sogn) to determine

the possibility of establishing a creamery.
are from

800

to

900

If it is found that there

cow® in the township, each farmer ie invited to a

meeting where each has one vote in deciding for or against a cooperative
creamery. Membership i« voluntary.

If there is sufficient Interest in

the organization, a constitution ia formed in which each fanner pledges
himself to support the creamery financially and with delivery of milk.
A central location for the creamery is chosen, milk routes are outlined,
and a dairy expert employed to manage the creamery.

Generally, a farmer,

living at the beginning of the milk routs, will collect the sweet milk
in the morning and return skim milk or butter milk by noon. For this
service he ia paid from

$300

to

$600

per year. The usual number

of

milk routes to one creamery is fourteen. Of all the milk delivered,
ninety-five per cent is used for butter-making.
The cooperative creamery holds annual meetings in which elections
are held. Each farmer, whether he delivers a thousand pounds of milk
or a hundred thousand pounds, has but on# vote.

The members are not

stockholders and have no shares in the creamery. Their financial
support moans merely security for the loan made for initial building
and operating exponses.

This loan is reduced by the yearly surplus.

The farmers pool expenses and surpluses annually. Often a farmer with
a herd of eighteen pure-bred cow# will have an annual benefit or dividend
amounting to
for his milk.

$400.

This he receives besides getting the regular price

The annual income front the

amounts to about

$30,000,000.

1400

cooperative dairies

In this hugs income ninety per cent

the Danish farmers have a share.

of

As a rule the fanner pledgee himself to deliver milk to the co
operative creamery from ten to twenty year®.
of good quality.

The milk must be elean and

The Danish cow barns are cleaned every day, washed

ones a week, and white-washed at least once a year. The milk must not
be kept on the farm more than twenty-four hours*

The milk cans are

thoroughly washed and scalded once a day# If the milk is sour or dirty
when it reaches the erearaery, it is returned to the farmer.

The manager,

having at least one assistant and an apprentice, tests the milk at least
once a week and observes it closely each day before pouring it into the
collecting basin. All these precautions and requirements are made for
the purpose of produoing the best quality of butter and cheese. In
this attempt the Danish cooperative creameries have succeeded.

The first

pries won at the London exhibition in 1879 was the forerunner of a long
list of first prizes to bs awarded the Danish farmer for his efforts to
better food products, and thereby protect the consumer’s health.
Although the average cooperative creamery has a membership of
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farmers, and receives about 4,500,000 pounds of milk annually, some of
the plants have grown immensely. For example, Trifolium Creamery in
Baslev, the largest in Denmark and one of ths largest in the world, has
a staff of fifty creamery experts, receives an average of 60,000 pounds
of milk per day, has space for 60,000 cheeses, and sends ehoese to all
parts of the globe, including the United States. Trifolium has in
recent years, together with a few other creameries, entered the business
of producing condensed iailk and powdered milk* A special plant has been
erected for this purpose.

The cooperative creameries of Danmark are organised into a Federa
tion of Cooperative Creameries*

This organisation exists for export

purposes and unification of prices.
shipments.

Better prices are paid for large

The farmera had this experience already in 1876.

tion exists also for uniformity of quality.

The Federa

Bren though the butter is

packed in fir barrels in the local creameries, samples are voluntarily
sent to the main office of the Federation at regular intervals*

Comments

on the quality are returned following each test and inspection.

The

price of the butter is determined by the quality and the grade to Shiah
it belongs.

If it reaches the required standard it is marked with the

words "Lur Brand" and "Danish Buttsr."
two war trumpets.

"Lur" is an old Danish word for

After passing a favorable inspection the butter was

formerly sold by ths Federation to an exchange which would then export
the buttsr to foreign countries.

But today ths Federation ef Producers*

Cooperative Creameries of Denmark can sell ths butter to a consumers*
cooperative in England.
profit by the middleman.

This arrangement has completely eliminated any
The profit is squally shared by the one who

produces and the one who consumes the produets.
Ths Danish Consumers* Cooperative Association is not as large as
ths producers* organisation.

Its annual turnover of business is shout

$66,000,000 annually from ths almost 1,900 consumers* cooperatives.
It was organised by an economist in Copenhagen as early as 1850.

This

economist, Frederik Dreier (1827-1853), who had observed the cooperatives
in England was asked by the workers to establish a cooperative store.
This he did but the undertaking failed for lack of support from the

workers*

It was not until 1866 that ths cooperative store was organised

on a sound business basis by Rev. E* C. Sonne in the boas town of
Christen Hold.

Like other cooperatives it had its bsginning in the

rural districts.

From 1900 until the end of the A'orld War more than

fifty societies were formed in the cities*
The underlying principles of the consumers* cooperative store are
the same as those of the producers* cooperatives*

Membership is volun

tary; each member has ons vote; collective liability for all loans is
assumed by all*

Such loans are paid by the annual surplus.

At the

annual meeting the board is elected which in turn employs a manager.
The members pledge themselves
years*

to support the store for at least ten

All dividends are paid annually and are exeiqpt from income taxes*

In order to show the extent of cooperatives in Denmark we shall
list the various organisations, approximate number of organizations*
and year fonned:
Kind of Cooperative

Number of
Organizations
(approximately)

Year
Organized

Food-stuff Societies

1,387

1851

Dairies

1,400

1882

Dairy Societies

800

1887

Milk Testing Associations

400

1902

1,400

1900

Bacon Factories

6S

1887

The United Bacon Factories

60

1890

700

1895

15

1913

Danish Dairy Butter-seal Societies

Danish Sgg Export
Potato Export

Kind of Cooperative

Number of
Organisations
(approximately)

Tear
Organised

Butter Export

10

1888

Cattle Export

15

1898

1

1912

Cattle Breeding Associations

700

1881

Horse Breeding Associations

400

1879

Swine Breeding Associations

200

1882

Sheep Breeding Associations

150

1899

60

1909

Cow-testing Associations

1,750

1892

Consumers' Societies

1,824

1872

Danish Bacon Company

Coat Breeding Associations

Credit Associations
Banking Associations

14

(1775) 1850

160

1897

1

1918

500

1884

Cattle Insurance Associations

2,500

1810

Bull Associations

1,400

1884

Bail Insurance Associations

20

1864

Storm Insurance Associations

10

1896

fire Insurance Associations

10

1856

The Cooperative Bank, Copenhagen
Savings Associations

Accident Insurance Associations

Life Insurance Associations
Use of Machinery
Electrical Plants

(200,000
members)

1896

10

1904

2,000

1914

400

1895

Kind of Cooperative

Humber of
Organizations
(approximately)

Coal Supply Associations

Tear
Organised

600

1913

1,450

1866

Bakeries

40

1888

Fruit Societies

20

1903

1,200

1904

850

1911

1

1912

Fertilizer Associations

Sanatorium Associations
Cement Associations
Benting Associations

Due to the policy of "building from the ground up" and intrusting
the power in the loeal unit rather than in a central organization, the
mortality of Danish cooperatives hae been very low.
The Cooperative Potato Aeeociation began in 1915 from a central
organization.

In one year it had about 550 local associations with

almost 25,000 members.

Prices were high and the organization paid a high

dividend but neglected to lay aside any capital and was discontinued the
next year when a depression came.
One Danish Cooperative bank was closed.
Great care hae generally been exercised before starting cooperatives.
The Danish cooperatives have contributed much to the welfare of the
rural districts.

The people have assumed the responsibility of the

middleman; they buy and sell in large quantities, thereby obtaining
collective and individual benefits*

They have succeeded in establish

ing a favorable distribution of wealth and power, which has maintained
general prosperity in the midst of a world eeonomle depression, and
they have paid their taxes and improved their property with dividends

from producers* and consumers' eoopcrativea.

This success is due largely

to the enlivened and enlightened youth who have come from the Danish
People's Colleges.
What qualities did these farmer students possess whleh helped to
main the cooperatives a success?

Thsre are four qualities which tha

People's Colleges aim to develop in the students:
1.

Leadership and the ability to express oneself in word
and deed.

2.

Conservative hut progressive ideas.

3.

Knowledge of cooperatives and the true meaning of cooperation.

4.

Unselfish interests for the welfare of Denmark.

As a conclusion to this discussion of cooperatives, Dr. linar
Jensen, Principal Agricultural Economist, United States Department of
Agriculture, says:
In the past, Danish farmers have had to act in unison if they
expected to "hold their own" against other classes of society.
This natural spirit has been breadsned by the activity of the
folk schools. Through the teaching of history and its illus
trations of the need for eonesrted action, the idea that the
Individual is also a part of the larger group of the nation
and of the whole society has been strengthened. An attitude
is created which is willing to forego petty, temporary gains
in order to obtain greater advantages for all in the future,
even if there may he minor differences In the sharing of
these advantages. To the degree that this teaching succeeds,
a favorable attitude is also created toward cooperation in
general. It manifests itself in the numerous economic
problems whleh call for cooperation. In such indirect ways
have the folk schools been instrumental in the furtherance
of cooperation.
Tiie schools have had a powerful influence on the farming
class. They have provided the students with the means of
constructing a philosophy of life characterised by simplicity

and activity. Thay have Increased self-respect, confidence, and
a cense of independence, and stimulated rural Denmark to activity
and construetivc work at a time when such stimulus was much
needed.1
Sir Michael Sadler, Master of University College, Oxford, gives
this estimate of the influence which the People’s Colleges have had on
cooperatives:
And it is universally admitted that the agricultural population
could not, but for the work of the People’s High Sohoola, have
shown adaptability so great, open-mindedness so intelligent.
Grundtvig’s policy had found the issue he predicted. Corporate
life in an atmosphere of liberal education had given practical
culture. The new leaders of the peasantry, the organisers of
ths new and effective cooperation, were for the most part high
school men. ’Ths cooperative dairies,* wrots Mr. Alfred Poulsen
of Hyslinge, who read a memorable lecture at the Oxford Summer
i<teeting in August, 1894, ’rose like magic*’ Butter and bacon
saved Danish agriculture. Behind the new and swift reorganisa
tion of one of the most conservative and individualistic of
industries were brains, leadership and unselfish public spirit.
Ifce People’s High Schools inspired their pupils with energy
and idealised labour.
’We clenched our fists as we listened
to the lectures and yearned to go out and set to work.* In
the schools the young men learned to trust one another. In
eooperati?e enterprise they translated that trust into terms
of associated credit. The schools gave them a wide outlook,
opening in the pupils* minds new windows through which they
looked out on the world. With this effective culture, and with
the faith which went with it, the young men and young women
saved Danish farming.
’Ths schools awakened in them a yearning
for knowledge and a desire to work.*8

1Jensen, Danish Agriculture, pp. 103-104.
®Begtrup, The folk Eigh-Sehools of Denmark, pp. 9-10.

often only a single oopy of school hollotins was available.
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started in a

i w u * in Elkfcorn, Iowa, and was o all ad Denmark Aeainqr.

Little it known about thin school previous to 1878 when Klkhorn

folk

High

School wan organised.
Another beginning wan Bade in the town of Dowser*, near Burlington,
Iowa, in 1848, whoa the Donnas* Anadony wan organised.

This was own of throe

institutions of higher learning In existence in the State of Iowa at this
early data.

She purpose of the institution was to give young aen and wo»en

a cultural and religious education.

Seaehow the sshool appears to have had

no connection with the colonial history and aehievsaeat of the Danes in
Anorioa and vary little la known about

lto work.

She first school to have any historical iaportaaee was founded in
Slkhora, Iowa, in 1878, at the request of folk Sshool leaders In Banner*,
1877, these Danish friends seat $30 to America,

la

this snail gift directed the

attention of the Donee in Anerloa to their responsibility in asking an educa
tional end cultural contribution,

fhe Danish Church now beoane interested and

decided that sane year to build a school n o d d l e d after Askew folkehojskole
(folk High School).
At first t h e m wan none disagreement an to the location.

Reverend

H. J. Pedersen, a prominent leader in the Polk School movement In Anerloa,
suggested that a vote be taken with United States one dollar bills and that
the o o n m a l t y which seat the nost bills would get the institution.

Elkhorn,

Iown, won the institution and in 1876 a two story wooden structure, large
enough to aeoomodate the teachers and twenty students, was erected.

This

building burned in 1887 and a new and larger building van built.
O n Xevenber 1, 1878, Elkhorn folk High School began with B e v w m a d 0. L.
Kirkeberg, a lorwegian, as director, two assistant teachers and sixteen

Inflame*, —

Klkhorn Folk Ulffa School •uoeoodsd in lafluonolBg many

students who later nude contributions to American Ilf*. She whole cornsnutty
was influenced by the life an4 activities of the school. leekly evening nest
ings wore conducted by the ItMhtva and students and ofton outside specksra
wort used for tbs local population, those Meetings consisted of lectures,
open foruae vlth discussion, concerts, debates, plays, and various social ac
tivities. Vo the entire community the school was the intellectual, cultural,
and social center.
A8BLAID HIOH SCHOOL
ASHLAR}, MI OHIOAK

History. —

In tbs needs of Michigan lias the little town of Ashland,

this community sms settled early by a amber of Danes and developed into a
regular colony. It waa here that Reverend X. J. Pedersen in 1882, built Ash.
land High School. ®he building wee constructed so that the ground floor
served as apartnent for the dimeter end hie fanlly, the first story for class,
rooms and chapel, and the top floor far student quarters. A snail hens was
added for the assistant teacher.
the director, Reversed 8. J. Pedersen, had been a student at Hold's
school is Byslinge, Denmark, sad waa anxious to establish a similar institu
tion i» the United States. He secured a flood assistant and opened the first
winter term with success.
Serious Problems. —

Bo sooner had ha started the torn than ha waa

faced with two problems, the financial and that of getting students. The
dimeter owned the school, but depended on friends to give their support. Al
though naay did send money, the contributions worn net sufficient to maintain
the school. Therefore, In 1888 the dimeter wished to give the school to his

assistant. Bat this the law forbad*. Ha then »old it for 99 cento.
The problem of totting otadonto

warn

fully ao ooriooo as the financial.

Bio director hod depended upon young Danes front the manufacturing city of
Grand Rapids to spend the idle winter months at Ashland High School. But the
young men did not wish to loom the oonrenianeos and amusement of the eity
during the winter. The attendance, therefore, woe wall, only about 20* The
school was continued until 1902 when it became the parsonage of the local
pastor.
Influence. —

The school was the cultural center of the colony.

Many otadonto learn*d English and through the lectures wore taught to lire
hotter lives end do hotter work.
WEST DENMARK HIOH SCHOOL
WEST DENMARK, WXSGONSII

The third Danish folk high school to ho built la Aaorica was the one
of West Denmark, Wisconsin, built la 1864. The Danish colony comprised Woot
Denmark, Lusk, Ml11town, and Bono Lake. The school had a favorable location
la the colony la the midst of groat natural beauty. Reverend K. 3. Borgaard
became its first sad only director ae the school was closed is 1887.
The school we located ee as to serve the local congregation; hut ite
connection with the rest of the state was net favorable. Transportation waa
hardly possible to the school. It waa soon found that the colony was not
large enough to support a high school of its own. After three years of aetivity it was turned into a theological seminary and later became the par.
seaage of the local pastor.
Xo trace of administration or curriculum it found, but it appears that
the school wee patterned after the Danish schools.

NT3TSD 70IC SCHOOL
NTSHED, NEBRASKA
Early History. <—

An folk school la Amsrloa which had the most humble

beginning *»• that of Myitod• It began la 1887 la aa oli| unused gnoeijr etore,
with Reverend

C. J.

Skovgaard aa lte director, and too aaolataata. Soon a

building wae erected by local laterect. Oa the day of dodloatloa the repreaentative of the local Dealah colony, which vac one of the largest la America,
expressed the hope tint the school might be a Danish-American school using the
Xagllsh language and teaching agriculture. Che school, however, remained
Danish until the last decade shea the hope expressed la 1887 beeaae a reality,
but then it was tee late.
la 1891 a corporation, "Hojstoleselskab,* was formed to pay tha dabt
of the school, then this was aeoomplished, the corporation gave the school to
the new director, 1. 8. Straadokov, who came from Ashland High School. This
gave the director fall authority la matter of administration, policy and cur
riculum.
Che Staff. —

Aa a role tha staff consisted of men and women who,

like the directors, had baaa educated In Denmark, most of thorn at the famous
Askov Enlarged HoJstole. Sous of the teachers wore educated la theological
seminaries and after a period of teaching returned to Denmark. Some of the
teachers knew little of the English language or of American conditions.
Cha Students. — At the beginning the students wars young men and
women who had come from Denmark and wished to learn English. Che winter ton
was for non and lasted five months, while the summer ton was for women and
lasted only throe months. As immigration gradually stopped, American born
young non and women came to comprise the student body. Choir ages averaged
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foil/ as able folk school leader, Rot*pond Thorvald Knudsen, oho developed the
school to an extent squalled by no other folk school La America.
Inlargement. —

Zn 1917 the sain building which served as dormitory

and olas*room was destroyed by fire. A new spacious brick building was erected
with accomodations for about a hundred students. The $33,000 which the build
ing cost, was raised by the Tyler and other Daalsh-Aaerloan communities. Other
buildings new in existence are the gyanaslm, a cottage, and a general aeeeably
hall.
School Tom and Source of Students. —

Until 1931 the regular school

tons for young sen hare been from December 1 to March 15s for young women
from May 1 to August 1 of oach year. Although most of the students here ooao
from the looal community, there hare been students from other communities in
Minnesota, from Iowa, Borth end South Dakota, Montana, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
and swsn from states a* distant as California and How York. In 1931, dm to
financial doprooslon, the director found it advisable to discontinue the winter
tern for young men, but to maintain the summer tom for young woman. During
the summer of 1934 the enrollment was S3. This arrangement is only temporary
and the winter tern sill be continued as soon as financially possible.
Student Ixponsoo. —

The cost of attending Danobod folk School to

$10.00 per week for tuition, board, and room. The State Department of Xducation in Minnesota has shewn considerable interest in the work of the folk
sohool and has made an appropriation of funds to needy students who are resi
dents of Minnesota.
Studentsi Idueatlon and Life. —

Danebod folk Sohool lo for adults

between the ages of IS and 25 and for young men and women of all nationalities.
The course for women is for two summers. Some of the students bar* been grad-
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wife and t m a teachers. The director and his family end most of the teach
er* lire in apartment* in the dormitory. The teashers eat, play, and associ
ate with the students, the school is a little community of friends Interested
in the same thoughts - the betterment of thaaeelTOs and their country.
Influence* national. Community. Individual. —

lash year during the

last week of June, Danebod yolk School eonduote on "International took*" Mon
and woman of various national groups - Banish, Swedish, lorwegian, Polish,
Ukrainian, Indian, German, French - are Invited to Interpret cultural values
from their national background. Such n program is n fine recognition of the
contributions made by ether nations to the evolving American eultura. It is
an expression of the cooperative spirit so dominant in the life of the Banes
for almost a century.
this, however, it not the only contribution made by B&nebod Folk School,
for the present director, Holger Strandska, writes*
"Saturally the Baaebod Folk School has sorved not only as a
center of interest for the young people, but also as a social oontor
for the people of the community as a whole, the custom was estab
lished from the beginning end has been carried out through the many
years, that at least one evening a week is regarded as 'Open House'
at the school. On thee# evenings the farmers oame from the feme,
the peeple from town, end young end old share an evening together.
Often the main lecture rooms and adjoining classrooms sill be filled
to the utmost eapaeity. After an opening eeag or too, the leader
ef the school or one of the assisting teachers, or nt times n visit
ing speaker, will then give the evening lecture. This may deal with
literary or historical subjects, some phase of our eoelal relation
ship, er an evaluation or npproolatioa of drama or mosio. A number
of songs will again be sung by the audience. Possibly some indi
vidual er n student choir will now render n musical seleotlon.
Afterward all will retire to the student dining room shore coffee
and lunch sill be served. Here another short hour is spent as
various groups share in conversation. The subject of the evening
speaker may be discussed further by n small group or possibly by
the group as n whole.

" D m influence of the folk school hat given to the people of
the community an appreolation of music, song, drama and physical
culture.•*
Such community education Is possible shea aa institution maintains the
ideals contained la the following excerpt from "Aa Invitation** by the director
to the summer students of 1936!
"Life is la Itself a gift. Ivory day, yes, every moment we
live is filled with am eadless invitation to aeeept the real values
of life. So often we close our eyes and our ears to this iavitatioa. lash such refusal is a link in the tragic realities ef the
ultimate refrain! It might have beeal
"V. V. 3. Grandtvig of Beinsark is regarded as one of the flneet
interpreters of the life philosophy of the folk school. Ho refers
to this invitation of llfo b y saying!
*Youth la net a period of
mere preparation for later deeds. It is the greet period of doolsloa,
the turning pelat ef life, when purpose and will are generated, when
the young man or woman must gathor spiritual Impetus for the long
race before him.*
"thus the folk school extends its invitation to youth to share
the real values ef life, the human values, ae revealed la the song
of the poet, the living sega of man, and not least la friendship
end fellowship.

*10 are at this time inviting young girls to share with us
at the Danebod Folk School through a period ef eight weeks. Our
type ef school has never emphasised the necessity of a definite
curriculum for the student, the main emphasis has been that the
subject dealt with ia a lecture or a class period must of neces
sity be interpreted by personality through the living word.1,2
Since 1688, Danebod folk School has aided many young men and women to
eoo and realise the values ef life through the influence of one personality
upon another,

numerous letters from former eindents spook ef the full life

they earn enjoy because they have attended a cultural school like Danebod
shore the everyday things ef life are of the greatest concern.
Aa Estimate by a Student.
llbid., pp. 6- 4 .
3ibic[., pp. 7-8.

—

the following letter, written by a

student of non-Danish parentage, gives an excellent estimate and Interpreta
tion of the folk eehooll
"the doors of Dunebod are shout to fling open and the halls will
again echo with ‘Welcome* and happy song.
"At this tine I wish to express my sincere appreciation to
Reverend Holger Strandskov for accepting n stranger Into the student
body, end for giving as the privilege of returning this year.
*X would alee like to take this opportunity of expressing my
thoughts about the Danish folk School, and perhaps answering a few
quaetlens, put to no ee frequently, particularly by Americans.
"Vhe first question asked let ’Why did you go to Daaebod? •
"Ivory story has a beginning! fhe early years of the ’Depres
sion* found me in a financial world, an eye witness to the parade
of ’broken lives.* 9w laborers oame first and one shall never for
get the look in their eyes as realisation dawned span thus that the
relief line was imminent; it wee else end to watch the 'white-collar*
workers fellow with their dreams of security completely destroyed.
"Stepping out of that chaotic world, the writer stepped late
another, that of eoelel service. Here again, the parade of 'broken
lives' continued, and it became evident that there was no solution
to many of the problem*, other then in education.
"to have proof of this, in the important emphasis which is
now being placed upon adult education. Because of this new emphasis,
many individuals, as well as certain institutions, (particularly dur
ing the last two years) rushed forward with the banner> 'We are the
parents of Adult Xdueatlen* only to discover that adult education has
been with us in one form or another sine* Aden experimented in teach
ing the first bora.
"We know, however, that the eyes of leader* in adult education
are focused on the Danish folk school movementt it was, therefore,
in quest ef observing the apparently successful methods and feell^i
that after all, material gifts count but little.
"X soon dissevered the true meaning of the words, ‘An Education
net for Learning but for Living.* there was no such thing as stand
ing on the side-lines end observing; one immediately became initiated
into the program of aetlvitloe. the students accepted me into their
midst and made a* premise to pay nickels to the 'Pig* for breaking
laws mad* by themselves.

"Tin* will not permit for a complete reviewing of the program,
hat Z enjoyed every minute. The day began with a lifting of thought
to Ood and Song ... tinging continued throughout the day.
•I wee particularly lapreeaed with the ldealletio spirit which
prevailed la the gymnasium - here wae none of the heated excitement
of competitive games, bat a complete blending of unity and harmony,
aad genuine fun. Gymnastics font a very definite part of the Danish
folk Schooll apparently Denmark Is more interested in tbs development
of healthy bodies than 'beating the ether fellow.*
"The afternoon coffee waa an enjoyable feature of the program,
- aad the lectures which followed were like a bouquet of flower*.
Xach lecture had a distinctive style, aad the variety waa endless.
Music, singing, games, folk daaeiag, moonlight walks, firelight
programs, mad Sunday pienios contributed toward our social U f a .
*1 waa delighted with the Informality of the school. Xn the
beginning, it was rather shocking to hear dignified professors called
by their first names, but later it seemed quite natural. Zt waa also
fun to watch distinguished guests Join the kitchen line to wash their
own 'afternoon oof fee oupe. * The Danish people are free of else* con
sciousness .
■On* of the fundamental philosophies of the Danish folk School
is that of sharing and cooperation, and Z saw a very fine demonstra
tion of it during the summer tens, net only between the students, bat
the faculty aad members of the oooaualty.
■Leader* of the Danish Folk School refer to it as a 'School of
Thought* - It la thalr heps that those who enter may find something
therein for ell life. Za ay own ease, Z forget that Z came to study
methods aad techniques aad sty experience has been far richer. Z
Ilka to think of Danebod la terms of a fountain of clear water from
which one may drink aad feel refreshed.
■Z am grateful for the steamer of 1936 aad am looking forward
to the summer of 1936, with many thanks.**
This tribute is a recognition

to the many friends of Danebod who

through thalr gifts made it possible, for this and many other young woman
(the average eg* ie about 30) to receive an education that made life worth
living and to the teacher* who pointed to ideals in U f a which can be at
tained through constructive thinking and hard work.
iibia.. pp. 14-i7.

financial Problems. —

As has already ba«n painted out, Cansbod yelk

School has accomplished much through the years. Of the many problems 1% has
had te deal with, the financial has been the moat difficult.

from

the wary

beginning It lacked the funds with which to realiss the ideals cf Its founder.
Che uon who supported the school in 1888 hare died, and now supporters hare
failad to toko their place*. Che uncertainty of private gifto ha* hindered
progress sore than anything else.
thus today the school conducts only the summer session for young women
from May 1 to Angust 1.
Lack of oontinual and sufficient financial support has also affoetod
the equipment, the enlargement of the library, the hiring of more and batter
teachers, the efficiency of the teachers, and the advertising of the sohool.
Although face to fas* with these serious problems, the present director,
Holger Strandskev, informs the writer than plana are being mad* to reopen
the winter tore for young men from December 1 to March 16. Che director fools
a personal responsibility in helping youth, especially the fare youth, te a
batter understanding of thomaolvoa and their places in the world of thought
and thing*.
OHAWD VIEW COLLEGE
L0E3 M0XHS3, IOWA
Che Establishment of an Enlarged folk School. —

Che Danish Lutheran

Church had for some years fait the need of having an enlarged cultural Insti
tution that would serve the entire Synod, this hope was realised la 1896 when
ths main building of Grand View Collage was sreotsd near Das Moines, Iowa.
Sarerend *. P. Grovongaard

became

the first director. Cogsther with two

teacher*, Reverend Grovoagaard opened the college la September, 1896.
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Ail. —

Oft too openind day the purpose of the school was clearly

stated hy the director, the school was to giro knowledge to young non and women
In toe various fields of knowledge to help toon realise life's values. The sub
jests sure to ho taught in harmony with toe Bible, and the task of the school
was to teach respect for and agreement with the Christian faith and to give
understanding of toe good and the beautiful in life.

St

was further pointed

out that if toe school was to bs a Danish-Amerlean cultural and Christian oeni

ter it nust be In constant eentaot with the tourohts in Seamark and in imsrlea.
The first school ten began with one etudent, but before the winter waa
ever 30 young non and women had rogieterod. the students were frow rural and
urban district*. Sons of them wasted a preparatory work for higher institu
tions of learning, this was a deviation from toe folk School plan.
the Curriculum. —

the following courses were offered toe first year

and have remained the earn* with few alterations!
Subjests

Honrs Weekly

History ♦ . . ...............

3

Physiology . . . . ...........

a

Banish...... . . ..........

6

Mathematics . . . . . ........ .

2

Selene# . . . . . ......

a

Zdueatlon................ .

5

English ...........................

9

C o m a s ....................

a

Batin ......................

a

Geography ..................

a

lateral

lpen i t o ^ T g B T TIWlTO'r. 7T9T

Arithmetic........................

4

Penmanship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

Bookkeeping ...........................

5

fhe above course# were available for young mem cart women alike and wore primarily
academic in nature. In each course, textbook# were used.
the Staff. —

fhe director 1# chosen by the anmnal conventions of the

Banish Lutheran Church and is generally a minister. Ha la advised by a board
of education.
fhe teachers, a# a rule, have been Danes with education from Danish and
American institution#. Host of them haw# at least the bachelor of Arts degree.
At present (1938) there art nine teaahers.
Although Grand View Collage hat more and more become an academic insti
tution to train men and woman for special teak# in the okuroh, it haa neverthe
less retained much of the folk high school spirit and Ilfs.
Grand Tisw College is now an accredited Junior College with a student
body of more than a hundred.
AHSOAH COLLEGE

HUTCHIBSON, HIHS30TA
The Beginning of a College. —

In the winter of 1901 the Danish Luth

eran College Intension Association wee organised for the purpose of erooting a
collage In the large Banish settlement in and around Hutchinson, Minnesota,
fhe organisation was incorporated with a capital stock of $90,000. this stock
was sold In $60 shares. Much Interest was shown in the undertaking. Two
Americans donated each tan acres sf valuable land to the Association.
In 1902 n atone structure was erected with accommodation for 314 students.

The chapel had a sitting capacity of TOO. This now institution, named aftor
Ansgar, the Apostle to the Worth, opened in the fall of the ease year with a
•toff of 30 teacher* and aliaost 300 students.
The Great Disaster. —

lut In Tebruary, 1303, the Tory first year of

it* existence, the main building burned at a lots of $30,000. With the in
surance aoney ($33,000) and a few private gift*, a

mi

buildli^; vac erected

and opened for ueo in the fall of 1903. Although the eehool opened again with
30 teachers and aore students than the year before, the financial lose was too
groat to overcome, and na a result Ansgar Collage was told In 1904 to an
Aaerlean company which converted it into a business college.
A Typical People»» College. —

The success which this short-lived

Danish oollege aet showed an interest in the type of training a school baaad
upon the idea* of Grandtrig and fold offers. Ansgar College, even though it
included aany aaadeaie courses and astheda in its curriculum to aeooaaodate
some of the students in the vicinity, adhered nevertheless to the historical
lecture method of teaching, maintained the Daaiah folk School life aad spirit,
and stressed personal guidanoo.
The "Might Have Been.* —

It is difficult to estimate what this In

stitution wight have meant to the State of iflmcaeeta, but, it can safely be
said that it would hay* taken its place with other influential institutions
of higher learning, had it reaaived financial support.
L0THFH C01LTOE
RA0XHK, flseOEIB
Decision to Build. —

Racine haw the largest Danish population of any

eity in America. Many Danish church conventions have been held in that eity.
At one of those conventions hold at the beginning of this century the United

Banish Lutheran church la Amerloa decided to build a school patterened after
the Danish folk High School.
farorahIs Location. —

A corporation was formed and a beautiful plaoo

oa a hill overlooking the city of Saolno was chosen for theereotloa of a col
lege. Xu the aidst of these fine surroundings, the cornerstone was laid oa
July 4, 1902, and the building ready to dedicate October 31, 1902.
Lather College opened with a fair enrollment. Most of the students
were free Denmark or of Danish parentage. Little is known about this Institu
tion which existed only a short tine. Proa available information, It appears
that the failure wee due te lade of financial support. The United Danish
Lutheran church owned a college la Blair, Bebraeka, and did not feal able to
support two sahools. Accordingly Lather College wee closed sad the building
sold.
BHOHSOS HIGH SCHOOL
KEBUABK, NORTH DAKOTA
Xa 1905 the Berth Dakota District of tho United Danish Lutheran Church
built a high school la a large Danish settlemeat Mar Keosare, North Dakota.
This school naaed after the famous hymn writer, S. A* Brorson, sad located
oa the wide prairie of the Berth, played an important part la the cultural
and spiritual development of the settlement. The school wee under the able
leadership of Jens Dixea, who labored faithfully for two years ea Its direc
tor sad wee then called te Australia sad Baw Zealand as a missionary.
Almost all of the students cams from tho Immediate vicinity. The
courses vers mainly academic aad served tike settlement as a regular high
school. Special afternoon aad evening lectures sad discussions wore oca-

ducted weekly.
Dae to look of financial support the school existed only about fifteen
years, but It helped to educate young wen and wosen who later become leaders
la state and church affairs.
AfTKKDAG C0LXSG3
SOLYABO, CALIfORYIJ

A Yolk Stfoool on ths Pacific Coast. —

She first atteupt to bring the

Yolk School noweaent to the Faolfle Coast wan made by Hererend Benedict
Verdentoft when he, in 1911, built a school in the new Banish colony nt SolTang, California,

the school was wolooaed by nil the Danes on the Pacific

Coast, and there appeared to be n bright future for this new institution. In
lest than two years the buildings and equipment were found inadequate. The
looal community and friends of the director froa near and far case to the as
sistance

with foods for a now building large enough to accommodate at least

60 young non and wowen.
Co-educational. —

The school fro* the beginning was oo-eduoatlonal

and had students sowing fro* all parts of the United States. Many came to
spend the winter In California end attended the regular tom which lasted flew
nonthe.
PIrector. —

Bprerend Sordentoft was director and owner of Atterlag

College and accordingly had a free hnnd in all natters of adslnletratlon, cur
riculum, and student aotlTltlss. H# rseolTsd support from rarlous sources,
such as students In attendance, prlTate lnd&Tldnals, nost of the* former stu
dents of other folk high schools, and fro* friends In Denmark. Some support
was also reeelTod from the Danish Lutheran Church of America.
Publications. —

lash year a catalog was published to dosoribo the

purpose of the school, its activities, and its program.
Curriculum. —

The curriculum resembled that of tho average Folk High

School la Dan*ark. Tho subject* were entirely of a cultural nature - lntelleotool and physical. History and Danish constituted tho main subject*, hut art,
literature, sociology, and English, received much attention. The free lecture
method was employed and textbooks

were

omitted wherever possible. To taka tho

pl&oo of textbooks, subjects of tho survey typo were frequently assigned for
the purpose of acquainting tho studente with books and available Information.
Students. —

A school with an attractive location like Atterdag Col

lege surrounded by unusual natural beauty would, of course, draw students from
all parts of Jaerioa. these students, generally about elxty in number and be
tween the ages of 30 and

30,

wore all of Danish parentage, many of them having

boon bom in Seamark, A few of tho studente wore high school graduates, but
tho great majority had only an eighth grade education and several years of
experience la manual work.

Su

m

of the students same from the olty, while most

sf then same from the farm, and praotleally all returned to their former work.
At Atterdag College, aa in other folk high schools in America, physleal
culture was emphasised and held a prominent place la the life of the school.
As a rule the Swedish and Danish methods of gymmaotlee prevailed. One hour a
day was given to instruction and practise of physio&l culture.
Tho Staff. —

The director as well as the teachers have all been Danes

This was necessary since Danish was used in classroom and at social activities.
Most of thorn wore oollege graduates or graduates of theological seminaries.
The director has always been a minister who at the same time served tho local
congregation and travelled extensively on behalf of tho eellogo.

Thr** director* hare served Attsrdag
ia 1911.

College

since it was organised

These are!

1911-1931 • . Sere rend Benedict Hordeatoftt now la Denmark
1931-1931 . . Hererend Xwald Krlstsnssn; now ia Denmark
1931-1937 . . Reverend Marius Krog
The Present Situation.

—

The writer has been authoritatively informed

that at present Atterdag College has no director, and it is doubtful that it
will have one, at least ae long as Banish is maintained as the official and
prevailing language ia classroom and in social activities.

The demand for re

taining the Danish language is made by the Danish colony at Solvai* which now
controls ths institution.

1% is the wish of the colony to have Atterdag Col

lege as a community center of Danish language, literature, a a d art - or la
fact, a Danish cultural oentsr.
The failure to Make Adjustment.

—

Atterdag College enjoyed success

for a quarter of a century under fine leadership, but It failed to adapt Itself
to the ooadltions of America, or rather it failed to Americanise.

Immigration

stopped aad the children of Bsalsh-Aaerloaa parents sore sent to state high
schools aad colleges.

This hindered ths progress of Atterdag College.

It was

found that ths second generation did not understand or appreciate Danish as ths
parents did.

The children demanded English aad an accredited school.

Atterdag

College failed to give either, aad as a result was farced to discontinue.
SEASONS POE THE FAIUTRE OF THE FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS
A casual observer might view the record of the Danish Folk High Schools
in America with misunderstanding unless all the facts involved are considered,
la aa analysis of the reasons for the failures we shall find that ths eourses
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and la addition did mot have sufficient fund* to soot the requirement* for to-

o
o

The Dsnleh to the Xaglish language la the sahool.

The opinion prevails there

and la aaay other Banish commual ties that the oultural contribution of Denmark
can only be node through the Banish language.
Summary.

—

la ooaslualoa so night sake sene general inferences re

garding the folk high schools.
The schools as * rale are located la the country or snail cornualty.
The schools are either owned b y the director or a corporation.
The adalaistration and policy are intrusted to the director.
Most of the teachers have part, if not all, of their education from ad
vanced folk high schools la Denmark.
The schools have a sinter tens of five aoaths for non and a steamer term
of throe aoaths for seaea.
The students come largely from the farm aad are between the ages of 18
and 25.
The schools are not accredited aad give no credits or diplomas.
Support of schools has come from various sources, mainly from privets
gifts and students' fees.

Students' fees have as n rule boon vary low.

The general aim has been aad still Is to help young non aad woman to
know themselves sad their taleata, their Qod aad life's values.

Closely con

nected with this aim is that of perpetuating Danish culture aad language.
Hundreds of studsnts look beck with Joy aad gratitude upon the t e n or
two spent at a folk high school.
their lives.

They realise the influence which it had upon

But the influence also extended beyond the student body into the

surrounding community.

Co the community the folk school wee generally con-

side rad the intellectual, oultural, aad social center, aad in a few instances,
the religious center.

and f m « m l
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The school has been

of the College of Agriculture

eohool.

mt

in folk edooatlon* in establishing

the University of Wisconsin beanos interest*

hoU ys
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In

the

Tam

School, and undo special effort# to rwrgsoils#

?olJe School. "Dr, Christearca
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Adnlul stratioru«~~-Thg Fans Short O o w e * 1* m d e r the direct supervision
end leadership of the Banft of the Collog** of Agriculture of the University
of Wisconsin.

The teaching staff 1» a pert of the o o l i t e of Agriculture

and le poll by the t&vlver&ity.

Tie* T o m Short Course by being a port of

the College of AgricwXturn le enjoying the advantage of trained and expert faced. agriculturist* end economist* end the students Jv.ro a*t opportunity
to hear nsmy national «nd foreign lenders in agriculture.
W V r v*iAcn. — — The courses
one tern.

a n

for too t o m e * hut

mny

students stay only

The purpose of the course i« expressed la the following para

graph!
The welfare of Wisconsin depends to a great extent upon the condition
of it* f a m i n g * the economic end social state of Its rural cotamunitlss*
tend the prosperity and progress of its ftumors.

for nsny years non

trained in the Short Course have been contributing to agricultural
leadership.

Today the College of Agriculture le waking available to

young wen cm f a m e a brood cultural training for rural leadership as well
as technical training in the agricultural sciences.

The new Fare Short

Course trains in civic p r o b l e m and. forming.*
As will also be observed from the first and second ys»«r schedule
in the appendix* the Short Course includes many practical and technical
1.

Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin*

April* 1938.

Farm Short Course*
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Coll**# of Agrleu'Uuro at th« M V W «i1 r « f Wisconsin ntxl director of

may "be enable to moot changing conditions and to make farmir pay without
absorbing all their thoughts and energies. A part of the attention of
successful men and woman must he directed to their relations with their
neighbors# their families and. to the nation and abate. Good roads# good
schools, good churches cannot be kept % by untrained Citizenship.

The

general culture of students in the Agricultural and Training 3cljool ie
given much attention.

The idea is sua ed up In the school motto, "Hand

aad Brain."
Aside from the instructional life of the school, the institution Is
a center for agricultural discussion.

The increasing number of calls that

coma from farmers of that county for milk or grain testing or for advice
in scientific matters is a source of gratification to school authorities
and teacher3 . The third idea of the county school is the training of
rural teaclisrs. Young men and. women a^iouid b« encouraged to teach near
their hones. They should bo trained to tldid: that good training is
essential, not that just anybody can tesoh a country school. The Agri
cultural School offers an excellent teacher's training course.

Instruction

in agriculture, shop work and domestic science is given to all students
in the teacher-training course. The purpose of this course is to develop
teachers with the proper viewpoint toward rural life aad with sufficient
training to enforce their ideas.1
Twenty years later, the following statement regarding the objectives
of the School were summarised in wTha Wildcat % the student paper:
The Walsh county school was started and has been administered
with these purposes in mind*
1.

mis i County Agricultural and Training School, first Annual Catalogue,
1914, p. 21,22.
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To make young people stay la school.
To train those who will inherit or own lend*
To insplro respect for honest labor and for book learning.
To giro the faro boy and the far* girl special individual
attention.
TO furnish * school with Institutional ataosphere and individuality
shore students and patrons nay feel at hone.
T o giro another ethanes to those students whose early education
has been neglected.
To train teachers in sympathetic understanding of rural problens
so that they mgr be especially fitted for rural teaching.
To supply a center for the agricultural discussion of the
county, and to add dignity to farm labor.
To work with rural teachers as a part of the w a s sctocl system.
To help in erecting for rural life a background of culture end
an understanding that will auks it what it should be— the happiest career
obtainable.*
The Staff. mmmmfP'iys suparl&tundent. (formerly designated principal) has
general supervision of the school end is responsible to the Beard of
Trustees.

He is chosen by the Board of Trustees.

ore responsible to the superintendent.

The teachers in turn

In natters of policy end student

activities, they act as an advisory board.
X£j& fttudsnts... -— — so far. the school has received its largest number
of students from welsh county, although practically ovary county in the
1.

"The wildcat." etudmit pe^er of v*lsi. County Agriculture and Training
nchool, 1933.

State of north Dakota and. wrrwml states In tho Union havo horn represented
in tho student hod/. Moot of tho students a n between tho ages of 10
aa&

30,

with sons past

30,

Attsndancs.— — Fro* tho flrot /ear tho oohool hoe boon mill attended except
for a ohort period during and after tho World War* Tho following table
of figure* shorn tho attendance from 1918 to 19301
Period

Student*

1918-1919

40

1923-1934

136

1938-1939

237

1938-1934

304

1930-1936

. 306

Thla renurkable increase le node yet nore ooemondafele in view of
tho present enployaont of fornor student* of the oohool.
Occupation
Living on fame

Percents
82$

Teaching rural school*

7%

la business

4$

Students

#

Miscellaneous

3$

Xt io quite obvious that the Walsh County oohool has succeeded well
in doing what it proposed to do— teach the far* youth to otay on the farm.
The Curriculum. — — The nature and content of the curricults* has no
doubt influenced a lams percentage to stay on the far*. The courses
which especially contribute to far* education a m these listed tinder the
satisfy general aemnds^alah County school
handing of Agriculture. To

Second Tear, continued
of livestock
Mech. Drawing sad
Drafting of Farm

g t e l L X eftg
■m
tiiHleetricity

Carpentry

Buildings

Farm Carpentry
Adv. engineering and
Blacks®*thing

Pw® Arithmetic
Rural Economics and Sociology
farm Management
Marketing of farm Products
Animal and Plant Diseases and Pests
farm Machinery and Farm Mechanics
from the above quoted courses it appears that there is a mixture of
academic, technical, and practical subjects. The Dong Term High School
Course seems to he mainly academic, while the Special Winter Sohool Course
If more practical and technical.
Academic Standing.-*.— Walsh County School is fully accredited by the North
Central Association of Accredited School^ and Colleges and also a member
of the National Honor Society of Secondary Schools.

Student* completing

the Long Term High School Course are eligible to enter any college or
university.
Intrance Hequiraisents.— --Students vrho have completed the eighth grade or
its equivalent are admitted to all courses.

Students who have not com~

plated the eighth grade, but who are at least sixteen year# old, are ad>
mittod to the agricultural or domestic science courses if they seem to the
superintendent to be able to do the work.
Students receive credits for equivalent work done at other schools if
the subjects for which credits are asked are the same as those taught in
thi6 school. The students will be admitted with advanced standing upon
presentation of a certificate showing that thsy have completed a required
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About 90 per oent of u..„ students have remained on the farm.
Knowledge of farming h a 3 brought satisfaction and prosperity
to hundreds of farm home 3 .
The School has dignified farming.
Farm leadership has been produced.
Cooperation forms an integral part of the entire school and
has shorm itself in the communities where former students reside.
Baring six weeks of evening meetings, farmers, old and yotuftg,
come from far and near to hear lectures on soil conservation, farm finances
how to raise wheat, and various types of livestock.
contribution made by the School to Walsh County.
dent, B. J. Taintor, said to the writers

This is a great

The present Superinten

"I bolieve our school is making

an Important contribution to the farmers of Walsh County and to the State
of Worth Dakota.

The bankers and business houses of Park River know

who the farmers are that have attended our school."

JOHN C. CAMPBELL POLK SCHOOL
BRASSTOWN, NORTH CAROLINA

Mottos

"I Sing Behind She Plough".

A folk eohoal is a large family circle, the ties being
spiritual rather than physical, where all are keenly interested
in the world about them, in their origin and in their destiny!
a group where all work for the common good by developing the
best powers they possess, and giving the circle the full bene
fit of thoir efforts.
Fred C. N. Hadebol*

"Cooperation,"

January* 1933.

!£ae pounding of an American Folk School.— — The above quotation is a
description of the life at the John C. Campbell. Folk School at Braestown,

Forth Carolina, founded 'by Americana in a non-Danish comminlty.

The school

was organized in the fall of 1925 and named after the late John C. Campbell,
Director of the Southern Highland Division of the Sussoll Sage Foundation
and author of "The Southern Highlander and his Homeland."

Mr. Campbell

gave his entire life and energy to better the living conditions for the
mountain people of the South.

He considered the Folk School the boat means

to reach this noble and.
Location.— --The school is located in the extreme southwestern mountain
corner or North Carolina.

It is in Cherokee county where there are great

possibilities for agricultural development.

This favorable situation was

combined with a desire on the part of the citisens themselves to have
"a school whioh would build up the country and not make just preachers and
t e a c h e r s . " T h e desirability and feasibility of rural cooperation form
the basic premise upon which the school was founded.

It has therefore

deliberately made itself a part of the life of the community in which it
is situated, so that its program is of concern to the entire neighborhood
during the entire year.

Its aotivities fall into two main grouus;

a oourse

for young adults, inspired by the Folk School of Denmark, and a wide variety
of community undertaking#— recreational, cultural, educational, and
economic."2
Ownership end Responsibility.----The school is owned by a Corporation with
Mrs. Olive D. Campbell as the director.

The director has final authority

although technically limited by the Board of Direotora which consists of
four men and six women.
1.
3.

In practice the Board of Directors oonaiders

Leaflet published by Director Olive D. Campbell, hrasatown, North
Carolina.
Ibid.

itself advisory rather than assuming sny authority.

In feet, the director and

the st*vff exercise as little fin-.l authority as possible.

In matters re

quiring important decisiors the director of the school consults the staff
and then the Board of Directors.

Each staff nsrsher is rearonrible for his

or her pue.se of the work, the director advising and questdonning rather
tnan assuming final responsioility.

Besides the staff and the Board of

Directors there is an Advisory Committee consisting of nine men and two
women.
Sources of Income.-— -The income for the school is from private gifts,
with the exception of about $2,000 given by the Board of National Missions
cf the Presbyterian enurch and the American Missionary Association of the
Congregational church,

idle© most of the folic Schools in Denmark, the farm

and the industries connected with the school contribute ouch to the funds
needed for general expenses.

Tne yearly income from the school, farm, and

Industrie?., amounts to about $40,000.00.
Yearly publicationsy--- As a rule the school issues two leaflets a y e a r part ly as a report on the progress of the work and partly for the purpose
of raising funds.
Teaching Program.—

The courses taught are largely determined by the

character and interest of staff activities,

“for axanqjle* the farm

Manager teaches agriculture as well as singing games.
crafts, etc., eta.

The dietitian teaches

The purely cultural subjects such as history, geography#

hhglish, arithmetic, etc., are taught by those who have a special interest
in the knowledge of them.

The teaching is very closely tied into the life

and experiance of the section.

It. is largely discussion or a very informal

lecture in ttetbed, or in aotuil doing. Text books. are not used* tut
/
reference is m d e at buck* avuilabls» and effort node to interest atodeats
in reading*

Thors are no exsaimtione or credits.*1

Tim faAniftwy Staff. — — The personnel consists of twelve teachers, including
the dietitian*

Fuere are two la the f&na usportnent* three la the craft

department, one secretary, end m e f oruct o r « vrchitecUindlder.

The sub

ject taught ie closely connected with the aerte as signed enoh tead^er.

Sine#

the school is not accredited, little stress Is laid on aaodenio training,
Ph» neoess? ry oeurees for general enlightenment* such no history, liter**
tore, nad arithmetic tore offered each year.

Only the English language ie

need *• the scdwol is strictly American and >** no relation with DeaaiMrfc
or anything that i» Banish, except in spirit.
Stndsnfcsi

Area.

generally ther- a m

. education. ■»*— f h » school is c>*alnontio«al and
a few acre girls than hoys,

fith few exceptions the

students are between the ages of 18 and 26 with the average age as 21.
Speaking of these atudeats, Hr*. Olive Si. Coapbell, the Director* writes#
"They are young people froa the aountsin eeotloa and almost entirely from
the fans.

The length of the course is four swath# (aovenbsr 1 to m r o h 1} *

but as almost everybody works his m y and as nan? stay during the spring
end wanner to help with the ftvm, dairy, garden, canning, eta.* they often
stay a year.

Students staying a second year usually specialise in the

very practical departments in which we ere able to use then end give then
training.
1.

A fear repeat the regular course, which is never the sane froa

Quoted froa a Personal letter

writer.

aem i«rt*«r»*» a w iaiwwfct* aaw Ideal*» which wit! enable tarn to live a
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fTlneo thu Folk school wa» or®aalasd in 1636 an area of 126 aquara
wtloo baa bean influenced in tho natter of general <mllfihioaaoaW
culturally and Agriculturally*
la 1936 seven per cant of tto ^raoutowa aoaauaity was on relief
a t coopered with 39 per cent in the neighboring Cherokee eomualtles

and 3d per cant In Clay county.*
»o l»**s ihpsn 600 famera covering «a a m * of 125 aqpare ullea
have orgnnttod the }feunt?iittTalley Oocparntive. This

Cooperative

hf«ftl»s the various dairy and poultry products, feetla and ao*idt* and
other tmrm necessities. fha Cooperative also

opewtoe a

corn B i l l .

The board of the Cooperative consists of Mathers from the atoJfif of the

Folk school

read

of the

oo»w»ity.

Xdkooloo* Mentors of the

staff and

bot-rd of tho Braesttrm Credit Union.

of the coravaiity serve on tho

Tbit Union provides a iwaun of

ootssunity savin#; and aakot anal! loans for constructive purposes.
lit regard to the social side, "lleaH and ;-oa.qa* Clubs widen the
circle around tho school canter and work for all that goat to enrich
tbs llfo of the oosammlty and section.**1

•C ra fts, which enjoy ev«r-grswir>£ fw ror w ith tho lo c a l people,

ftIve

sa tisfa c tio n

lnooo«k

to the

A carver It no

and • financial seset.
It la
1.

Ihid.

2* IMA.

3. ibid.

creative power and help to euppleeeat fa ro

longer an

Idto whittle?t

ho it a craftaaaa

3

rather difficult to

analyse

these accoapHsimenis

for tho purpose

of finding the reason*

ter much a

succooe.

However* some

gsmeral m

i m

night bo stated, met* ns the personalities directing the entire folk School
In all lie re la tio n *, a t h o r n y study and tusAerstanding of tho social and
oooaowlo need* of the section, friendly relation with the r w m l v o c a t i o n ,
and practice! a* ***11 as purely cultural aatlwltie*.

Ths two most l»-

portsnt
for the W M N M M are uwfombtedly the first two, namely*—
»
leadership and -surtorstandlng of local conditions sad needs.
ppnelusio*w-~-X a 193$ a rial tor fron the Stats Hnirersity of north Carolina
soldi

»X wish e w w y county la north Carolina had a school Ilk a this,"*

To which the idrootor answered*

*f* wish to indeed,

fooaoale relief la

not m o u g h in itself, nor good schools, nor ooolal measures of one tort or
another,

Rrory eo.as.try section needs * w e kind of ealiwealoe: center which

will interpret, etlnolRto, radiate, cooperate, live life ae it night ho
tired under esd sting conditions,

‘'non a center way show certain tangible

results in a few years, hut lte real influence will not he clear for a
generation or wore, »'*

1. leaflet, John C* Owqpbell folk heheol, April, 1935.
3. ibid.

of all national!tloo

a

high schools (latsskoler)

which wore established in 1876.

Despite this

opposition, the folk schools of Horwey now number sore than 30 with a.
yearly attendance of about 3000 students.
In the year 1900 a better understanding was brought about botwoon
the folk schools and the county schools, which were nuoh alike.

The

minister of education had discovered after a surrey that the county high
schools did not succoed in keeping their students on the fans as trail at
the folk high schools.
la regard te state aid.

This discovery gave equal rights to both schools
kid was also clean to needy folk school students.

Today, the Norwegian folk high schools enjoy tho sou* privileges as the
Danish.
Srinley describes the folk schools of Horway in 1837 in the
following werdsi
The students must be at least IT years old. The
purpose is to teach the students to seek information Independently
and learn to think for themselves. Hardly say text books are
used. &uch of the teaching consists of lectures and free
discussions. They delee freely into literature with discussions
on the ideals of its men of genius. The currents of history
- past and present - are discussed.
The folk school movement in Horwny started in the
sixties of the lust century and is, therefore, now about 70
years old. It has exerted a tremendous influence on the cul
tural development in the valleys of Versa?• It has stressed
the national values and the public spirit. Xt is now, as be
fore, prlnsrily the country population that attends these
schools. They are all supported by public naans and their
work must be approved by the Dep&rtaoat of S&uaation.*
IX* 2feft folk School t, in Finland
Finland is known as a "lead of singing. *

Then Dr. alias

loaarot oollooted the Finnish folk songs into what is called
and jr,

l.

Runeberg wrote Fanrlk Stale Stumer, the Finnish people sang

the folk sohools into being.

1.

K&levala

Singing it a part of the folk echool movement.1

Orimley, Sag MSS. BgBBg. P* 152

It me tlm

tee

O y g m * as,

the father of Sloyd* olio ted travelled widely,

the spokesman for tee folk tteol wevmmt* tel II m o * «««i

Sofia flagman# tee, to 1889, organised the firet folk high school »l
fengasala Mtr TUaaerfort. tee hod hem a student al later folk High School
and had visited Sweden and Norway lo study their schools, tea gathered a
groap of girl* end taught them handwork end tone cultural courses euoh ae
world history, literature, geography, and drawing,
la 1891, Borga folk School woe organised, the

m m

year a aobool,

Kronoby Elgh School# sac organised and reemhled la alaoal army reap**!
Ihe Smite and Swedish eehoole, the fwade for this school were nearly all
oolleelsd hy the university alwdmle al Helsingfors,
Al first Ihe Hale granted no aid lo Ihe folk eehoole tel la 1909
aa agreement wan node that Ihe eehoole should hare regular add dlreol froa
Ihe state, tele has hem helpful for Ihe eehoole at thay new anchor about
80

with one*third using Ihe Swedish language, tee great laflueaoe of these

eehoole has hem general oallghtenamt and the doralommt of a highly
organised cooperative system white Includes all ef Finland,
111* Swedish folk Sahoele
During the Biddle ef the eighteenth century Sweden was la nooh Ihe
sane national end spiritual oosditlen ao lie neighboring country, Denmark,
A spirit of Indifference prevailed In the rural population with Ihe recall
that

few were Interacted In the welfare of the country.
It wae under cute conditions that a nob!man, drew foretsn tedenschold,

laid the foundation for general enllteteawml, tel II wae hr* August Sohlnm*
editor ef the dally, Aftonhladet, In Stetehsla, tee pretested against material*
Im and at the eaus tine hrought tea need of new schools for fan youth be*
fere the people, Dr* Sohlnm had served In the Banish any la 1884 and had at
the «w» tine visited at the Danish eehoole.

t
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♦bat ooeurrsd 1# Dmmato ia tha tmlt omtwrr fro* 1480 %• 1430 is aotfelng
short of
If*

2k&

a & 5s»l^. M s

Msas&a. i a

la 18®#* Oarid M» Laris of talas ms studying at OoMbsm, Swsdsa,
rbaro k* hoard a loots?# on tko folk 11# Schools la xmwufc* 8a U l «
arsis for tha 1solar* sad hod II pskitahsd la tin Tournal

Hctaoslim ia

1840*
la 1804 Mrwrtor Alfred I m l m frm Syollatfo aas imrltad la dslimr
a sarloo of laelurst al Oxford tfeiaorsity oa Iks subset, *fha Banish folk
HI# Sotoools#* Blrsotor Paulson slrosssd praettoal signlfteaao* # 1# Iks
•ohools hws had for the oooaoaio dsmlopamt of Iks rural ooaMualty* fhla
Inprsesad Ik# aagl'sb psopls*
A

foa years latar J* 8* fhomlon alollod UNMnwrtc aad sao nook

ftanfOMad with tko aortr of tka Smith schools* Sa 1401 ko and* a anoolal
report to Iks Brill# gorarawant,
%*alctn& of Dsaaarle, Bishop Or* X* Bsrtlanl said la aa addross al
Ik* ttelswolty of talas la I400i •fklo has kssa a c m t mads* far aa
BasUskssa« (rsforriag la Iks a^doatlsrsl dsvalopasal of Bsaanrlc)# sklls
as oarsslass* stuff©ring Iks sms agrioallaral dsprossloa* hats Aoas nothing
hut ooaplnla skoal oar mfortmsta elreo»st«neos.*2
fks Bistoop further okoorroo that “of tko akaimaa of dairy organ!****
lions* #8 par esat* and of tko asaagsrs of dalrlsa no Isas than 40 n«r ooal
fears horn sladsala of Valle HI# kdaslt*' Bs Ikon askst *Hoa lone shall
as la Ikt^Laad mil for ntadlar rssults?*3
In 1400* aad again ** 1403* a gm«n of aa#i#nm alollod Ifes folk
Sohoois of usmarir# II m o osnsatally frs&srtekshorg folk Hi# Sohool
\

Childs, Baodm lbs BMdls far*,p*

133.

ojakole, p, 463
® SehroderT X^^eSLBoMfste loDceho
3 IkId; p. 464

which Inspired the En^Llsh to here a school of their own. The fawwte
historian. Holder Bagtrup. eat the AlrMt«r* Be had tola the English
party that 60 per eeat of leader# la ooopcmtiv** rare forner folk school
student*. This interested then ao the Saglish had aaay cooperatives.
In 1906* ton Bryan eotehUsheA the folk School on BsgUsh soil
at Beunrrlll*. near Birmingham. About 1913, Jonty Hanaghan. after a too
year stay at fre&erleksborg. returned te ttfbt n eehool at Iort»hire.
Continual exctsaag* of students end teacher* took plate between these
school* and Fredsrioksborg.
fhe Balk High School novessnt newer prospered in Badland* There
are three reasons for this)
The hereto spirit of the past had bean awakened by the Bsglish
poets before the ideas of Orundtvig roadbed Baglaad.
Cooperatives wire wall established in Badland long before the
first folk School in attend wee built (1909).
Badland enjoyed political, religious, and personal liberties to
n greater extent than Pensark.
There has been In reseat yearn considerable interest ta adult
education growing out of the folk School named.

But this type of

education hue lost so easy of the folk School features that it saa hardly
bs considers* hero.
V. Influences g£ |anlsh, folk Schools Ip Osmasar
A

number of nets* Sermon educators risltsd the folk Schools of

Denmark between IBM sad 1900. Sene of the visitors were Superintendent
Kaftan of Kiel. Sirestor Cearadl free lehesseetedt la Holstein, sad
Principal fr. teaWee free Beide* These sen wrote favorable consents in

&mmm newspaper* and aagasi&ee about their findings*

■vbout 1890, Sr* kalkfci Hriberg (heislagfors) lectured on the
£««jdlaa»laa Hoik School# la rarteas parts of Oermay* Za 1897 aha
received bar doctor of philosophy degree fro* the University of Sorlefc on
tba tfcaaia : ^ & y f e a M

& &

t o

aoMlschaa laadonu Star lectures created considerable Interest*1
Buring tba Sodnl Gocgress in lariia la 1890 the itaaish re
presentative, C. F* fletgen# bad a lengthy oonvsrsattoa with tha Oerma
lapevor, rilhgLa IX, about tha Danish folk High Schools* Bus following
year ha fliltal XtanaaMc and dlaauaaaA tha schools with fletgen. nothin#,
however, ana dene la Ctaraany*
4

fa* years later a noted t a n m

scholar,

4. 3* Hollman, visited

Aofcov H ojstole end other schools and and* a thorough study o f tha Haile

High School m v m m k t v m ita beginning* His finding* art written la
M i 7oikahoolja«fcttle.2

th is

book la eoewxmXy- considered

and interpretation ever made of the Danish Hoik High
piece created considerable Interest In
not meet

with

the

wovuseat

auecees* That was the reason for

tha boat naaouat

School*

but the

® l * *®*terw

attenpta did

th ief

Since tha far of 1880 the relation between Ooraaay end Beanuurte
has

boon aoraewhat strained at

there has been aaong the
Banish, this
anywhere

la

one reopened but

aSfflSlfe

derm a people

le the uadertyins

Ctaraany*

epoesttloa*

tin e a .

tone

tin e

the seheei wna

Although tha Ctamana won the war,
a

hesitancy

to adapt

reaeoa why no folk High

anything

School eoaaeeded

after the far o f 1884 tedding
Banish end was closed

a ft e r

Polkekojsfcele

ooaalderable

Bill IB* philosophy of Mil v i i rooted la loo* for <3od« heme,
work, end aatlre land, boa not boon loot entirely* lb* vrilar, oft*r
tbr** rtelte to Oernany In 1836-1937, dieeorered nosh in th* modem
educational aorenenta la (tommy tbot om b* traced to lb* idea* of
OnaAtHc and Bold. Bor naapli la tha booklet, a m » IHWlfW M g i
Witten by Theodor sllhela and Gerhard Graafe,* we readi
The aeblerenents of th* young naauol worker or* placed on
tho u m level a * ihoae of tb« braia-royfcer* Thle reeeg*
attion of the dignity and nobility of every honourable
achievement prove# to young Germany that II I* lb* werkw
and not th# e&oitallst who guides lb* destiny of lb* nation,
that lb* Important factor la, not money* bat creative
achievement*
wo quote further*
•the young long for flail* wain*** fb«y long for lb* t#aoh«r
to *p*#k to them from hi* heart and to etreteh oat hi* gold!at
band* John and Vieta**be attached ao*t vigorously the intell**!
and lb* suit of book leaminc*''3
SiM* th* tine knowledge of the Baalah folk Schools oaae to
Oemaay, special asrioultural school# bar# boaa developed* Thee# eoboole
resembling dearly the Banish, bnr* bean of anoh iatoreat to Hitler.
Xa the following quotation we find a description of those schoolst
The technical continualicn school of apiculture to the education
centre for tbo Goman peasant* St tires peasant* and farmers lb*
opportunity of daeponlag and extending hr n on*»year oouree the
practical and theoretical knowledge they already peaces*. Their
chief obieel 1*
strengthan the peasant*# feeling of attachment
to blc aatir* soil end to intensify bis sense of national solidarity
To bo admitted to such an institution n pupil nest prove that be
be* bod a gsed general education, corresponding to the Intermediate
certificate* la addition every pupil neat bars reached al least
bis twentieth year and meet shew that he hae 3| year# practical
exparieaoe of agriculture* She total number of etudante at eoeb
«n agricultural school moot not exceed 80.®1
2
3
1 Published by Tsrramore Office, Berlin, 1136, p. 19
2 Ibid, p* 6
3 Ibid, p* id

«ct»a
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APPLICATICI

A liberal education Is truly and fully useful, though.
It be not a professional education. Though the useful Is not always good, the good Is always useful* Good is not only good,
but reproductive of good ••••
Au intellectual zsan, a# the world conceives hiss, is one
who is full of *vi«w»* on all subjects of philosophy, on all
matters of the day*

«*■* Cardinal Ifaw w —*»
In the first obeyter some of the problems in American education
were discussed, and rather ©were criticise m s directed against the
professional, the teolwsleal, and the academic types of education offered
alike to all the country*s young people. Too, sene of the dangers and
unfortunate results growing out of suoh a system of mass education were
briefly pointed out#
later the discussion ©entered on the People’s College as It has
been developed and applied in Denmark. Although this type of school has
no academic standards, and its progress and methods are difficult to state
in toms of definitions, it has, nevertheless, proved to the -world for
three-quarters of a century that cultural education is the most profitable
for the rural people of Dwsaarfc.
Then were consider©d the three groat contributions of the People*®
Colleges. These were calamity education, scientific farming, and
cooperatives#

She remarkable progress made by the Danish farmer m s

attributed to the influence of these cultural centers.
In the three previous chapters were observed the work of the People*
Colleges in other countries. As for America, we noticed that the schools

These educators believe that there is a possibility of applying

SwyslMBr* e#&;mdtiea m e t be

-• .-.tiw

ywet&ine that youth £m&$ today*

to * n m llm tim of the

Jtaren&e carton uni to 1st doy-loring tho f&et

& «it their cone tsosd de«#*tere are idly m eting their pr©etou«* form tire
year# m the streets*

ceoAelenftlly tho parents ii|i»% Urn ohureh to tales

tho load In pU frtM ns m w y MaA of desirable ocuoetaont] bat tit© elraroh to
not ft attftto institution, and cdl tho islmbitente o f ft single eonearalty
Bolder belong to the « « » ehuroh and s»ay do not belong to any ohureh at
a ll*

TSi« problem, then, belong# to tho eGnmnlty* and unices there la non#

ocnm aiV ooiawioaeno#« and ft greater fooling o f reepeneiiillty fo r youth*
there og» bo no solution*

r

TStfti the e«s*snity 1c, lie youth vdll be.

QnttMwlt realised this

in Ido edao&tienaX marie* A* shown previously* the tim leh octtswadlgr i « an
«&Kjotlon»l iaatitwtloa In fthlth yowrtSi *&$» p ro fit ©an ayend th e intervening
four your* between

tmhool m& tho fw>|>Xo*o College*

Shoe® year*

of aftt&vttMi in tt* omsam ity serve « * an « m o £U m * b a ll* fo r oulturml
stu&lee#
i* oecewailty av^d» to the problem of youth w ill try to solve the
leisure problea by providing good and uholeeiaw reere&tien*

tide m y be

la the direotlm of ft ommaity library and reeding roo% leeture wad
nnaslo ori>niofttloae# good placet Sey Semite* baseball* bftsfeetbftll* 4HK
elute, and other wrthatetl* reereaUett and «*t#rpriaee*

In a ll actlvltee

tin parent* should thee «& Interest that ‘would roeult in the beet possible
recreation* ■ She Internet o f the parents in roarextim ansae raufih to young
people*

Htilngly, doea Hart anyt
Education. ie net apart fro® life* it ie just tin adult

fSMtwtiloa c irla g i t s mm *orld 1s# ttoo am ^ m rtM ©a* aha
W (Mr* «*»t ad u lt p a s r s tte r %4U m t
& w y A ifftrtR t
w rM
th a t ia Shiah lU a lf ll*M » the ad u lt esnsm tisn
« * » •♦ hasp ite mm s«4M * w ils , tra d itio n * , greeds, ss te ar&oia** A nb* , f s l l i e t arse Xmlm w:i%iw, «nd stbr Hw mHmH§
wartdag; te- the ?*ld*t of th,«s# s ffs o tiw innw m oe*, to produce
a aor £pam*,ti«»
to good# to stisoee* to «Har^Ui%
to dflw iM ify to haaoetr* to « M m * «»d te l&ibsrilsf* She
timmmtbio p r o lix te odaeaUett 4* «*fc p&wrlSar * gr^Sses of
tru ia ia g < M l « i i t i s the p t& im o f pafcjLv: * o t^m nit?
lateUi®«%» disciplined to f*e®da% ffe a e ^ E T w ‘S S K f^ T ’
the AS**# A foiiool mme& produce th is i w H f
ta t
a ommaslty mm do to**
Closely eenneetMl \sdih s«issualiy In te re st la fe e th should bo l i t
t r m r m t %a m m m wals*

M

the time o f arwsdivis, youth « M I

ti*«k th a t vts&k tik e t h « am y fro® the smsest tasks*

m

©duoa-

Qireatftwis fmiaod

1ts*> w luo of a rd ita iy matte so th a t youth cmw* to I ts * Hi* aork cm the
fftm or in ttw shop* 3!» ha* lownaod to slug «* Ho goes alxait the daily
tank*
I *83 Jtsert ft stap le ftofMsr
BwmrlcHt &M p lain ,
tet& pot X Sow pp w ttieti n ailin g ,
fo r around ay- U til® Ho®*
ore* !&§*— » f a ir
M t h oolor end porfUws* *

K b* i t the tim » tp rin s,
X&tMl I* tim fwafe troeeo*®
A ocr^smlty nswSsss to jarahlsisB i t s i f t wmke to the m lw of aork sad
b e tte r oduofiticm* Sirup®*®® oset #ot»i*sfOd tem rim ft. nation where lord
"V*0Siv ^C ! »^SdI ft

'^((3* ®*» a u th o r has o b ts rra d a d e c id e d «& *% •

ia the SUrqpes* ftititu d e te*4s«* hi* t « yew * of ftbeen**©* Star they regard
/oaarieft «* & o«m tiy of idX* awa® Ife&k ItTBpiWtl iM I W i is'ould ml® U ttio
Mftfmmem i f i t ta ro ao t fo r ttw> foot tbak ftiawo 1928 a tik U tr «&*»©* Haul

p artly t&kmx plm o in Am?too# At th a t tt- « federal m& s ta te re lie f sad
wolfar® vork m s hardly baowe «M*pt ia oon^ected* poor d is trio ts of largo

cities, although such aid should an doubt have Wen &lvsa swa in smU
oonfaanltles* ?*« years laiar (1S5$), hosievvr, there are states «h©r® onshair of the population i» on relief* For this unf©rhumb* situation, tbs
economic depression «$d draught ore g®&erelly h&MMeA* Although the
degression end drought have caused untold financial, physical, end cental
suffering, there- is. still another contributing factor vfoleh is often
overlooked, ncsnoly, the attitude toward work* The pioneer spirit of
solf»iytittativ» in, tasyiai; now thing* has deoroaeod*
ftflUeateg the World «*r, prices *m oav^oditiefi were high wad new
nsshlnsry pwdually replaced bason band*# To mnsr, living hoeosae ©any*
little ty little eosao tegan to think of life as all play wad all lotware*
Ydwm in 1&S9 the oootsudo depression set 1% sot.© men no longer hod the
desire to do hard week* Hits Is undoubtedly ano of the reasons why sane
Aeorioan* are suffering today* It would be well, therefore, to heed the
odtevonttlan of Gladstone, vftara ho Mgm
Tty end reconcile your wind thoroughly to the Idea that
this world. If we would he well and do well in it, is a world
of work and not of idleness* This idea will, vSi«n heartily
««traced, teoone like a part of yourself, and you will feel
that you would on no account have it tom froD you*1
Then the iwplioatioa of the words of Gladstone have been fulfilled
in the individual, a mm day will have dawned far America, ear rather a
return to the days of pioneering will have been re-enacted* The caramon
wwrfesr will say with Carlyle*
For there is a perennial nobleness, and even eacrediwsss,
In work* Were ho never to benl^ted, forgetful of his high
soiling, there Is always hop© in a m m that actually and earnestly
worksi in idleness alone ia there perpetual deepair* t'otk, never
so aatasionish, neon, is in oocwunioatloo with nature* tbs real
desire to got work done will itself lead ©ns nor© and wore to
truth, to natura*e appointments and regulations, whioh are truth*
^Gladstone,

Y/'pYTdff’*

*ho latest Ooepel in this world is, *Zxm( thy work end
do it.* *Enaw tSiysolf* lose enough b** H w t poor self of
thine tonvanted thee Ivthou wilt never got to ’know* It, I
believe I Taink It not thy bueinoes, this of knowing thyself]
thou art an uidsaowable individual] know what thou ©oust work
at, and work at it, like a Hercules, Thai will be thy hotter
plan**

h School With A 2«aw Hillogaply of Lduoatton
Having thus created oocs.unity interest in youth and thoir welfare
as well as a l&olotKxm attitude toward oomon work, the road is prepared
for the estohUstsaent of an institution with suoh underlying prinoiple#
as those of the Denial People** College*

HdUsawo, the (kumm scholar,

)tae in hie book, Pie Velfci&ooheehule, given an excellent Interpretation
of the Danish schools.

In the introduction he writes*

Uxece eckoele are nailed high schools boooueo they deal
with things of high oor*oora in the life of the ooraamityj end
they are oallcd People*© nigh Cohoole because they are related
to tii® whole life of the people and to those things, only,
which r<ro in&ertaafc to all the people. Tiieir eira is the creation
of a popular national culture «td4h will ramify out into
tbfttcvw ©peoiel Interest rasy be found in hoaan nature, but
whioh in its
is bonoconoouo and the possession of
fill* She path to this goal is by way of the education of per*.
eonalltyj only thrcu$i tb© inner froadrn of pereomllty can
ouch a culture develop.
In order to seourc this high o w e # of oooason living, the
individual .wist to freed froa the stifling oanetraiate of the
m e e t he m e t ooae to know hi&colf as a eolf-direoting person.
Ihorefere, im<:ir freedou is the highest lav of those oohoolsj
th«y do nut breed eubadeaten or regimentation of spirit, but
they teach the eorsradochlp of all in the life of the oonM&ity#
In a word, the spirit of those sohoole 1c the spirit of
deeacoracy, T £ euo»ie,^-.oro^cro. In" oppoeTCfcn ’
Iso"SoOT the
o*“fronts'"popular opinion of our tiaoe end to that doctrine of
the cver»lordshlp of the state in the midst of which w© have
but lately been living and whose fam, now broken, 11©* behind
u#«
Hence, it ie obvious why those eohoole could not have
been accepted, hitherto, in any lM^,*%B6y©tfc« iA<*o%&
eupronaoy of the etate has prevailed] w
^Carlyle, Labor.’pi* 100.

such a state for the spirit of these schools* However, the
less welcome such schools are in an authoritative, magisterial
state, the store room there mist be for theta la a people’s state.
Otherwise w© shall find ourselves presently donoetrating that
caricature of democracy of which Herbert tpenoer wrotet ’Her
democracy is but old despot!a© differently spelled!’*
An institution with a philosoplsy of education such as that of the
banish People’s College should be able to make some contribution to a demo
cratic nation.

Such an institution in America would help to give equal

educational opportunities to all. America does not wish to Bake retrench
ments in education. The word "equality,” as it wac written in the
Declaration of Independence,

ekmuic

that all should have an equal opportunity

at the tack which each Individual citisen is capable of doing. With such
an interpretation, American youth could look for a new day of acecrap1islasents•
In the United States there has been a tendency to minimise the
educational problems peculiar to rural cansnunlties. The farm youth has
his problems about work and education as the oity youth# In recent edu
cational discussions on reorganisation of the Junior high school end the
Junior college little recognition has been given to the farm cccsamity*
Since 50,000,000 persons live in small cora uaitiea and on the farm, earn
attention ought to be given to the fans youth whom we expect to raise the
farm products in the future.

The farm problems are recognised by the

federal government.
It was pointed out in Chapter I that the opportunities for a pro
fessional education are greater in the United States than anywhere else.
To this commendable feature in American education, the writer wishes to add
the opportunities for a general education for farm youth, an education that
will meet their problems.
tollman. The Folk Klgfo School, p# V, VI.
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Thu# far, the fans youth, wishing to receive a higher education,
has had to leave the familiar environment of the oountry end travel to
the city, since almost all of the higher institutions of learning are
located In the cities*

Separated from the place, where his tasks for the

future are centered, he spends a year or two in adjusting himself to city
conditions and per!taps to fraternity life* For the city youth such
surroundings might he conducive to learning, hut for the average farm
youth it mean* educating hte av,ny from his work and adjusting him to a life
he perhaps \<ns not fitted for# As to hi® future happiness there is con
siderable uncertainty* The oity 1® not very conducive to the study of fans
conditions nor to the making of a future American farmer*

It is on the

basis of tails situation that the writer suggest a new type of school wherein
the principles of the Danish People*e College, at least in part, could be
applied*
The People’s Colleges would not take the place of higher education#
The young people from the farm, wishing to take up a profession, should not
be prevented from entering the university# But the People’s Colleges would
educate that great number of farm youth which never graduates from high
school nor enters the university* As was pointed out in Chapters VII and
VIII, the People*# Colleges have succeeded well in keeping thoir students
on the farm# And it would not at all be harmful if the People’s Colleges
should be instrumental in getting a few of the many gifted farm youth that
ordinarily some to the university# American agriculture is in need of men
with leadership and ability#
Education has done much in the rural districts to break down the
European provincialism which the immigrants carry with them to America#
But the task has not ended.

There are yet communities 'which are divided

into three or .four jjaiioceX

c* c&
bZ
i having itr 01sn lesruage* traditions,

oteurehos* «$s£ m ttcm l sad religious pr©ju41?et. One or two educational
centers is a 008*3% wsuld greatly assist la welting the prejudices *nd
rewarre th<* obstacle* to cooperative efforts which are so •jsewvtial to
progress*

Cueh «n institution would assist In developing owr tmmrimm

culture*

The word culture Includes flMfe* the Osmlttce of 8eolal»Ko nanlo
Goals of liserlse^ appointed by the Xetiouo.1 Iduoation Association, and

headed by M ms tommy, rnmasrate* tbs footer* that Influence our /aserloan,
evolving culture* the factors are school* laagoago# tKMttfljht* acetal life*
reeding* science* xasafcare* art* music* social lirterdependrm®©, truth*
dwaagoguery* olvlo education* and history*^ to this list are added the
ftuNfautlfms of suitores* Iheae are the ciiwsse.* the radio* the telephone* and
the automobile* the airplane* the telcgrapr,* wad the press* The institutions
of culture* besides the eehoolc, are the hens* the church* the 1library*
the isuseum* the pieygfeual* curious clubs and rooletles* the eonmnlty
coverarsent* the stats ^cmMiwwt, and the national government**

the oeonlttee ocnoludes with these significant words referring to
culture and the philosophy of life*
What an Individual does with his abilities depends upon the
interpretation that he jmte v®m life* It depend* upon the answer
that he give* to aaeh great <*ueetlcna ass Is there a purpose in
the univsrset Pees tart* purpose* *.« it works Itself out through
nature and In the lives of izm, reoognltc good and evllt ?<hy
should 1 live? tty should X do anythinrt *het will be the
outcome of xy life?
One*s jMlwwyty of life involve* ono»* ideas oi*ssorality
and religion* As we study the history o f Hie r*ee In story* 1»
biography, and' In Uteraturo, w ’ liv e thru end identify out**
selves with the finest religious esperionees and aspirations of
a m *' Vie see the struggle of the race to find a e l oarer underr

^X^licatloae of. gsiolaI«^V^

'

V

&

&

«

p* 41-47*

standing of the d m alng of life. She story of human progress
includes the growth of najsJcind in religion, and the study of
literature inoludos the study of the religious masterpieces*
Chaycaan and Counts say* ’In the last onelycis ooiono© oan
never tell sen what is Beautiful and Good, nor oven what is
ultimate truth.
Generations of soientifie iiwjuiry have hut
added to the mystery of existence. If, in our study of the
world of nature, these limitations of soicuee he ever kept he*
fore us, instead of appearing to he in eonfllot with religion,
science will hut reveal the aood for the wider interpretations
of life and serve ns an indispensable instalment in the realisa
tion of human destiny. *
The school must help the child to develop his a m philosophy
of life which gives to human endeavor purpose, vision, inspiration,
religion, and morality. They mot keep pushing toward the develop
ment of an ever widening horison of intellectual appreciation and a
more thoregoing ooaeistonoy wild* regard to the beliefs which he
embraces.*

Hits representative iuseriosn oocr-itto© recognises education as the
most important factor in the making of an individual. Education, then,
should bo of the type that would help man to make the most of life* This
Is the aim of tho Danish spools, which for almost a century have recog
nised tii© importance of culture In education.

In rooent years considerable

recognition has boon given to tho development of a cultural education in
America# But there is yet much to do, as tho committee pointed out*
In suggesting a new Institution, little attention will be given to
the administrative side. Such matters belong to local eo nittoesj and in
the matter of curriculum only broad suggestions oro made. Although the
State of Eorth Lakota has boon opt in mind in planning tills, the appli
cation night easily be made to other states, with only minor changes to fit
local conditions. The fundamental principles would essentially be the same.
This is true of the People’s Colleges of Denmark, IJorway and Sweden.
Since the State of North Dakota is divided into counties, the
1

Ibid., pp.

49

,~So:

for tholr children* tu» it would keep their children in the county

rural oaic-sunity, to to ovaied by the people la the county, and to bo attended
by junior high school students, the

cms ».

People’s College, appears to

express the true meaning and place of such an institution*
is this institution is to belong to the people and serve their
needs, equal representation by all oaaisunitlos is important* She board
of directors should, therefore, consist of one non-polltioal representative
frost* ©very township or similar olvil division in tlie county* Half of the
members on the board should be farmers as this arrangement would tend to
give equal and fair representation la the Batters of policy and adadnistratloa, slnoe there would be students from all parts of the county* The
state, however, should have representation only in advisory capacity through
the Superintendent of public Instruction*
As m e seen in Chapter I, the problem of support is a complex and
serious one* Remote control is often harmful, slnoe suoh control sight
be out of Jumaony and sympathy with the local needs and the spirit of the
institution*

To avoid tills, the County* People’s College should be supported

equally by township and county* This ooranon share would tend to develop a
ooREon interest and responsibility in the matter of youth education*

The

state night give funds to education in the oounty, but no requirements should
be attaohed to suoh funds*

Tills is the policy of the schools sad the

goverment of Denmark, as m s pointed out in Chapter III, The Danish
government has also found it profitable to aid needy students desiring
an education*

The State and Federal Government* in America night find it

to their benefit to assist students who lack funds for education* The
Federal government has helped a number of students through the National
Youth Administration, but there is yet much to do in tails direction.

In choosing a director, great care should to ©?oroiced* He should
he on experienced and a trusted m o with a povorful personality* Hie
task should not merely b© that of administration and aupervieion of
the school in general, hut above all he should serve os on advisor to
the students giving thers personal guidance in all matters of life* In
this most important task ho might be assisted by the dean of men and the
dean of women, All advice should be frank and sympathetic and consideration
Should be given to personal, social, and economic conditions of the student*
The Curriculum
The curriculum offers a serious problem*

homo of the students

will continue in higher institutions of learning, while the majority will
not* But, at flute:.ins osysi
Four years spent partly in reading, discussing, and digesting
books of aueh importance would, therefore, eontribute equally to
preparation for specialised study and to general ©duoatlon of a
terminal variety. Certainly four years in none too Ion;; for
this experience. It is an exp rienoe which will, ac I have said,
serve as & preparation for advanced study and as general education
designed to help the student understand the world* It will
also develop habits of reading and standards of taste and
orltioicaa that will enable the adult, after his formal ecucation is over, to think and cot intelligently about the thought,
and Kunrsmeut* of eentWRtforary life* *t will help him to share
in the intellectual activity of his time*
As the span of humn life lengthens and knowledge increases, the
years nooose&ry for advanced learning will also ineroe.se* Higher learning
it besoming more and nor© specialised*

Ihe time nay soon arrive in

w ioh two nor© years will be added to a university course.

The four

years at general cultural schoola would serve as a valuable foundation

*T.utohins, The Higher Learning in America* p* 81,

for specialisation.
The normal life 1* divided late about three equal parte * leisure,
work, sad sleep. The last decade h&s seen the leisure hours boocm* as
important as the watt, h ou rs.

Leisure may be defined as the time spent

in recreation of the faculties of body, mind, and spirit* It is the
surplus tie© that remains after all practical duties of life have boon
perfoxvied. The ward recrc&tioa may refer to rebuilding of some abnormal
condition, or to an active participation in game*
Sine© leisure has become as moh a part of life as uork, it
needs fully as much consideration in our educational progress.

In fact,

it needs mors careful thought and planning sine© it, unlike work, has
no outlined program to follow and no responsible "captain" for guidance
o:asept himself.

In the prediction by Jaokc.^that in a few years the

average working time will be four hours per day, is to be- fulfilled, then,
we shall see the advent of a new ora In education in which entire insti
tutions sight have it almost as their sole aim of teaching the us© of
leisure hours. Kith the steady increase in machinery and man power, this
predioition is likely to be fulfilled before the end of the twentieth
century.

If the working time of a group of a million men is reduced

from eight fie four hours each day in order to give work to another minion
unemployed person®, the amount of spare tine would be the same, only it
would be distributed. The need, therefore, of serious consideration of
on educational program, that teaches the us© of leisure is self-evident.
The loaish, people- more than half a century ago realised the value
of leisure hours. The characteristic Danish phencaaoaon - the People*®
College - became the educational movement for better living, while at
1Jacks, EtMoal la p tore of the Present C r i s i s . Chap* 17,
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work ami at play* *Xt may be said# too#" May ami Petpen writ®, "that
Denmark has a eonsoiaus leisure movement# and that this movement le pri
marily educational in tendency**
Considering the present sooial and economic conditions it seams
advisable to toaoh wholesome recreation* in snorts*

Such sports should

not# if possible# be of the individual competitive type but rather as group
competition# If competition at all* Group competition say have a vholeaosae
psychological effect tipan the individual student# as It teaches fcte the
Value and necessity of Individual efforts in group efforts* The evert
■fetich especially does that la ^maetios*
The Swedish and Danish systems of pwmstlcs# which are gradually
developing; into one system, consist of arm and body motions# jurying and
rope-climbing# walking: nnd naming# and ewisaaing* The object os such group
gymnastics should be to give the mind control over the individual body la
harmony with t&o notions of other individuals* Half an hour or one hour
each day at gysmnstlos would serve os recreation, body development end
control# and teaoh the meaning and value of ooopcratlon*
A few years ago Danish gymnatlcs were 1:Produced at tie University
of Iowa* The writer has been informed that It has been a success*
The advantage of gyssanstioe is not merely while in school but later
in life* In practically every Danish farm oceasunity there is a gymnastic
union* The participants are between the ages of sixteen and fifty* Often
the union is divided into taro groups - one for those loss than thirty
years of age and another for those from thirty to fifty years* The practice
is onoe a week and forms on important part of oomsunity education.
The women havo their separate organisations.
* Kay and l^tnanTTcTsure an# Its W o/ pp.' £26-237*

Tho ooureQs for study should include the subjects of English grManor*

American end World literature, and the art of expressing oneself dearly,
freely, and correctly,

Incorrect English is often a hindranoe to individual

progress, The acquaintance with good Aeerieen literature and saw of the
beet literature outeide of Aaerioa. helps the student to be interested in
reading good literature and aide in the ability to express oneself Intel**
ligeatly*
The study of mth«aatioo should be considered practically end histori
cally in ardor to shoe, its eormeotion with a everyday usage. The history of
laethemtios will bring out the many fine uses to which s»th«*»tics lends
itself, *ery a student in Denmark has informed the writer that Instead of
"hating” aathurnties they have oome to "love* it by knowing its history anc
its practical uses. One semester might be devoted to the history of aatfcenatics and one semester to its uses.
The gcleases wight lnolude biology, botany, geology, ohsotictry, and
physios,

These subjects should be viewed in their historical relation to

human life, For the ordinary individual not many ohecdoal formulas are
necessary. Therefore tho application should be to everyday life.
Civics and eomoa lav are subjects which every well Informed oitlten
should know something about. Those might be joined with the study of the
political life in Aiaerloa sine® the tine of Hhahlagtmi and even from the
first settlement of America, The value of suoh a study would be in under
standing the political conflicts of today*
A study of the historical developaent of society would bring the fans
youth in oontaet with urban life and show tho relation of urban life to rural
life and vice versa. This subject of sociology should be related to economies

She

mlafenin a fcalaaecd progrw* in teaoMrt-

easiest m & tvo&oani history,

spiritual view of a x ia ia m o is retained* %>eoiaX stress is laid on the

CoUecee
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ability to soaroh for turth, to demand evidcaoo, to understand
tho dopondonoo of tho procoat or. the poet.
Ttio atory of nan*s marvelous progrece along tho rood of
civilit&tiam end culture is a thrilling one* As one studios
tiie history of tho raoe, one finds both material and industrial
factors and the bxasou and (social qualities that have advanced
civilisation. Factors that have retarded progress wdll also
bo dieoovorod. Crime, dieJionosty, political corruption, and
injustice are chewa by history as negative olesnents in tiic
ts^rovezaent of social living, vheroas tho oell-roooguieed social
virtues are ecsential to huzaan progress. Ih# story of civilisa
tion, rightly interpreted, reveals those fundamental principles
of husaau conduct and behavior that are essential to enjoyment
of the highest culture of the present day and tt participation
in evolving a better oulture for the succeeding generation,^
Cardinal beaaaan, in like zaanacr, points to the importance of history
tshen he sayct
Again tho study of history is said to enlarge and enlighten
the mind, and uhyt ©cause, as 1 conceive, it gives a power of
judgment of passing events, end of all events, and a conscious
superiority over them, which before it did not possess.^
As already pointed out in a previous ohopter, the historical method
of teaching vac reooKrconded by Qnindtvig. This method is used in all the
People* s Colleges of Denmark and has give® satisfactory results. Both
j history and literature, and, in faot, all of the courses, should bo taught
with a more informal method of presentation. In order to rmke abstract
statements concrete, applications should oonstantly be pad* vherever pos
sible. the interest and attention of the student, wMoh is of paramount
lmportajnee for enlightenment, should be awakened, for only then can he
truly absorb a course and make it a part of his life,
T

^Implications of Soolal-hooncsglo Goals for Education, p, 47.
^I.cwf.nn, bniverc-ity hduoatiqn, p. 124,

Although the aohool is not « vocational school* practical course#
that would be of use Is the eomausity might be taught* such as* courses
in agriculture* bookkeeping, typing, and cooperatives.
ixobbios and is keeping a diary should be developed.
a balancing effect

uooji

Interest in

&uoh interests have

the Individual life#

7 m or three weftfaags a nook, open forune should be conducted by

outside speakers or by the regular teachers.

Sosa? evenings night be devoted

to notion pictures oa foreign countries* shaking of paper* farm muchiaery,
and national parks*

The students should be given en opportunity to ask

questions,
Sinking* which is an OKoellent method of self-eapreseion and at the
euno time inspirational* sfiiould be stressed in and out of the aloe*roan#
Atiorioa is gradually developing a fine collection of song* which can be used
profitably. Xh© learning of songs In school m y inspire won to sing of
work, lory a Danish farmer ie heard singing an he ploughs M s field.
Conclusion
The writer is of the firm conviotion that a People* e College, as
herein outlined, would give opportunities to the imny farm beye and girls
who never finish high school or reach college.

It ie for the trrt youth

who wish a uon-teohnioal and nosvprofessicraal education that m s in mind
in presenting this thesis, fay e now day dem for American fsjrft youth#
It Is fitting in oloolae to quote l-r. Hart, the Arwarioon dduok.tar,

who nays*

Aswrioa leads the world in psychology of the acadcsdo type,
®ut America does not lead the world in understanding mind, ©specially
the mind of youth. Yet, to understand the mind of youth is the

gravest problem

of

our tiro©#* ?:© face social ieouea tluit can

nw&r be solved without the dlcocwery of now ?*»inds# and the only

plnoe where tser ialr.de actable of releasing new intollIfanoe cam be
found 1c in the generation of youth. -enoe# we Shall do tail to
look closely into that other peoples have to teaoh us with respect
to this aost iusportant of all our problems. And in this realm of
understanding youthful wind, the lanes are preeminent*1
AJneriGft ha* lead the world In psychology of the acadecide typo,
•HU It

not

Blind of the

wish in the future to lead also in the understanding of the
fans

yeetht trill Aeierioa take up the challenge?

*Hart, Light Fron the Sorth'J p»' '77.'

APFWDIX

THE FIGURE REPRESENTS THE ENLIGHTENMENT

OF THE DANISH PEOPLE
Age

Community Education
Continuing Until
the End of Life
26

Community

Univer
sity

People's
Education
College

18

Real
Day and Night

Gymna
sium

School

15

Schools
Middle
School
11

Elementary

City

6

Kindergarten

4

The Home

The School System of Denmark

Tine T a M e Shoring the Courses and the Honker of Hours
8 1 w n to tush In Various Divisions of the People*•
Collect1

X.

Inst ruction In Danish in 26 People’s Colleges
(Hen)

Courses

Average Hnaber of Hour?

Reading
Grammar
Orthography
Theses

40
43

63
31

II.

Instruction in History in 31 People’s Collects

(Men)
Average Hunter of I'p-an*

Courses
Literature
Scandinavian
World
Churoh, Blhle, Missions

IXX.

Vocational Courses for Men (5 Months) (11 Collages)

Courses
Braving and Oeoaetry and Stereoaetry
freehand drawing
Professional designing
Constrootion
Mathematics
Calculation
Bookkeeping
Natural Soionoo
Banish
Hi story
Coograpfay
Cosnson Lav
Singing
Baading
Oyunastieo
Other courses

1

43
49
46
47

Average m m b e r of Hours
143
30
318
59
6
93
36
31
138
88
19
33
13
5
73
41

Statlstlske Meddeleleer. 4 Raskke, 104 Bind, 4 Baefte, folkehojskoler
og L&ndbrugscoler, 1935-36. Pp. 34, 35.

IT. Courses at 12 Agricultural Colleges (5 months)
(Mon)
Courses

Avsrags Humber of Hours

natural science
Study of plants
Study of livestock
Other agricultural subjects
Cultural courses

154
159
179
150
339

T. Courses at 7 Agricultural Colleges (9 months)
(Mon)
Courses

Avsrags Number of Hours

Natural solonce
Study of plants
Study of livestook
Other agricultural subjects
Cultural courses

307
872
322
364
369

TX. Courses fer Women in 39 People*e Colleges
(3 months)
Courses
Saulkb
Penmanship
Beading
History
Sociology
Geography
Physios
Cheatstsy
Zoology, Botagy
Hygiene
Mathematics
Drawing
Singing
Gymnastlas
Handwork
Domestic Science
Bookkeeping
Other courses

Average Humber of Hours
102
3
25
101
18
15
6
4
16
20
53
8
25
67
110
22
6
47

fit. Instruction of Danish In 36 People's Colleges
($oa*n)

Ow t i m

Iwwti Bunbsr of Hours

Rending
OruaM
Orthography
fhsmss

38
29
36
30

TUX.

Instruction In History In 27 People's College*
(Women)

Courses

Aver g e Kma'faor

Literature
Scandinavian

of Hours

36

29
37
31

World
Church. Bible. Missions

Oocupatlon of Parent• of Students at People* e Colleges and
and Agriculture Colleges for the Period 1935-36 11
2
Ssi

Humber of
Students

farmers

Sballholdort

Laborers

Artisans

Others

Mon

5546

3475

671

406

397

1597

Women

3436

1617

433

124

323

940

Distribution of Ages of Students in the Period 1936-389
Sen

Total Number
of Students

Under
16

16*18
Tears

18*35
Tears

35 Tears
and Oror

Ages Hot
Listed

Men

5546

3

110

3737

965

731

Women

3436

6

366

3639

28?

158

1

iii*-

»• 15

2 Ibid, p. 16

Occupation of parent• of studante at People** aad Agricultural College*
for tho period 1903 to 1916tl
Tear
1903-04
1904-05
1906-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09
1909-10
1910-11
1911-12
1912-13
1913-14
1914-15

Sorter of
Student*

Parser*

Snallholder*

Worker*

Artisan

Professional

7398
7673
7886
7660
7331
7917
8178
8257
8035
8038
8047
6830

3758
3936
4154
4031
3682
4066
4294
4438
4336
4436
4386
3616

1642
1621
1719
1669
1342
1748
1613
1675
1662
1533
1491
1342

215
241
224
214
244
255
271
250
271
282
319
299

817
876
766
746
775
775
763
798
758
1629
769
748

947
999
1024
1000
1088
1099
1237
1106
1018
968
1082
926

of student* at People** and Agricultural Collogee during the
pear* 1902-03 to 1914-1513
Tear
1902-03
1903-04
1904-05
1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09
1909-10
1910-11
1911-12
1912-13
1913-14
1914-15

Total
Student*

Under 16
POOP*

16-18
pew*

18-25
pear*

Orer 25
yoar*

7361
7398
7673
7888
7660
7331
7917
8178
8257
8035
8038
8047
6830

72
68
50
62
46
43
68
41
43
41
64
47
52

520
554
562
634
539
468
541
449
515
504
631
524
470

5512
6607
5899
6147
6038
5738
6218
6479
8541
6341
6354
6387
5506

1132
1159
1162
1143
1037
1082
1090
1209
1158
1149
1089
1089
802

1 Sen Daneke Polkehojekole. p. 162
2

•

p. 161
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